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Volume II
PREFACE
This volume describes the design of the Voyager Spacecraft System, the Operational Support
Equipment requirements, and the Mission Dependent Equipment requirements resulting from
the system update study.
The mission concept for Voyager has not changed substantially since the previous Phase B,
Task B study in late 1965. The Saturn V Launch Vehicle is used to inject two identical plane-
tary vehicles on a Mars trajectory. Each planetary vehicle consists of a flight spacecraft
and a flight capsule and, after separation from the Saturn V, the two vehicles provide com-
plete mission redundancy. The flight spacecraft serves as a bus to deliver the flight capsule
into Mars orbit from which it subsequently descends and soft lands to carry out surface ex-
periments. The flight spacecraft then carries out an orbiting science mission for periods
ranging from six months for early missions to two years for subsequent missions.
The flight spacecraft developed in this system update is shown in the illustration on the page
opposite. This design is described in detail in this volume which is organized in the following
major sections:
Section Subject
I Guidelines and Study Approach VOY-D-100
H System Functional Description and Analysis VOY-D-200
iIi Subsystem Functional Dcscription and Analysis VOY-D-300
IV Design Standards VOY-D-400
V Operational Support Equipment VOY- D- 500
VI Mission Dependent Equipment VOY-D-600
Identifioation No.
Section I describes the study approach and discusses major constraints and guidelines that
were imposed, with emphasis on requirements or gxlidelines which have changed since the
last Voyager System design study.
Section II is a system level description of the resulting spacecraft design and its interfaces
with other systems. Major system analyses and trade studies, such as trajectory and orbit
selection, are covered.
Section III describes the baseline design of each subsystem, with discussion of alternates that
were considered in arriving at the selected design.
Section IV covers some limited areas of design standards to be applied to the Voyager space-
craft.
Section V is an analysis of Operational Support Equipment (OSE) requirements and an evalua-
tion of a number of OSE concepts with selection of a preferred approach.
Section VI analyzes the space flight operation together with the current and planned capabili-
ties of the deep space network to define probable requirements for mission dependent hard-
ware and software to support the mission.
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GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
1. DESCRIPTION
Voyager Guidance and Control is comprised of three equit)ment subsystems: attitude control,
cold gas jet, and autopilot. The functional relation between these three is depicted in Figure
1. The electronic assembly of this subsystem is shown in Figure 2. The sensor and reaction
control location on the spacecraft is shown on Figure 3.
These subsystems maintain the spatial attitude of the Voyager Spacecraft during the four
major mission phases: cruise, maneuver, guidance correction, and orbital.
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Figure 1. Guidance and Control Subsystem Block Diagram
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Figure 2.
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Guidance and Control Electronic Assembly
I.I. ATTITUDE CONTROL
The attitudecontrol subsystem acquires and stabilizesthe spacecraft to the external attitude
references from any initialattitudeand rates up to 3 degrees per second. Itthen maintains
the spacecraft attituderelative to these references to less than 3/4 degree during the helio-
centric cruise and Mars orbital phases. It also maneuvers the spacecraft, by sequential
rotations, to any al-bitraryspatial attitudenecessary to perform velocity change or capsule
separation maneuvers.
The attitude control subsystem consists of: optical sensors (sun sensors in pitch and yaw,
and star sensor in roll) to determine attitude deviations from the references; gyroscopes
which provide rate signals during acquisition of references and position signals during
maneuvers; and electronic circuitry which processes the sensor signals to operate the
appropriate solenoid valves of the cold gas jet subsystem.
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The subsystem has three basic fun_+_,_-s .... aoo of ..... +*_-- -_-,,*o_+_- mode, .... "_
mode, and maneuver (or inertial) mode.
1.1.1. . Acquisition Mode
In the acquisition mode, the roll star sensor is initially locked out, wide field of view sun
sensors are used in pitch and yaw, and rate signals are provided by the gyroscopes. The
system acquires the sun reference in two axes in less than 20 minutes from the start of
acquisition. After this, the narrow field of view cruise sun sensors are switched in, the
Canopus sensor enabled, and the vehicle is made to roll about the sun line in search of
Canopus. When the star comes in the field of view of the sensor, acquisition is completed.
The Canopus search and acquisition can take up to 70 minutes.
1.1.2. Cruise Mode
In the cruise mode, the cruise (narrow field of view) sun sensors are controlling pitch and
yaw axes and the Canopus sensor controls the roll axis. The gyros are off and damping is
obtained by derived rate.
1.1.3. Maneuver Mode
In the maneuver mode, the optical sensors are replaced by the gyros operating in position
mode. Gyros are torqued in sequence to produce a vehicle rate about the desired axis. The
time the gyros are torqued is controlled to yield the desired rotation. This same basic mode
is employed during an inertial hold except that the gyro torquers are not energized.
i.2. REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
The reaction control subsystem applies torques to the spacecraft as required by the attitude
control system to perform its function of acquiring and holding its references and to maneuver
the spacecraft to desired attitudes.
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The reaction control subsystemconsists of tanks which contain the propellant (nitrogen),
regulators, filters, fill valves, solenoidvalves, andnozzles. The electrical signal which
actuates the solenoid valves is provided by the attitude control system.
1.3. AUTOPILOT
The autopilot maintains the inertial attitude of the vehicle during propulsion thrusting. This
subsystemconsists of gyroscopes, signal processing electronics, rocket engine gimbal
actuators, an accelerometer and switching logic. The mutual operation of these components
perform the autopilot function. The gyroscopesare also usedby the attitude control system
and m'e described as part of that subsystem. The gimbal actuator requirements are (level-
opedin VOY-D-323 while the design studies are described in VOY-D-363.
The g?zroscopesgenerate signals proportional to spacecraft angular position. These signals
are processedby lead networks and amplifiers in the autopilot electronics.
1.4. PLANETARY SCANPLATFORM CONTROL
The positioning control system of the PSPis described in VOY-D-380.
2. MISSIONSEQUENCE
The operation of the G&C subsystemcanbe summarized in the context of the mission sequence.
Shortly after separation from the launch vehicle, the attitude control subsystem is energized.
It goes into its acquisition mode and stabilizes the Spacecraft to the Sunand Canopus. It is
then in the cruise modeuntil the first mideourse maneuverwhich occm's several days after
separation from the launchvehicle. At this point the attitude control subsystem is put into
the maneuver mode and the Spacecraft is rotated to the desired attitude for execution of the
mideourse maneuver. During rocket enginethrusting the maneuverattitude is maintained by
the autopilot. After termination of tt_rusting, the attitude control subsystemgoes into its
acquisition mode and reacquires the SunandCanopus.
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.1,, _.,_,.-,u is cncnin the cruise mode andcontinues in this modeuntil the secondmidcourse
maneuver which mayoccur several weeks or months after the first. The sequenceof the
first maneuver is then repeated. At termination of that maneuver, the Sunand Canopusare
reaequired. Cruise proceedsuntil the maneuvermode is again assumedand the Spacecraft
Is' ,"_"_'_,,_.,_,_,,to ....._,,cappropriate attitude for the orbit insertion maneuver. During orbit insertion
as the rocket enginesare thi'usting, the autopilot maintains the attitude of the vehicle. After
orbit insertion has beenaccomplished, the attitude control system again reaequires the Sun
and Canopus and the system is in the steady state cruise or orbit mode.
Finally, during the orbital phase of the mission, the references may be occulted 1)3, M_u's.
Inasmuch as this event is anticipated and accurately predictable in time, the attitude control
system wilt be commanded to go into an occultation mode which will permit the attitude con-
trol system to go to an inertial hold mode while the references m'e occulted.
3. SYSTEM UPDATE
The gmidanee and control wot'k that was performed as part of the over-all system update
builds on and extends the previous work performed during the Task A, B and C studies.
Mmw of the designs and decisions made previously are still valid and did not require re-
evaluation. Among these m'e the choice of the Sun and Canopus as references, the use of an
on-off attitude control system, and the use of gyros for the principal sotu'ee of rate infor-
mation during reference acquisitions. The studies that were performed fall into t_vo general
categories: those resulting from configuration, mission and system changes, and those
resulting from teehnolog.w changes.
An effort was made to provide an integrated system by considering the effects of the con-
elusions of each study both t!p,m the system and the other related studies. Because all the
work was done concm'rently, there was insufficient time to complete this task. Certain of the
trade study results are therefore not reflected in the system descrit)tions, th)wever, no
important technical interferences are known to exist.
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ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
i. SCOPE
The attitude control subsystem controls the spacecraft angular orientation at all times except
during rocket motor firing periods. It consists of sun sensors, a star sensor, rate integrating
gyros, and processing electronics° A cold gas jet reaction control system receives electrical
signals from the attitude control subsystem and, as a result of these signals, applies torques
to the spacecraft. The reaction control system is described separately in section VOY-D-322.
The system searches, acquires and stablizes the spacecraft to the sun and Canopus. This
orientation is maintained except when establishing some desired orientation to perform a
trajectory correction.
The present study was performed to update the system designs of Tasks A and B. Many deci-
sions made previously are still valid and do not require re-evaluation. Among these are the
choice of the sun and Canopus reference systems, the use of an on-off attitude control sub-
system, and the use of gyros for the rate measurements during initial stabilization. The
studies that were performed fell into two general categories: those resulting from configura-
tion, mission, and system changes; and those resulting from technological changes.
2. TRADE STUDIES ARrD ANALYSES
2.1 PROPELLANT MOTION COUPLING WITH ATTITUDE CONTROL
2.1.1 Introduction
The selection of a liquid propulsion system to perform orbit insertion results in potential
complications to the design of the spacecraft control system. The problem may be further
increased when mission flexibility is increased by providing a single tank design for all launch
opportunities. Typically, the propellant mass can be significantly greater than the rigid body
mass. Depending on the particular mission or phase within a mission, it is possible for this
large mass to have a considerable amount of freedom.
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During the course of a Voyager mission, two different types of forces act on the propelhmt.
These result in different dynamic equationsof motion of the liquid propelhmt. During powered
fflight such as in mideourse maneuvers andorbit insertion, the rocket enginethrust causes
spaceccalt acceleration. It is this acceleration which defines the propelhmt motion, m" slosh,
,,luring enginefiring. The characteristics of this slosh and its effect on ttw control system is
discussed in the autopilot subsystemsection; VOY-D-323.
l)uring cruise, the major external force acting on the spacecrN't is from solar pressure,
which r(,sults in very low translational accelerations. In this t)hase, the predomin;mt force
acting (m the fluid is that of surface tension rather thm_ acceleration. The lg,)nd number,
which is the ratio of acceleration to surface tension forces, is in this ease low. The equations
oI motion of the propellant are dominated by the surface tension forces. The investigation of
the flui(I dynamics, the development of mathematically _m'alogous systems, an(I the stml3 of tlw
intcr:wtion of the propellant dDmmies with the control system are coverc(t in this sectio.q.
A comprehensive analysis of the fluid motion at low bond numbers is nol l_mwn to exist. This
ask was un(lerlaken (luring the systems update, however its completion is beyond the s(.tq)c of
th(, current progrmn.
The ol).ie, ctivcs of the propellm_t motion studies initiated during the system update ar_,: (a) Io
improve the quantitative understanding of the propellant dynamics at low gravity; (b) from this
undcrstan(ling to (levelol) a mo(lel mid (e) study the effect of this mo(lel on the operaI ion ol the,
e()ntr_)l system. The emphasis during the system update has been (m the first two ()1 the_e.
This work is sumnmrized in the ensuing paragraphs m_(1 reported in detail in the appen(li(:_'s.
In view ()f the (lifficulties of obtaining solutions to specific flui(I motion l)r()l_lems l()r
el('an, unobstructed tanks, it was decided that the current effort would not be concern('(l
with lhe :L(l(h'(I analytical difficulties associated with baffles, screens, and contaimm'nt
(h'\'ices in g(,llel':/1. [l is recognized that such devices may t)c very effective in re(lu(.in;_
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or preventing propellant motions, and in this manner removing control system problems alto-
gether. In the actual system, it is fully expected that these devices will be used and indeed
they are described in the propulsion system part of this report. In view of the limited ex-
perience with containment devices, some question about their effectiveness exists. Hence,
the more analytically tractable clean tank chosen for study represents a potentially real
situtation.
2. i. 2 Propellant Behavior at Low and Zero Gravity
Liquid propellant behavior at low and zero "g" has been investigated intensively during the
system update, and some significant results have been obtained. The analysis which is
described in appendix A, is based on an inviscid, incompressible flow theory.
The natural frequencies and modes of small oscillations of liquid in a rigid spherical tank with
a spherical ullage have been determined, and a solution for the forced linear oscillations has
also been obtained from which the effective mass can be calculated. The location of tim ullage
in the tank is arbitrary. In the literature, the solution was only available for the very special
case in which the spherical ullage is located at the center of the spherical tank, but a wall-
bound ullage is known to be a more stable configuration. The latter case, which is thus of the
highest practical importance, particularly for the Voyager program, is naturally another
special case of the general situation that has been investigated; the solution has thus become
known.
The spherical shape of the ullage corresponds to the condition of zero "g". Furthermore,
when the spherical ullage is wallbound, the contact angle is zero. In the more general case of
low (but not zero) "g" and arbitrary contact angle, the sloshing problem has also been formu-
lated. The first step is to determine the static configuration of the liquid-vapor interface.
For a description of the interface, the spherical coordinates _are iJsed, in contrast to the
common practice of using cylindrical coordinates, to avoid the possible difficulty of having to
deal with a multiple-valued surface in the case of a spherical tank with a nearly spherical
3
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ull_2e \vhieh represents the Voyager case. The general formulation of the low-g sloshing
problem, however, is not restricted to the spherical tank.
A small study was performed to evaluate viscous effects. As anticipated, these were found to
2.1.3 Modeling Studies
2. 1. ;_. t Intro(tuction
Fluid modeling studies have been performed in parallel with the analytic studies of the dynamics
of fluid motion. The initial efforts employed a single simple pendulum representing the sloshing
mass as is done in high-g sloshing. Limitations of this model led to the d(welopment of a
multimass model. The models have been developed intuitively, drawing on high-g fluid
dynamics and on the dynamics of planar physical models representative of zero gravity. The
validity of these models can only be established through comparison of model dynamics to the
fluid dynamics for specific situations. Thus, the analytical studies are of critical importm_ce.
2. 1. :I. 2 Single Mass Pendulum Model
The shlgle mass pendulum model is similar to the higll-g model. Pendulum length remahls
const:mt while the pendulum mass is about 85 percent of the high-g pendulum mass representing
sloshing in a deep cylindrical tank. The applicability is classically limited to small amplitude
oscillations.
in ml effort to accommodate the motion of the ullage throughout the tmlk, consideration has been
given to a wtriable arm leng%h pendulum model, but no convenient solution of this was found.
'2. I. :_. :l Multimass Mo(lel
'l'hc simple i)emlulum model did not account for the motion of the ullage that was obserw,d in
physical m()dels. In pat'tieular, the physical models show the ullag(' lcavhlg the wails m_(t
moving al)()ul the t_mk as rotation was developed in the fluid. As rotation progresse, d, the
4
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ullage could rest on the axis of rotation. Translation of the tank can result in the ullage
traveling across the tank. Both phenomena are inconsistent with the simple pendulum model,
which has a constant armlength.
To surmount these difficulties, a multimass model was developed and is described in Appendix
B. The model parameters are derived from physical properties of the system, i.e., the
model duplicates the mass deployment of the fluid, with the result that the model is valid for
translation and for rotation. The planar form of the model is shown in Figure 1. The point
C is massless and serves as the pivot point for the masses m*. Point C moves in response
to the motion of the masses m*. The radial lengths X b (defining the ullage position) and X c
(defining the location of the pivot point) remain colinear. The arm length £ and the masses
m* are fixed parameters, dependent on the fill ratio and the requirement that the model match
physical properites of the system.
T LA
(A) FLOW PATTERNS (B) BASIC MODEL
(C) ULLAGE APPROACHING
TANK CENTER
(DI ULLAGE AT TANK CENTER
Figure 1. The Multimass Model
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The motion of the model as the ullage translates toward the center consists of the pivot point
C moving toward the center as the angles a and _ increase. The off axis masses move along
the streamlines shown in Figure 1. Itis important to note thatthe cause/effect of this explan-
ation are the reverse of the Dhvsi_1 _h,_+_ _,-:- m_,+_,-_ J- '
................ is prouuceu when the tank receives
a downward acceleration (producing a buoyantforceonthe ullage). The masses m* respond to
the acceleration with their motion constrained by the fixed arm length £
Rotational motion produces centrifugal forces which move the masses m* toward the wall as
the angles a and _ increase. The pivot point C moves toward the center of the tank as the m*
goes toward the wall corresponding to the motion of the ullage to the center of the tank.
2.1.4 Control System Operation
The viscous effects of the propellants on the operation of the control system were investigated
for the following situation: the tanks are completely full (or very nearly so) and the control
system is in a stable limit cycle.
The dynamics of the system can be approximated by:
2 •
T ] (IR+mp£ p )w+T T 1 CP P P (w -Wp)= KI wP P
where:
IR
I
P
m
P
i
P
K
C
P
= the moment of inertia of the rigid body part of the vehicle.
= the moment of inertia of the propellant about its center of mass.
= the propellant mass.
the distance of the propellant center of mass from the total spacecraft
center of mass.
Inertia coefficient which is proportional to viscosity.
Viscous torque coupling coefficient.
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Analytical studies of fluid motions have confirmed the expectation that viscous coupling
is very small. Control system design can then be based on a rigid body system having
an inertia
2
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As further verification, the control system was simulated with the complete expression for
torque using the viscous coupling as determined from the fluid studies. This simulation
demonstrated that the limit cycle period of the complete formulation differs negligibly from
the results using the simplified inertia I'.
2.2 SYSTEM MECHANIZATION
The various Attitude Control Subsystem configuration studies which were performed are
reported in this section.
2.2.1 Alternate Acciuisition Methods
Task Description: Determine whether alternate methods of acquisition should be provided in the
event of failures in both integrating gyro packages. In the present Voyager attitude control
subsystem, gyros are necessary to perform the following functions:
a. Initial acquisition and reacquisition.
b. Maneuvers.
c. Inertial control during occultation of celestial references in Mars orbit.
If failures occur In both gyro packages prior to Mars orbit insertion, the mission cannot be
completed. This is true even if a method of acquisition without gyros is provided, because
the spacecraft is no longer capable of maneuvering. Thus, midcourse guidance corrections
and orbit insertion are not possible. In the presence of these gyro failures early in the mis-
sion, an alternate method of acquisition contributes little to mission success.
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Once the vehicle is in orbit about Mars, the situation is different. The gyros' only remaining
function, other than a possible orbital correction maneuver, is to provide an attitude reference
when either of the celestial references is occulted. If after a gyro failure the vehicle can be
cont,'oiled during nr immediately _*^-__ ,_, nn ,-,,.,,,I._+_.._ .u- mission can be continued successfully.
Othel_visc the mission fails. If a method of acquisition can be provided to allow the space-
craft to recover control after an occulation, itwould provide the difference between continued
operation and immediate failure. It is assumed here that in the event of gyro failure, the
spacecraft would be allowed to drift during an occultation, and that the reference would be
beyond the sensor field-of-view at the end of the occultation.
Three methods of providing acquisition were considered.
niques, which require little or no additional equipment.
considered. The three control loops employ:
These are all relatively simple tech-
More elaborate methods were not
a. Celestial sensors followed by a lead network.
b. Celestial sensors plus totxtue integral feedback.
c. Celestial sensors plus a separate three-rate gyro package.
No attempt has been made to determine acquisition performance with a computer simulation.
llowever, a qualitative estimate is that the first two systems could acquire about the yaw and
pitch taxes, although not as rapidly as the nominal system. This is possible because of the
wide linear range of the acquisition sun sensors (I-40degrees). However, roll control cannot
be accomplished because of the relatively narrow field-of-view of the Canopus sensor about
the roll ,axis (14 degrees). The third method provides acquisition in all three axes but at the
cost of an additional gyro package.
The decision was made not to include any additional acquisition capability. For the
spacecraft in orbit, this gamrds against all gyro failures, except failure of a gyro
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in both gyro packages. It is felt there is no reason to single out this area to protect
against multiple failures.
2.2.2 Sensor Field-of-View Requirements
Task Description: The present configuration requires eight sun sensors to provide 4 rr stera-
dian coverage with the flight capsule in place. It is possible to reduce the required coverage,
and thereby the number of sun sensors, by modifying the acquisition procedure. A study was
made to determine the most advantageous system.
The spacecraft is required to acquire the sun from any arbitrary initial attitude. There are
two straightforward sun sensor configurations that can be used to accomplish this:
a. Provide 4 7r steradian coverage. This is done on the present system.
b. Provide a sensor configuration with a limited field of view. Generate 4 Tr stcradian
coverage by rotating the sensor, probably by rotating the spacecraft. This method is used on
Surveyor.
The second method is explained with the aid of Figure 2, which is based upon the Surveyor
system. The acquisition sun sensor field-of-view is a 196 degree disk centered on the pitch
axis, and 10 degrees wide. The following steps are performed to acquire the sun:
a. Eliminate initial vehicle angular rates about all three axes.
b. Roll. A 360 degree roll provides 47r steradian coverage.
c. Roll maneuver is stopped when the sun is acquired.
d. Yaw. _top when narrow view sum sensor (field-of-view along the roll axis) acquires
the sun.
The advantage of this system is that it requires fewer sun sensors. This is of minor value
because sun sensors are light and highly reliable devices.
9
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196 °
lO°(PITCH 1
Z
(ROLL)
Figure 2. Sun Sensor Field-of-View and Orientation
There are several important disadvantages:
ao Tile system requires a longer time to acquire the sun. In the present
system, pitch and yaw rates are limited to 0.25 degree/sec during sun
acquisition. The maximum time required to slew to the sun is
180 deg
t
0.25 deg/sec
- 72/) sec
10
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For the limited field-of-view sensor, the worst case sun location requires the
vehicle to roll 360 - 10 degrees, and then yaw 180 degrees. This requires,
350 + 180
t =
0.25
= 2120 sec
The limited field-of-view system requires an additional 1400 seconds or 23.3
minutes, ignoring settling times.
The spacecraft battery size is a function of the time off the sun during the orbit in-
sertion maneuver. An additional delay of 23.3 minutes in acquiring the sun would
add 20 to 25 lb to battery weight. This is sufficient reason to reject the limited
field-of-view sun sensor.
b. The system requires additional logic to provide automatic acquisition.
e. "Whenever the sun is lost, the vehicle must roll to reacquire. Canopus is lost, and
Canopus acquisition is necessary after sun acquisition is completed. If the sun is
lost in the present system, it may be reacquired without loss of Canopus, depending
upon spacecraft orientation.
The limited field-of-view sun sensor system is not recommended.
2.2.3 Improvement of Maneuver Accuracy
Task Description. In the present system, maneuvers are performed in a given axis by torquing
its gyro at a known rate for a known time. A significant portion of the error in the commanded
position results because the vehicle position in its limit cycle deadband is not known at the start
of the maneuver. Although present guidance requirements do not demand improved accuracy
of maneuver, it was of interest to investigate whether reasonably simple methods of improving
.... -_l.hlrJaccuracy were _,v,_,,_u_,_.
A substantial portion of the error in a commanded position is caused by the control system
deadband. This is illustrated in Table 1 which presents the results of an error analysis of a
11
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Maneuver Error Analysis Standard Deviation of Final Pitch Error,o- E x'
Following a 45 Degree Yaw, 45 Degree Pitch Maneuver.
Magnitude Variance
Error S_u.rce
Control system deadband
(Celestial mode)
Sensor repeatability
Control electronics drift
Sensor mounting alignment
Threshold detector variations
Control system deadband
(Gyro sensing mode)
C&S timer resolution
Turn rate uncertainty
Gyro drift
Autopilot
o"E = j0 13072X
0. 362 deg
(degrees)
O. 458
0. 141
0.046
0.050
0.023
0. 458
0. 089
0. 178
0. 154
0. 300
0.06992
0.00222
0.00024
0.00028
0.00006
0.04102
0.00090
0.00348
0. 00260
0.01000
0. 13072
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typical maneuver consisting of a 45 degree yaw rotation followed by a 45 degree pitch rota-
tion. * The standard deviation of the final pitch error ((r E x) is found to be 0. 362 degree.
The results for the standard deviation of the yaw error (or E ? are identical, except that the
turn rate uncertainty and timer resolution errors must be multiplied by cos 8 pitch. The
final result is:
(r = 0.362 degree
EX
(r = 0.358 degree
6y
Two notes of explanation concerning the error analysis are necessary. First, why does the
control system deadband appear twice ? The deadband contribution to maneuver error occurs
in two ways. When the spacecraft is switched to gyro control at the start of the maneuver,
the spacecraft body axes are misaligned with respect to the celestial reference system by up
to one-half the deadband. This is the error source called "control system deadband" (celes-
tial mode). The maneuver is performed with respect to a_ inertial refcrcnce coordinate
system. This reference system is established by the gyros and is coincident with the space-
craft body axes at the instant of switching to gyro control. Therefore, this inertial reference
coordinate system is misaligned with the celestial reference system in each axis by an amount
up to one-haLf the deadband. The maneuver is now performed by rotating the vehicle in the
inertial reference coordinate system. The error resulting from rotation about misaligned
axes is listed as control system deadband (gyro sensing mode). At the conclusion of the
maneuver, the spacecraft will oscillate within its deadband until the thruster is fired. At this
point, the autopilot provides continuous control with respect to the inertial reference coordinate
system, eliminating the deadband error.
*This analysis is described in detail in document VC220FDlll which is included in Spacecraft
Functional Description, Volume A (Book 1 of 2) of the Phase IA Task B preliminary design.
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The control system deadband error variances differ because the gyro sensing mode term
must be multiplied by a trigonometric term which provides the effect of the initial yaw
rotation.
The pitch m_d yaw errors are neither completely independent nor completely correlated.
This fact is significant since the results of the conversion of two one-dimensional pointing
errors depend upon the degree of correlation. For the purpose of this analysis, the errors
will be assumed to be completely correlated. This provides the maximum value of pointing
error. The total error is tile vector sum of the individual errors.
2 2O- + O"
ET x Ey
= 0.509 deg.
Tile 3 (r value = 1. 527 degree. For two-dimensional errors, probabilities equiwdent to
ET
l(r and 3 o- values are 39 percent and 99 percent respectively.
K the control system deadband could be reduced to one-fifth its present value, the standard
deviation of the pointing error would be reduced to (r E T = 0. 215 degree 3 o" _ T = 0. 645
degree.
There are three basic methods of reducing the control system deadband error. These are:
a. Measure the misalignment between the inertial and celestial coordinate systems,
and modify the maneuver accordingly.
b. Align the celestial and inertial coordinate systems prior to the first rotation.
e. Reduce the deadband.
Methods for accomplishing these functions are discussed in the following section.
14
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The simplest method to measure the misalignment between the inertial and celestial coordinate
systems is to record the celestial sensor outputs at the time the spacecraft is switched to iner-
tial control, and transmit them to Earth. This gives the misalignment of each axis with
respect to the celestial coordinate system• The required maneuver is modified to include the
effects of the misalignment, and transmitted to the spacecraft.
The advantage of this system is that it requires no changes in the present system. There are
two significant disadvantages: (i) There is a delay in performing the maneuver equal to the
round trip communications times plus the time required to determine the modified maneuver.
Throughout this time the spacecraft is on gyro control. Therefore, gyro drift errors will be
increased. For 1973, the maximum communications time at Mars arrival is ii. 3 minutes.
With a gyro drift rate of 0.25 deg/hr., this delay could introduce a misalignment error of
• 094 deg. (2) The final commanded maneuver cannot be determined until the sensor data is
received from the spacecraft. Allowing i0 minutes for this function results in an additional
misalignment error of 0. 042 deg.
Brief consideration was given to performing these steps automatically on-board the space-
craft. The benefits gained do not warrant the additional system complexity, and so this
approach was ruled out.
Two methods for aligning the celestial and inertial coordinate systems prior to the first rota-
tion were considered• One is to delay switching to gyro control after the command is given
until the spacecraft is in the center of its deadband. This presents several problems-
a. In nominal limit cycle operation, it takes 79 minutes to traverse the deadband. Thus,
there could be a 79 minute delay in each axis concurrently in switching to gyro control•
_" the,. If ........ _+ _ _n _ _nft limit cycle, it may never cross the center of the deadband.
c. This method requires additional circuitry and logic.
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A_lother methodof aligning the inertial and celestial reference systems is to place the space-
craft on gsrrocontrol with the gyros beingupdatedby the celestial sensors. This is illustrated
in Fig_ure3. The switch must beheld in the align position long enoughso that the inertial and
celestial reference systems coincide. The length of time to accomplish this is a function of
the outer loop gain. Additional study is necessary to determine this value.
This is anattractive mode of operation. It requires no additional equipment other than the
switching required to provide the control loop. It does not cause additional error. The dis-
advantage is that is may require sigmificant time; however, during this delay the spaeecrtdt
is not accunmlating any additional error.
The deadband can be reduced by either increasing the control loop gain or decreasing tile input
voltage required to trip the threshold detector. This directly reduces the deadband error.
An estimated value of file magnitude of the reduced deadband is i-0.1 deg, approximately one-
fifth of the original value. The present system already provides for gain changes in the pitch
axl(I yaw channels to compensate for decreasing solar cell output as the spaeecr'_t - sun
distance increases. It would be relatively simple to add an additional gain change to the pitch
ml(t yaw channels, and to provide a gain change in the roll chmmel.
SENSOR
I
t
GYRO CONTROL SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE
SYSTEM DYNAMICS _
I I
, A I I I
v
Figure 3. Control Loop to Align Inertial and Celestial Coor(tinate Reference Systems
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To perform a maneuver in this mode, the spacecraft would be commandedto operate with the
reduced deadband. After a period of time allowedfor the spacecraft to settle on the reduced
deadband,the maneuver is performed. At the conclusion of the maneuver, the vehicle reverts
to nominal deadband.
This is also an attractive mode of operation, requiring little additional circuitry and easy to
implement. It does require more gas to operate with a reduced deadband,but the amount is
insignificant. Whenthe deadbandis reducedto one-fifth its nominal value, gas consumption
rate increases by a factor of five. However, limit cycle gas consumption is a small part of
the total, and the increased gas consumptionrate lasts only until the maneuverhas been
completed.
Maneuver accuracy in the present system is satisfactory. For this reason, none of the im-
proved methods discussedhere has been selected. If an accuracy improvement were
necessary, the most attractive method is to reduce thc dcadband. In addition, the technique
of measuring the misalignment via telemetry and modifying the maneuver is alway,_available.
2.2.4 Reacquisition After Maneuvers
Task Description: Following a maneuver, the present system employs its normal automatic
acquisition mode to reacquire the sun and Canopus. This method will be compared with the
procedure of reversing the maneuver rotations to return to the nominal attitude.
With a practical autopilot design, residual spacecraft yaw and pitch rates following a maneuver
are 0.3 to 0.5 deg/sec. (System requirement is i. 0 deg/sec). These rates are caused by
limit cycle operation of the gimbal actuators and liquid fuel slosh.
The spacecrait rotation that will re_ulL.... 1"-^_.,_,_. ..... -_-_,*_ .__f_"......._ingla nxis., is _iven by_ the
expression:
2
8- 2 a
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For w : 0.5 deg/sec and a nominal control acceleration a of 0. 0129 deg/sec _, the rotation
is equal to 9.7 degrees. This results in the loss of the intertial reference coordinate system
mahltained by the gyros whose input axis gimbal freedom is 6 degrees. It becomes impossible
to retrace the maneuver to return to nominal attitude.
Fven ff it were possible to perform this maneuver, there are no important advantages to doing
so. On the other hand, the present system has the significant advantage of reorienting the
Sl)aeecraft to the sun as rapidly as possible.
2.2.5 Occultation of Celestial References
Task l)escription: The present system employs gyro memory when references arc occulted.
Gyros arc turned on at file first occultation and remain on thereal'ter. Switching is controlled
by the logic control unit for sun occultations, and by the C&S for Canopus occultations. This
entire system will be studied to identify potential problem areas and to reconsider methods of
operation.
2.2o5.I ()peration of Present System
The following command sequences together with the automatic reaequisition sequence provide
con! rol (luring occultation periods in the present system. The gyros are commanded on before
the onset of a sun or Canopus occultation period and are kept on for the entire period. An
occultation period is that period of the Mars orbit phase that contains an occultation of one of
the references in each orbit.
For a sun occultation the enable sun occultation mode command is given prior to the onset of
the occultation period. The logic control unit then automatically switches the pitch and yaw
loops to hltertial position control at the start of an occultation. This is determined by noting
th:tt all sun sensor outputs are below a predetermined level. When the logic control unit
determines that the sun is present, it switches the pitch and yaw h)ops back to tile cruise mode
configllration. If the coarse sun gate sig]aal is not present at this time, a complete reacquisi-
tion s¢quence is directed. This would not occur normally. /5 the Canopus acquisition gate is
18
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lost during the sun occultation, the roll loop will automatically be switchedto inertial position
control rather than the Canopussearch mode. At the conclusion of the last sun occultation in
an occultation period, the switch to cruise modecommandis given which cancels the previous
enable sun occultation mode command.
The system operates somewhatdifferently for Canopusoccultations, than for solar occulta-
tions. For the orbit selected during Task B, the range of spacecraft anamolies referenced
to the terminator encompassingall Canopusoccultations represented only onehour of the
orbital period. During eachorbit containinga Canopusoccultation, the roll axis is switched
to inertial control for the onehour period that includes the occultation. The signals that switch
the roll axis betweeninertial control and cruise modecome from the C&S. Thesesignals are
based uponthe true anomalyof thespacecraftwhichis provided to the C&Sby the outboard
gimbal angle of the Planet ScanPlatform (PSP).
The commands sentby the C&Sare: {a) Switch to roll inertial control, and (b) Switch to
cruise mode. Upon receipt of the first command, the roll loop is switched to inertial control
while the pitch and yaw loops remain in the cruise mode configuration. If the coarse sun gate
signal is lost during a canopus occultation, the logic control unit will switch all axes to the
rate mode and reacquire the sun, whereupon it will switch the pitch and yaw loops to the
cruise mode and the roll loop to inertial control, canopus search will not take place until the
second command, switch to cruise mode, is given.
The Canopus sensor may lose track of Canopus if either excessive light from the bright limb
of Mars enters the sensor shield, or if one of Mars' natural satellites passes through the
sensors' field of view. Since the orbits of the spacecraft and the natural satellites are known,
interferences can be predicted and the system will be commanded to either a roll drift mode by
disabling the roll pneumatic drivers, or a roll inertial hold mode durLng the periods when
interferences are anticipated.
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2.2.5.2. Problem Areas
Oneimportant problem area has beenidentified in the present system operation, during
Canopusoccultations.
The mode switching signals are derived by the C&Sfrom the PSP outboardgimbal angle.
is undesirable for three reasons:
This
a°
b.
e.
It requires an interface between two otherwise unrelated subsystems.
Vehicle control during the Canopus occultation period is dependent upon satisfactory
operation of the entire PSP control system. This reduces the reliability of the
attitude control system.
The PSP outboard gimbal angle can be used to predict Canopus occultations only
when the PSP is tracking the local vertical.
Two experiments have been identified, and others may be found, in which the PSP is directed
off the local vertical. These are the UV spectrometer and high resolution TV experiments.
_2ven if these instruments were located on a second PSP, it detracts from the versatility of
the PSP in future missions to require that it track the local vertical.
No problems have been found with the system operation during solar occultations.
2.2.5.3. Operation During Canopus Occultation
Three different methods of operation during Canopus occultation periods have been considered.
These are described below.
a. Stored Time Commands in the C&S. Canopus occultations can be predicted and
corresponding switching commands stored in the C&S. It is not necessary to predict the
occultations accurately; it is sufficient to predict a period which will bracket the occultation.
This is a simple solution but has several important disadvantages.
2O
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It is not possible to predict occultation times accurately prior to analysis of orbital tracking
data. Therefore, the Canopusoccultation modecannotbe madeto operate automatically.
Evenwith tracking data, predictions canbe madefor a several week period, but not for several
months. In orbit prediction the most uncertain quantity is the true anomaly of the spacecraft in
orbit.
The present organization of the C&Srequires that oneword of memory be used for eachmode
switching command. Two commandsare required per orbit. If the orbit period is eight
hours, 180words are required to provide the mode switching for Canopusoecultations in one
month. The present C&Smemory has a capacity of 512words of which approximately 20 per-
cent remain unused. This would provide switching for 17days.
The time of coverage could be doubledif the C&Swere only required to provide the command
to switch to roll inertial control. A simple fixed interval timer could beused to provide the
commandto return to cruise mode.
b. IR Sensor. An IR sensor with a wide field of view can be mounted with its
viewing axis parallel to the Canopus sensor axis. The function of the IR sensor is to detect
the presence of Mars when it approaches the Canopus sensor field of view. This is illustrated
in Figure 4.
The IR sensor can be a simple device since its only function is to distinquish between Mars
and space with low accuracy. When Mars is within the IR sensor's field-of-view, the roll
channel is switched to inertial control. When Mars passes out of the field of view, the roll
channel reverts to the cruise mode.
There are no obviou_ disadvantages to this method, but there are questions which have not
been studied because of the lack of time. The primary question is what the size of the sensor
field of view should be, and whether it can be a single fixed value, or whether it must be
modified as the Canopus sensor field of view is stepped.
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IR SENSOR FOV
CANOPUS SENSOR FOV
Figure 4. Alignment of IR Sensor to Detect Cangpus Occultations
c. h_ertial Control with Canopus Sensor Updating. The block diagram of this con-
trol loop is shown in Figure 5. The spacecraft is essentially in the inertial position control
mode, but in addition, the low gain outer loop acts to correct for gyro drift, and thus main-
rain the inertial reference coordinate system alig-ned with the celestial reference coordinate
system. The required outer loop gain is a function of the g_ro drift rate. The lower the drK1
rate the lower tlw loop gain can be set. When a Canolms occultation occurs, the (?an'_lms sen-
sot output vanishes, and the spacecraft is under pure inertial control. At the end of the
occultation, the Cangpus sensor output returns and is used to torque tile g3rro.
()peration with tJlis system is as follows. Prior to the start of the Can:)pus occultation perio(I,
file gyros are commanded on and remain on for the entire occultation period. The commaml
enable Canot)us occultation mode is sent, which places the roll chamlel in the colffigllration
shown in Fig_are 5.
K the bright limb of Mars or one of file natural satellites _ere to l)aSS through the sensor [ichl
O[" vie\v, t|ll el'rt)neotls el'FOr signal could be caused, llowever, with an outer lool) gain su[t i-
ciently h)\\', the spacecraft rotation in response to this erroneous signal would not bc significant.
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Figure 5. Inertial Position Control Loop with Canopus Sensor Updating
A numerical example best serves to illustrate this point. Assume a gyro drift rate of 0.25
deg/hr, and an allowable roll error in spacecraft attitude caused by Canopus sensor offset of
0.5 deg. It should be noted that because of the geometry involved the effect of this roll error
on the high gain antenna pointing error is minor. This allows the use of an outer loop gain of:
0.25 deg/hr _ 0.5 deg/hr.
0.5 deg deg
Assume an interfering object with an intensity between the Canopus sensor high and low gates
were to appear at the edge of the sensor field of view (_4 deg), and were to remain there for
15 minutes. This is a highly pessimistic case. If the sensor locked onto this object instead
of Canopus, it would cause a roll error equal to:
deg_r.
4degx0.5 deg x 1/4 hour = 0.5 deg.
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This method has two important advantages:
a.
Do
No major additional equipment is required. It is only necessary to provide the
switching to connect the Canopus sensor output to the gyrn torqn_aer.
It requires no sensing of when Canopus occultations begin and end, and no mode
switching during the orbit.
The primary disadvantage is that low gyro drift is required. If the outer loop gain is chosen
to correspond to a nominal gyro drift rate, and during the mission the drift rate increases,
the result will be an increased offset error in roll attitude. This error will be present when-
ever the vehicle is in the Canopus Occultation Mode. Continuing the previous numerical ex-
ample, if the gyro drift rate were to increase to 1 deg/hr from its nominal value of O. 25
deg/hr, it would cause a roll attitude error of:
I.0 deg/hr
0.5 deg/hr
deg
= 2 deg.
A second disadvantage is that the primary roll control loop cannot recognize loss of Canopus.
To offset this a fixed interval timer set to the maximum Canopus occultation time is used.
The timer is started by the loss of the Canopus present sigzml from the sensor. If at the end
of the interval the Canopus present sigzml has not reappeared, the control system is auto-
matically switched to the acquisition mode.
o ,_ 5 3 System Selection
_o_. o
The use of roll inertialcontrol with Canopus sensor updating is selected for system implemen-
tationat this time. However, the IR sensor method merits additional study, and a firm choice
between these two methods should not be made untilthis is done.
The sun occultation mode remains unchanged from the Task B design.
operated in the inertial mode with sun sensor updating.
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2.2.5.4 Disable Pneumatics During Occultations
A brief analysis was conducted to consider the effect of disabling the pneumatics during
occultations, allowing the vehicle to drift without control. This is not to be considered as a
normal mode of operation, but only as an emergency measure.
There are two primary sources of attitude error during an uncontrolled drifting period.
These errors are estimated for a single axis in the following paragraphs. The duration of
the occultation period is assumed to be one hour.
a. Limit Cycle Rate. The nominal limit cycle rate is 0.0002 deg/sec. If the
spacecraft is approaching the deadband limit (0. 458 deg) when the pneumatics are disabled,
the vehicle error after one hour is:
e = 0.458 deg + 0.0002 deg/sec x 3600 sec
= i.15 deg
b. Gravity Gradient Torque. The gravity gradient disturbance torques are a
function of the mass distribution of the spacecraft, the orientation with respect to an orbital
coordinate system, and the aerocentric radius. Maximum torques occur near periapsis.
-4
The maximum pitch gravity gradient torque has been estimated to be 2 x 10 lb-ft. If a
one-hour occultation period were to coincide with the time of maximum gravity gradient
torque, the resulting attitude error would be 32 degrees. However, at other portions of the
orbit, the error is less than one degree. The evaluation of the actual error requires know-
ledge of the orbit and occultation times.
No attitude error results because of solar pressure forces. The primary effect of solar
pressure force is to act upon the high gain anteIma to produce a pitch disturbance torque°
During a Canopus occultation pitch and yaw axis remain under control. During a solar
occultation there is no disturbance torque.
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The conclusion reached is that it may be possible to drift through an occultation period without
requiring reacquisition at the end of the occultation. This is heavily dependent upon the gra_dty
gradient disturbance torque and the duration of the occultation. These in turn are both a func-
tion of the orbit.
2.2.6 Two Level Acceleration System
Task Description: The present cold gas jet subsystem employs two thrust levels. High thrust
is used prior to capsule separation after which low thrust is used. A study will be made to
determine whether additional thrust levels or switching criteria should be used.
The present system employs a two-level thrust system that is designed to maintain an approx-
imately constant control acceleration about all three axes throughout the entire mission. Itigh
thrust is used until capsule separation occurs. Following separation, a squib relay causes a
switch from high to low thrust nozzles. The reduction in thrust level is proportional to the
reduction in moments of inertia, thus mahltaining a constant control acceleration. The
moments of inertia arc listed below in Table 2.
Roll
Yaw
Pitch
Table 2. Moments of Inertia
Moments of Inertia (slug-Ft 2)
Transit After capsule separation Reduction
130 84
18475
19016
5823
4026
5194
2.25
4.58
3.67
These are substantial changes, and obviously require the corresponding change in thrust
level to maintain low limit cycle rates and gas consumption after capsule separation.
'Fhus, tim questions to bc answered are: (1) should an additional thrust level be provi(led,
and (2) how shouhl switching between thrust levels be done.
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An additional thrust level would be a high thrust level. This could be used for the following
purpose s:
a° Performing maneuvers. In the present system, a combination of worst case condi-
tions requires 6 degrees of gyro gimbal freedom to accommodate spacecraft over-
shoot without loss of gyro reference. This relatively large amount of gimbal
freedom has proved to be a significant constraint on gyro selection. Increasing the
thrust level during the maneuver mode would reduce the required gyro gimbal free-
dom. The reduction in gimbal angle freedom is directly proportional to the increase
in thrust.
Do
The value of a high thrust mode for this purpose is difficult to evaluate. It allows
more choice in gyro selection, and may permit a more accurate gyro to be chosen.
However, a satisfactory gyro was selected during Task B, and it does not necessarily
follow that a more accurate gyro will increase the probability of mission success.
The disadvantages are severe. An additional set of solenoid valves and nozzles and
provision for switching are required.
Limit attitude excursions upon separation from the launch vehicle. This require-
ment does not exist for the Voyager spacecraft.
The problem of loss of references during capsule separation which existed during
Task B is no longer present. This is true because: (1) the present capsule-space-
craft separation sequence causes no significant torques to be applied to the space-
craft (2) because of the reduction in spacecraft moments of inertia, the control
accelerations are 1.7 to 3.8 times their nominal value.
The conclusion is that the advantages of an additional high thrust mode are not sufficient to
warrant the additional weight and system complexity required.
It is possible to switch between the presently available high and low thrust modes during the
mission. High thrust would be required during acquisition and maneuvers, and low thrust
would be used for cruise and all modes following capsule separation. The advantage of this
is a minor gas saving. Total impulse required for limit cycle operation prior to capsule
separation is 96 lb-sec of a total of 2400 lb-sec total mission requirement.
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I)otcntktl savings, using the reduction factors g_ven in the table listing the moments of iner-
tia, are 69 lb-sec. This is equivalent to approximately 1 pound of cold gas. The disadwmtage
of this system is that it requires the eapability of continually switching between the high anti
low thrust modes. This is less reliable than the present system in which a squib relay is
used to shift from high to low thrust following capsule separation° The minor weight-saving
is not sulTicient reason to change the present system°
2°2.7. Maneuver Mode
Task I)escription: In the present system maneuvers are l)erformed by successively torquing
each gi\,_'(, at a i)recise rate for a commanded time° Other methods of performing maneuvers
liFe c()lnl)ilFt'd to tile present system.
Maneuvers are performed in the present system by a series of successive rotations about the
st)act,or'eli c(mtrol axes. One, two or three rotations can be used. Each rotation is accom-
i)[ished by torquing a particular gyro with a precision current for a commanded time.
Ih,causc there is no direct measurement of the angmlar rotation, this method has been re-
l erl'e(I to as an olmn-loop system. This system is simple and straightforward, meets the
accuracy requirements, anti has been flight-proven on Mariner.
I)u_'ing this update it was felt that alternate approaches should be explored, particularly from
the standl_,)int of reliability improvement. One idea that is intuitively appealing is to perform
lhc m:tn(,uver in a clos('(I-lool) mode. Here, the spacecraft attitude is measured and c()m-
i)a_'ed tL) the e()mmandod attitude. When these coincide, the maneuver is terminated. Untor-
tunal(,ly, there ix no simple way to measure vehicle attitude during a maneuver. It is pos-
sible t() calculate the angle. For example, the gTfro can be operated in the rate mode, anti
its outl)ut inteorat('(I. Tiffs angle can be compared to the commanded angle, ltowever, this
t()() is an ol)en-lool) system. The only difference between it and the present system is where
theangnlar rate is integrated. Ilere it is done by an electronic integrator, or if the system
is iml)lemcnte(l(ligiially, by a counter. In the present system, the integration is performed
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by the combined actions of torquing the gyro, to yield a constant vehicle rate, and timing, in the C&S.
One implementation of this type of system is shown in Figure 6. The maneuver is initiated by apply-
ing a slew voltage to the attitude control system, This commands a spacecraft rate. The gyro out-
put is also applied to a voltage-to-frequency pulse converter. Each pulse corresponds to an incre-
ment of position. Pulses are counted, and when the sum is equal to that stored for the commanded
maneuver, the slew voltage is removed and the gyro is switched to the rate integrating mode. It
shouldbe noted that this type of systemhasbeenused on Lunar Orbiter. Although this has been re-
ferred to in the literature as a closed-loop system, its fundamental operation is almost identical
to the present system; there is no direct measurement of spacecraft attitude. This is derived from
integrating spacecraft rate. Here the integration is performedby the voltage-to-frequency pulse
converter and the counter.
The need to introduce digital circuitry for integration immediately suggests the possibility of incor-
porating digital circuitry withinthe gyro loop itself by using pulse rebalancing. Angle measure-
ments can be made directlyby counting gyro pulses in abidirectional counter. Commanded slew
rate can be achievedby introducing additional pulses into the rate output pulse train. Implementa-
tiondetails are significantly affectedby the specific gyro design. Pulse rebalance techniques offer
potential gyro drift reductionby reducing gimbal deflection. Torquer performance is improvedby
constant power operation, andby relieved linearity requirements.
However, the accuracy of the present systemis satisfactory. Furthermore, gyro errors are not
the principal contributors to maneuver mode pointing error. Motivation for change must rest on
I I IINTEGRATING RATE VEHICLEGYRO (RATE MODE) _ b DYNAMICS
Figure 6.
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reliat)ility considerations. The present system appears to have the advantage here on the
basis of simplicity, tIowever, the opportunity exists with digital circuitry to enhance relia-
bility with triple redundancy and voting logie, so that a clear-cut answer on reliability nmst
rest with a detailed circuit analysis.
,._.'>'> s. (lyre Evaluation
o ,_ s 1 Summary
The gyro selected for the Voyager attitude control system is the tloneywell GG-334A. Thi,_
is a singh,-degree-of-freedom, gas bearing rate integrating gyro. The primary reasm_s for
switching to gas bearing gTro instead of continuing with the ball bearing gTro seleeted during
TaM< 1_ at'e:
:t. l,onger life.
1). Lower noise. This is of major importance to the autopilot design.
Gas beat'ing gyros have not yet been proven in spaee flight, llowever, they arc seheduh,(_ h>
be used in space missions in the near future (Nin_us B in 1968, followed by NIOL). This
will provide SlmCe experience. If this experience reveals unexpected problems, it is pos-
sil01e to rctuml to the use of ball bearing gyros.
System mechanization will employ single-degree-of-freedom gTros in an analog mode of
operation. Two-degree-of-freedom g-yros and digital operation were considered and
eli mi nated.
(;yro motors will be operated from a single phase source using phase splitting eapacilorso
This in'ovidcs a considerable improvement in power SUplfly design. This change was lll_ldt'
to() lalc to b(' hmorporated into the Task D design. For this reason the system descri_)li_)ns
still inclu(h' a 3-phase, 400-eps power source for the gTro spin motors.
A(hliti(ma_ study is required in the following areas:
a.
Potential increase in reliability available from using the gwros in a digital mode°
This ()l lets the opportunity to use triple-redundant circuits and majority logic.
I) o h_t'()rmalion on some candidate g3zros was unavailable.
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c. Use of capacitor feedback around the gyros. This offers the possibility of eliminating
the gyro heaters.
2.2.8.2. Gas versus Ball Bearings
Gyro bearing technology has advanced to the point where gas bearing gyros are beyond the de-
velopment stage and are in production and operation. While always holding a theoretical ad-
vantage over the ball bearing, at least in operating life, the gas bearing gyro has been shunned
by system designers because of a lack of flight experience. This is no longer the case.
Numerous gas bearing gyros are now in use or are planned for use in the near future. Auto-
netics has used spherical gas bearing gyros in the Minuteman IGS for several years ° Litton
is using gas bearing gyros in aircraft navigation platforms. Nortronics has used single-
degree-of-freedom (SDF) gas bearing gyros on Polaris and Minuteman and has one scheduled
for use on the C-5A. Sperry has an SDF gas bearing gyro slated to fly on Nimbus B, and
Honeywell has an SDF gas bearing gyro selected for a prime control system on MOL.
As far as space flight is concerned, the gas bearing gyro has not yet flo_. The first space
flight experience apparently will be provided by the Nimbus B flight in 1968 ° Following this
will be MOL flights. Thus space flight experience will exist in a matter of several years.
The ball bearing gyro, however, has proved itself in space many times, with the record to-
date probably being set by Nimbus C which has had a Kearfott Alpha ball bearing gyro running
continuously for over 11,000 hours, as of this writing.
The gas bearing gyro now appears to be fully competitive or better than the ball bearing gyro
in all characteristics. A comparison of two hypothetical gyros having the same construction
except for bearings would be as follows:
a.
b.
Drift - About the same. _-*r.rv._..... . . to early, opinion, the gas bearing provides no edge
in drift performance.
Noise - Output signal noise for the gas bearing gyro is lower by as much as an order
of magnitude over its ball bearing counterpart.
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d.
e.
fo
Mol,)r Power - Tile same.
Vibration/Acceleration Capability - A slight edge to the ball bearing gyro. The gas
l)earing is sufficiently rigid however to provide adequate capability even in the hard-
mounted configxtration.
Sin rl _qt,,p ,... ,,,,,, ,p.... _.:_:*--,,_, _ F,,,,._I,, ,,,,_tmtue"_a..... * - Gas bearing motors have demonstrated it]
excess of 20,000 start stops° A lloneywell gas bearing motor was subjecte_l _o 20,00o
start-stop cycles (with cooldowns and position variations). At the end of this period
lhe only noticeable change was an increase in the minimum starting voltage from 17
lo 20 VACo The motor was then installed in a gyro and is still operating.
l,if(' - A definite edge to the gas bearing here° Demonstrated MTBF's for high-
quality ball bearing motors are of the order of 15,000 to 20,000 hours. MTB F's for
,_.,,'_s bearing motors have still not been well-determined, although vendors are willing
lo ClUOle in excess of 40,000 hours. Honeywell has run four (4) gas bearing sl)in
lnolors for over 42,000 hours each (with stops, starts, and eooldowns) as of Sel_tem-
I_er, 1967 and they are continuing to run properly. Autonetics is anticipating
I, 000,000 hours MTBF for the G-10 B gas bearing g3q'o.
l'hc inh_,r(,nt h)ng-lifc aspect of the gas bearing gyro coupled with the lower magnitude noise
_m th(, (_ull)ttt signal are iml)ortant advantages, and there are no significant disadvantages. It
_h_,r(,l.)rc must be concluded that, for Voyager, a gas bearing g.)'ro shouhl be selecte_l over a
Imll t)cat'in K gNro-all other considerations being equal.
In th,, ligi]l of this decision, a new evaluation of SDF gas bearing gTros was made. (The ev:ll-
uati,,_,, ,>l tw¢)-axis g3q'os is covered in Paragraph 2.2o8o3o) The g3,'ros evaluated were:
,,\(" l,_l(,el roni('s AC641G
t !_,n('_ v_'l I GG33-1A
I<e:l rfolt IOng II
N_,I'I m_11ies GI-K7G
N,_FI r, m ics GI-T 1-1_
51,_'t'ry SYG 4200
Sl_.'r r.V SYG 1440
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The latter five units were found to be unacceptable for Voyager for the following reasons:
2.2.8.2.1. Kearfott King II. This gyro represents Kearfott's early pioneering in gas
bearing gyros. Although providing excellent performance, it has not reached the production
stage. The main drawback is a susceptibility of its gas bearing to vibration in the 1400 to 1800
HZ range. A resonance in this area can cause bottoming at an acceleration level as low as
2-5 (g). This gyro must therefore be ruled out for Voyager application.
2.2.8.2.2. Nortronics GI-K7G. This unit, while in production, is a relatively low momen-
tum (60,000 to 90,000 gm-cm2/sec) device with resulting non-g sensititve drift rates approach-
ing + 1.0 degrees/hour. Thus, it is unacceptable based on performance.
2.2.8.2.3. Nortronics GI-T1-B. This unit is a large (3.5 lb; 1.8 x 106 gm-cm2/sec)
high-performance platform gyro used on Minuteman. With an input angle freedom of + 1/60 o
and a maximum torquing rate capability of about 0. 004 degrees/second, it cannot be used for
Voyager - even in a pulse-rebalance strapdown system.
2.2.8.2.4. Sperry SYG-4200. The SYG 4200 weighs 1.4 pounds and has a wheel momen-
tum of 136,000 gm-cm2/sec. A unique feature of this gyro is an 8-wire ligament suspension
system for the float. This gyro will be flown as part of an experiment on Nimbus B in 1968
as the first gas bearing gyro in space. Although its quoted performance is compatible with
Voyager requirements, a developmental problem exists in the ligament suspension where creep
of the wire material with time creates high disturbance torques on the float and results in
high bias drifts. As a consequence, this gyro is being replaced by a ball bearing gyro for
Nimbus D. This problem area makes this gyro unacceptable for Voyager.
2.2.8.2.5. Sper_ T SYG-14400. The SYG-1440 is a recently developed gyro designed pri-
marily for strapdown system use requiring wide angles and high rates. The design incorporates
features of the SYG-4200 and SYG-1000 (ball bearing) units. The gimbal suspension is the
fundamental pivot and jewel, except that the pivots are spherical as opposed to the normal
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cylindrical sh_t design. The device weighs 1.2 poundsandhas a wheel momentumof
2,
_00,000gm-cm /sec. Like the Nortronics GI-K7G, the drift performance of this unit is
too coarse for the Voyager application.
'l'h_ _ llom,yweii GG334A and the AC Electronics AC641G do stand out as potential units for
Voyager. A listing of the characteristics of these two gyros is given in Table 3. Also shown
in the tabh;, for comparison purposes, is a listing of the characteristics of the Kearfott Alpha
ball bearing gyro, which was the gyro previously selected by GE for Voyager.
'l'hc AC(;4I(; is a newly developed gyro which exhibits exceUent performance. It incorporates
scver'M uni(lue design features such as the magnetic suspension system utilizing a rotary
transformer (which also provides spin motor power without the need for flexleads), the dual
slat(_r si)in motor, :rod the Hall Cell-permanent magnet pickoff. The boldness of this design
makes it desirable to accumulate adequate experiencebefore selecting it for a program such as
Voyager. This experience has not yet been accumulated.
The t loneywell GG-334A is a conventional design which is in production. It has been selected
by (;F for use in the MOL. A significant amount of test data exists to indicate that this unit
cm_ meet all of the Voyager requirements. The GG-334 would therefore be considered the
optimum S1)F gas bearing g_yro for Voyager at this time.
_._.')'_ 5.3. Two-Axis Gyros
'l'wo-_Lxis gyros offer several features that are of interest to the Voyager mission.
itl'O :
These
]7.
lledundmlt hfformation. Because each gyro provides information about two axes,
three gyros provide complete redundancy. This can be implemented so that on-
board failure detection and correction is provided automatically.
Applicabh, two-taxis g_cros are operated in the rate mode. Position is gencratc¢l I_y
rate integration outside of the gyro. This type of operation eliminates the problem
o1' loss of reference caused by limited gimbal freedom while performing maneuw_rs.
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Table 3. Characteristics of SDF GasBearing Gyros
Characteristic
Mech. and Dynamic Characteristics
- Size (in.)
- Wt. (lb.)
- Ang. Mom-H(G-CM2/sec)^
Output axis inertia (G-CMz)
- Output axis damping
- Angular Free. (Deg-IA)
- Type suspension
Heater required
Kearfott
ALPHA
Spin Motor
- Type
- Excitation
- Starting Power (w)
RunningPower (w)
- Wheel Speed(RPM)
- Brg. material
Pickoff
- Type
- Sensitivity (MV/MR)
Torquer
- Type
- Scale Factor (Deg/Hr/Ma)
-Max. Torq. rate (deg/sec)
- Linearity (%)
2.0Dx2.8
0.9
2.27 x 105
117
optional
>i_.0 *
pivot & jewel
yes
hys. sync.
26V, 3¢, 400HZ
4.5
2.8
24,000
SS
Moving Coil
XFMR
8.8
PM-Moving coil
70-134
5-9
0.05
Honeywell
GG334A
2.3Dx4.7
1.65
2.0 x 105
225
optional
>i6.0 *
pivot & jewel
w/piezoelec.
dither
yes
hys. sync.
26V, 26, 800HZ
8.0
2.8
24,000
Steel -bonded
carbide
Inductosyn
20
PM-moving coil
120/1200
(2windings)
lO/lOO
0.01
AC Elec.
AC 641G
2.5Dx4.5
1.8
5.6 x 105
974
optional
>+6.0 *
Traixial magnetic
using rotary
XFMR
yes
(Dual-stator)
25V, 26, 1200 HZ
14 (includes
suspension)
9.0 (includes
suspension)
24,000
Hall Cell-PM
12.5
PM-stationary
coil
3.1
O. 34 (may be
higher)
>0.000i
* Dependent on damping coefficient chosen.
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Table 3. Characteristics of SDFGas Bearing Gyros (Cont.)
Characteristic
Drift Performance (3G)
- g insens-random (deg/hr)
- g msens-stability (deg/hr)
(for 1 yr-cstimated)
- g sons. (deg/hr/g)
_ g2 sens. (deg/hr/g 2)
- restraint (degAlr/deg OA)
- Temp Sens (deg/hr/°f
Environmental Capability
- Vibration-sine (g)
- S]wck (g)
Kearfott
ALPHA
0.02
O. 20
0.75
0.02
0.2
0.025
25
30 for ii ms
Honeywell
GG334A
0.02
0.20
1.0
0.04
0.5
25
50 for 10 ms
AC Elec.
AC 641G
0.002
O. 10
0.15
0.06
0.16
0.003
18 (limit at 200
HZ)
30 otherwise
C. Because the gyros are always operated in the rate mode, pulse rebalance is a natural
choice. This lends itself to implementation of complete digital control loops in which
reliability is increased through the use of triply redundant circuits and majority
logic.
2.2. S. 3.1. Automatic Failure Detection and Correction. Since each gyro provides two-
axis hfformation, a set of three two-axis gyros provides redundant information for on-board
deteclion of a g:yro failure. A generic three axis system is shown in Figure 7.
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Z
Y
X 2
Y1
Y,
Figure 7. Generic 3-Axis System
_Switching Logic for Gyro Malfunction
and
if x 3 - Yl > c
and
if x3-x2> _
and
if z2 - Zl>
Y = Yl' x =x 2, z - 2
z 2z I +
_ - Yl + Y3
x = x 3, z = zI, y = 2
x 2 + x3
= Y3' z = z2, x - 2
Use of re-
dundancy to
prevent gyro
failure from
causing mission
failure
Figure 8 shows a block diagram of the switching logic.
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Yt' Z1
SWITCHES TO
REMOVE FAILED
GYRO
I YI' Z1
X2' Z2 _ [i ! 2 il SYSTEM
r I -- -- _ LOGIC
3' Y3 X3' Y3 _J
_X _
AND 1L I THRESHOLD
GATES _'- [ DETECTORS
X2, Z
_. X, Y, Z
Figure _. Switching Logic Block Diagrmn
The logic of Figures 7 and 8 replace the integrated gyro packages of tile attitude control sub-
system and its output is provided directly to file attitude control electronics.
2.2.8.3.2. Two-Axis Gyro Selection. A survey was made of the existing two-axis gyros
that could be considered applicable to file Voyager mission. Gyros considered for evaluation
were:
a. Arma G-t6 Dynatune
b. Antonetics G-10B
c. G PI Gyroflex
d. Litton (]-300 G2
e. Litton G-500-2 Vibrarotor
Table ,t sumnmrizcs various characteristics of the gyros, and the merits of each of the units
arc (tiscussc(I individually below. Note that no data couht be obtah_ed relative to the GPI
Gyroflex for the Voy_uger application. Also, note that Lear Siglerrs two-axis unit was not
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Table 4. Two-Axis Gyro Characteristics (Sheet 1 of 2)
ARMA
G16
DynatuneCharacteristic
Type Non-float
Motor
- Type
- Brg. Type
- Exc. Freq (HZ)
- Run Pwr (w)
Ball
400
4.0
12000
-Whl Speed (RPM)
Autonetics
G-10B
Non-float
Induction
Gas
4O0
0.7 @ 60RPS
6.0 @ 240RPS
14¢00 Ascent
GPI
Gyroflex
Non-float
Ball
Litton
G-300 G2
Floated
Hys. Sync
Gas
800
24000
- Angular Morn.
Size - (in.)
Weight - (lb)
Pickoff
- Type
- Excitation
-Scale Factor (mv/mr)
Torquer
- Type
- Scale Factor
(o/hr/ma)
- Max Rate (o/hr)
- Linearity (%)
Angular Freedom _eg)
0.6 x 106
2 diax
2.83
1.4
Se_ Gener.
4.5
15
3000
$2.0
3600 Orbit
0.2 x 106 @
60 RPS
3.3 dia x
3.5
1.65
Capac.
20V, 19.2KHZ
500
Electro -
Magnetic
72000 @ 60RPS
in 1P/
:L%/, JL I
0.7x 106
3.2x3.2x
2.5
1.0
Moving Coil
Differ.
XFMR
15V,4.8KHZ
135
Perm. Mag.
Voice Coil
27
_-,0..1
Litton
G-500 -2
Vibrarotor
Non-Float
Hys. Sync.
Ball
1125
22500
0.3 x 106
2.3 diax
2.6
1.0
Perm Mag
Voice Coil
Self Gener.
90
Perm. Mag.
Voice Coil
193
720
1.0
+0,25
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Table 4. Two-Axis Gyro Characteristics (Sheet 2 of 2)
Characteristic
lieater
- Req'd
- IVIax. Pwr. (w)
- Operate Temp (°F)
D rift (3 cr )
- g insens-random
(°/hr)
- g insens-stability
(°/hr)
-g sens (°/hr/g)
g2 sens (°/hr/g 2)
- Temp sens (°/hr/°F)
- Restraint (°/hr/_)
Accel. Capability
A. Operating
- Aecel (steady-k)
- Vibr (g)
13. Non -Operating
- Accel (steady-k)
- Vibr ([4.)
Where Used
Life
ARMA
G16
Dynatune
Yes
0.003
0.1
0.013
0. 010
0.0003
9.0
t00
Arma
Master
Rcf. Sys.
(A Portable
IGS Align.
Unit)
Autonetics
G-10B
No
3
40 x 10 Hrs
Predicted
for Brg Life
0.1
0.9
1.0
-3.0 ± 3.0
0.005
22 (_ 240RPS
6 @ 60 RPS
IGS Plat-
form for
E lliott
Bros.
106 Ilrs
Predicted
GPI Litton
Gyroflex G-300 G2
Yes
250
155
0.015
0.015
0.25
0.05
0.01
5
2(5-500HZ)
30
10
(5-1000HZ)
Navigation
Platforms
Litton
G-500-2
Vibrarotor
Yes
i0
170
0.3
1.6
0.3
0.3
0.1
20
10 (5-500H z)
30
5
(5-100011Z)
LT-300
Astro-T rkr
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considered because of its very early stage of development.
were not considered because of their developmental status.
Likewise, electrostatic gyros
Arma G-16 Dynatune - This two-axis gyro is a non-floated, free-rotor unit which has an
internal gimbal with two axes utilizing elastic pivots to support and rotate the inertial mass.
Since the spin bearings are external to the gyro suspension system such that anisoelastic
effects are not involved, the bearings can be operated at a low preload and can be adequately
lubricated to provide potential long life.
Although this gyro has a relatively high angular freedom, it is nevertheless a platform type
gyro; the high drift sensitivity to off-null displacement eliminates its use as an attitude
reference at displacement offsets required for the Voyager control system. The gyro does
lend itself, however, to a pulse rebalance mechanization in a strapdown system. For such a
mechanization an overall drift accuracy approaching the Voyager requirement of 0°25 °/hr
could be realized.
Since this gyro is still in the development stage, there is a lack of data to confirm long term
drift stability, gyro life and environmental capability. It is therefore not a serious contender
at this time.
Autonetics G-10B - This device is a two-degree-of-freedom, spherical gas bearing free rotor
gyro designed for platform or pulse-rebalance strapdown system use. It is a miniature ver-
sion of the G6B4 gyro used on Minuteman.
Autonetics has done a significant amount of work to analyze the performance of the G-10B in a
pulse-rebalance strapdown system for a Voyager-type application. From their analyses it was
concluded that a drift rate of 0.24°/hr could be obtained with in-flight updating of bias drift.
That is, with drift rate measured and a new bias compensation set-in by commands, the drift
rate would be less than 0.24°/hr (3 o-) for a period of several days. Without in-flight bias
drift compensation, drift rates of the order of 0°93°/hr (3o") would result. This is mainly
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caused by the high start-to-start bias drift shift and long term stability drift of 0,9°/hr.
Schemes devised to get around the need for in-flight bias updating (such as allowing the gryo
to run continuously after last trimming the bias drift prior to launch) do not provide drift
accuracy within the Voyager requirements. It therefore must be concluded that in-flight bias
drift updating is definitely required in order to meet mission requirements o This is undesir-
able from a mission complexity point of view and adds another failure mode to the gyro
system°
Another undesirable characteristic of the Autonetics design is the requirement for a complex
electronic serve to control wheel speed° This is necessary because the gTro uses an indue-
tion motor instead of a hysteresis synchronous motor.
(IlK Gyroflex - This two-axis device is a non-floated instrument consiting of an inertial rim
sul)poried on a centrally located flexure joint which forms one end of a shaft. The other end
of the shaft is driven through ball bearings by the spin motor° Like the Arma Dynatune, the
location of the spin bearings external to the suspension system result in potentially long life
bearings. Althougt_ Kearfott would not discuss the performance of the g._ro, it is in produc-
tion and is assumed to be comparable to the Arma Dynatune in performance. Since it is
essentially a platform gyro with relatively low angular freedom it could only be considered
for use in a pulse-rebalanee strapdown system for the Voyager application.
l_:tck of cssentiM data at this time eleminates it as a contender.
1,itton (;-:I()()(12 - This two-axis unit is a gas bearing, floated bkWro scaled down from the (1-200
ball bearing gTro. While the unit provides very low drift, it is (tesig_ed specifically for l)lat-
form use. The torquer will not provide the torquing rate required for Voyager and hence
cannot be used in a pulse-rebalance strapdown mode. In addition, it is not designed to sur-
vive the vii)ration enviromnent of boost flight in a har(I-mounted configuration.
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Litton G-500-2 Vibrarotor - This two-axis non-floated device is somewhat similar to the GPI
Gyroflex in concept inasmuch as it consists of a spinning mass supported by a torsion rod. It
too is designed for platform use, although the torquer might be made large enough to provide
operation in a pulse-rebalance strapdown system. The drift errors quoted for this device,
however, are too high for the Voyager application.
2.2.8.3.3. Conclusions. Of the five precision two-axis gyros available today_ the two
Litton units are eliminated since they do not meet the program mission requirements.
The Arma Dynatune and the GPI Gyroflex could possibly meet the mission requirements if
used in a pulse-rebalance strapdown system. Because of the relative newness of these
designs, it would be risky to design a system based on these units at this time or in the near
future. Both of these units offer simplicity with potential long-life and high reliability,
however.
The Autonetics G-10B is considered to be a proven design offering long-life and high reliabil-
ity. The requirement for in-flight updating of bias drift detracts from the attractiveness of
this system as does the requirement for a speed control servo.
2.2.8.4. Gyro Mechanization Techniques
Three mechanization techniques have been considered for the Voyager gyro system. The
first technique is the conventional analog system employing an inertial quality rate-integrating
gyro operating in the attitude or open-loop mode, followed by a preamplifier and demodulator.
Lead networks in series with the output signal provide rate information along with the attitude
information. By feeding the output of the demodulator back into the gyro torquer through a
torquer amplifier, the gyro can be electrically caged and the torquer current will provide an
accurate rate indication for vehicle damping during initial acquisition. Maneuvers can be
performed by timing a precise voltage into the torquer amplifier with the gyro system in the
attitude mode. This system is shown in Figure 9 (system previously proposed by GE for
Voyager).
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A second scheme would utilizethe same gyro in a pulse-rebalance strapdown mode as shown
in Figure 10. In this mechanism the gyro floatis continuallytorqued to null with a pulse re-
balance technique. In this way spurious torques due to flex leads, pickoff and torquer
grating the rebalance pulses in a counter. Rate information can be obtained by either filtering
the rebalance pulses or by differentiatingthe counter output. Since the counter is activated by
the rebalance pulses, averaging of these pulses through a low pass filteris preferable to
differentiatingthe counter output. Maneuvering can be performed by shiftingthe reference in
the up/down counter by command inputs.
Examination of the two block diagrams will show that the pulse-rebalance straIxtown scheme
is somewhat more complex in mechanization, especially in the attitude mode. The advantage
of the pulse-rebalanee teehnique is the inherent improvement in attitude holding accuracy
(drift). Ideally, the pulse-rebalance scheme approaches the basic random drift of the g_ro -
disregarding fixed torque stability drift.
A cursory look at the attitude drift error capability of the two systems would provide the
following typical results o This analysis is based on a typical high-grade inertial-quality rate-
integrating g.yro such as the Kearfott Alpha or the Honeywell GG334.
Attitude Drift Accurac_¢ (30-)
Open-loop Pulse-rebalance
analog strapdown
Without in-flight
Bias drift utxtate 0.25 deg/hr 0.20 deg/hr
With in-flight
Bias drift update 0. i0 deg/hr 0.05 deg/hr
The relatively high value of the drift error of the pulse-rebalance system without bias update
is attributed to the long-term bias drift stability. The relatively high value of the drift error
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of the open-loop analog system with bias update is attributed to the elastic restraint drift term
caused by operating with an off-null attitude error.
Maneuvering accuracy of the two systems would compare as follows:
Ol)cn-lool) analog:
Pulse-rebalance strapdown:
±0.3 percent + cross-coupling due to off-null
attitude error
iO.l percent
From these evaluations, it would be concluded that, if in-flight bias-drift updating is not
utilized, and if the maneuver accuracy of the analog system is sufficient, there is no real
advantage to utilizing tile pulse-rebalance mechanization.
A third method of operating tile gyro is in an analog feedback mode with a capacitor in the
series [eedback loop. This tectnfique was used on Mariner. It has previously been shown that
a rate lflus attitude error indication is obtained with this scheme, and that the damping con-
stant of the gTyro does not enter into the transfer function of the DC gain. Thus, a perfect
capacitor wouht allow operation of the gyro without a heater. The problem then becomes
two-[ohl. Will drift effects due to large temperature variations contribute sigmificantly to
ow_rall (h'ilTt, and can capacitors be found with low enough leakage current such as not to
contribute significantly to drift ?
Discussions with g3,ro manufacturers indicate that the temperature sensitive drift coefficients
for bias drill terms apply mai_fly to a gravity environment. For example, temperature
gx'adients within the fluid must have g-forces to produce the disturbing convection currents.
Likewise, forces on the float produced by non-perfect buoyancy of the fluid do not cause
drift in a weightless environment. There are, of course, some drift effects which are
present. _)ne is change in flex lead restraint with temperature. Another is a change in the
torquer scale factor, which would affect the bias trim compensation as well as tile closed-
loop current iwoduccd by rates into the spacecraft. Even so, these effects are felt to be
second order.
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Consequently, another review of capacitor characteristics was undertaken. Again it was
found that the etched-foil tantalum capacitor provides the lowest leakage current per unit of
capacitance. Extensive discussions were undertaken with the GE Capacitor Department, who
furnished capacitors for the Mariner application. Tests were also performed by that Depart-
ment to measure leakage current on a number of capacitors. The results of these tests are
shown in Table 5. Some typical characteristics of the appropriate capacitor are shown in
Table 6.
It is also seen from the manufacturers specification and test evaluations carried out by J.P.L.
(Table 6) that the leakage currents vary greatly as functions of voltage and temperature.
Capacitor selection obviously is a necessity.
At this point, it is interesting to take a quick look at the major contributions to the leakage
current. It is well known from electrostatics that the dielectric displacement, D = D (E, 8)
(E, e ), is a function of field, E, and temperature,8 . Thus, _he change
dD 0D dE + _D
-- a8
E
The displacement current i = AI) is
i = A_ 8 E Aa eE where _e= l _D)_ 8
• /i= V + Aa a = 8CO E E E
D = 8E + P
O
E = V/d
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Table 5. Tests on Engineering Samples
Capacitor Type 15K005BB
(Re-aged 12 hours, 35 volts at 25°C; off voltage 2 hours)
Leakage Current {_a)
Test No.
1
2
3
5
6
7
8
9
20 VDC Forward
lO
11
12
Serial No.
52
51
50
24
20
19
15
63
6,1
68
69
71
2 VI)C
64
68
69
71
5 min
0.6
0.6
0.3
0.6
0.6
0.4
0.8
1.0
0.9
0.7
0.5
0.6
0.12
0.09
0.08
0.04
0 "_')e,),)
10 min
0.3
0.4
0 ')
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.6
0.4
0.6
0.3
0.5
0.08
0.04
0.0,
0.02
0.18
5 rain
0.9
1.1
1.2
1.0
0.9
009
1.2
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.0
1.1
0.22
0.28
0.25
0.08
0.83
Reverse
10 re_in
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.6
0.15
0.14
0.10
0.07
o .,1 (;
C
882
996
1012
1015
1015
1027
981
1020
1039
1079
1071
1065
1251
{,{D
9.O
8.1
S.g
8.2
li. 9
7.(;
D .t
11.3
9.7
7.7
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Additionally, there is a residual polarization at zero applied potential (zero field) due to
hysteresis in the dielectric.
D P
RESIDUAL
POLARIZATION
E
RESIDUAL
•POLARIZATION
As seen in the hysteresis curve,
(D : EO
whe_'e V
at zero field E, the dielectric displacement, D,
E + P) is equal to the multi-valued residual polarization, iP. That is,
f
._P : (C/A) V
" is the residual '_attery voltage" due to the residual polarization changes in the die-
lectric to calculate the maglzitude of the '_attery voltage" wouId require knowledge of the
polarization change density (or measurement)by a ballistic galvanometer) and the capacitance
per unit area o[ the dielectric under specified conditions of temperature and voltage. This is
beyond the scope of this report since this would require considerable laboratory evaluation.
()n tJ_e practical side, impurities, voids and other defects in the oxide film can also cause a
question of the leakage current. The performance of these high reliability capacitors has
been improved by potting the sheets (that could rattle inside the can) and by hermetically
scnlin_ lh¢, leads.
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An analysis of the data shown in the tables indicates that at low voltages where the system
would normally operate, leakage values appear to be quite low. (The 2 vdc would be equivalent
to an offset attitude error of 0.4 degrees in a system having a 5 VDC/DEG scale factor.)
Calculations of system parameters indicate that a capacitive value of about 5000 _ f would be
required. From the data it would appear that total leakage current for a bank of five, 1020
/_ f capacitors would amount to about 0.6 _ a. Temperature effects would probably be negli-
gible for the predicted temperature range for the Voyager control equipment.
The 0.6 _ a leakage current would contribute a drift of
e D = IL x KT where e
IL
= drift
= leakage current
= gyro torquer scale factor
For a gyro K T of the order of 120 deg/hr/ma, a drift component of 0.072 deg/hr would result.
This in itself is quite significant in a system which is already hard pressed to meet 0.25 deg/hr
overall. This coupled with the fact that the capacitor requires a cycling circuit to reform the
dielectric for minimizing the high leakage current after long periods of storage greatly
detracts from this scheme. It would seem, however, that if the gyro heater power saving
were a significant contribution to the success of the Voyager mission, then further analysis
and testing should be performed to determine if a specific capacitor value could be used with
a specific gyro to maintain the required performance accuracy.
2.2.8.5. Single Phase versus Polyphase Power Supply for Gyro Spin Motors
The results of the investigation of the gyros proposed for Voyager indicate that single phase
power can be used for the gyro motors with no degredation of performance. However, a
power penalty does result when the gyros are operated in this manner.
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The industry standard motor in precision gyros in the hysteresis synchronous type since this
type of motor is a constant speed device not sensitive to small variations in line voltage or
load. A pure hysteresis synchronous motor has no special starting windings and is started
by the hysteresis effects in the rotor caused by a rotating maa-netic field. This rotating
magnetic field can only be generated by a polyphase (either two or three phase) winding in the
stator o A single phase winding will not generate a rotating magnetic field.
The standard method for operating either two or three phase motors from a single phase
supply is to use a phase splitting capacitor to generate an approximate polyphase supply from
the single phase source. This polyphase supply is then used to generate the required rotating
magnetic field in the motor. Two and three phase gyro motors would be typically wired as
shown in the sketch for operation from a single phase supply.
The efficiency of the gyro motor system is reduced when it is operated from a single phase
supply. For typical two phase and three phase gyro motors of the type considered for
Voyager, a power increase of approximately 0.5 watts is required per gyro for a total of 1.5
C
SINGLE
PHASE i
SUPPLY |
e
THREE PHASE MOTOR
SINGLE
PHASE
SUPPLY
O
TWO PHASE MOTOR
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watts per three-axis system. The required single phase input voltage must be nominally 30
volts, whereas a 26 volt source is used when the motors are operated directly from a poly-
phase supply.
Standard three phase Kearfott Alpha gyros wired to a single phase source as shown in the
sketch were successfully flown on the Lunar Orbiter program and will be flown in Nimbus D.
The use of single phase power instead of the two or three phase power presently required,
depending upon the choice of gyros, would result in several improvements in the power sub-
system. Assuming the power increase accompanying this change was slight, a decrease in
system weight and power loss might be realized. System complexity would be considerably
reduced since six power circuits would be eliminated. Fault sensing, fault removal, and
free running capability are less difficult to implement on single phase systems.
A single phase gyro spin motor power supply is selected.
2.2.9. Di_ital/Analo_ Data Processing
As part of the redundancy phase of Task C, a study was made to determine the relative merits
of analog and digital processing of attitude control data. Specifically, the advent of micro-
electronics, the inherent reliability of digital circuitry, and the availability of digital sensors
indicated the previous decision to use an analog processor in the G&C subsystem should be
reviewed.
A presentation of the study results was made during the update period; the results were also
recorded in Technical Memorandum VOY-C3-TM-33 dated March 15, 1967, which was part of
the Task C Redundancy Study Report. A brief summary of this study is presented below.
The study reviewed both the functional requirements of the G&C subsystem and the analog
design previously selected during Task 'B'. This design was then compared with several
digital processing configurations to evaluate relative advantages. Since the availability of
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analog sensors largely influencedthe decision in favor of analog processing, digital and analog
flight proven sensors were also reviewed.
The requirements for control signal data processing are relatively simple and straight-
forward. Eachcontrol loop operates in a null seekingmode, i.e. the pointing error to the
celestial reference (sunor Canopus)is madeto approach zero. There are no complex
decisions to be made. For each axis, the decision is madeto operate a solenoid, or not, by
summing two signalsandthen detecting if a threshold value hasbeen exceeded. Accuracy
requirements are moderateandthere are few modesof operation. Longlife is a primary
requirement. The conclusionreachedwas that either type of processor could meet all require-
ments, althoughthe digital processor was potentially more versatile, e.g. in the ability to
provide off axis pointing. Suchversatility, however, is not needed.
A review of available sun sensors and gyros showedsuitable digital and analogtypes were
available. IM1serebalancingtechniqueswithin the gyro loop could be used to provide a digital
output from the inherently analoggyro. A simplified version of a digital sun sensor currently
used by the C&Ssubsystemfor maneuverattitude verification was deemedsatisfactory. No
digital Canopussensor was foundto be available, but the analog sensor followed by an analog/
digital converter could beused. The analog sensors were in all casesmuch simpler devices
than their digital counterparts. The digital sensors permit off axis pointing.
Several configurations for the subsystemwere evaluatedto determine their relative complex-
ity. In configuration No. 1, all sensors were analog; the processing of their signal outputs
was performed digitally. This necessitated analog/digital conversion of the sensor errors
before processing couldtake place. In configuration No. 2, digital sun sensors and gyros
were used with a digital processor. The analog Canopussensor was retained. Configuration
No. 3 was a hybrid subsystemin which analog processing was retained for the relatively short
modeswhere large anglesand rates occurred. During the long cruise and orbit operations
modes, digital sm_sensors and processor was used. It was plannedto turn off the analog
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equipmentso that its expectedlife might be improved without the needfor triple redundancy
with its attendant costs in weight and power.
For each configuration, a Mock diagram was generatedin sufficient detail so that its com-
plexity could be evaluatedand a preliminary parts count could be made. In each configuration,
the digital processing was more complex andtook more parts o In configuration No. 1, the
A/D conversion equipmentnot only was an extra step with no apparentadvantage, but the
conversion required more analog equipmentthan it would replace. In configuration No° 2,
the digital sunsensor was far more complexthan the passive analog sensor. The pulse
rebalance gyro containedanalog electronics similar to the analog version plus more electronics
to provide pulses with carefully controlled width andamplitude. The lack of an available
digital Canopussensor necessitated retention of the analogversion with A/D conversion. In
configuration No. 3, the digital sun sensor wasagain less reliable than the analog sensor.
The digital processing could be applied effectively in only the pitch and yaw loops due to the
lack of a Canopussensor. In addition, there was a requirement to measure time in deadband
for damping by derived rate, for which no proventcchnique was foundto cover all cases of
balanced andunbalancedlimit cycles.
To summarize, the conclusions reachedwere as follows:
a.
Do
The subsystem requirements can be met by either analog or digital processing of the
sensor data. The decision is not clear cut, and could be changed by having a digital
computer on board for other reasons. Although the digital system is potentially more
versatile, the analog system meets all requirements more simply.
Flight proven models of both types of sensors are available. Basically, all sensors
are analog devices whose output is subsequently converted to a digital value. Con-
sequently, those which use the analog output directly are simpler and more reliable
than their digital counterparts.
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Co The digital processor which includes required A/D conversion equipment is heavier,
more complex and less reliable than the analog processor.
d. Analog processing should be retained for the G&C Subsystem.
...... _ l ,_l_L DESCRIPTION
3.1. ACS OPERATION
The mission requirements of the ACS are:
a. To acquire external attitude references
b. To stabilize the Planetary Vehicle and Flight Spacecraft to these references for the
purposes of providing:
10 Efficient solar power conversion
2. Antenna Earth-pointing reference
3. Plant Scan Platform Mars-pointing reference
4 o Coordinate reference for trajectory corrections
c. To maintain or modify tile Planetary Vehicle and Flight Spacecraft attitude under
control of inertial devices when required.
The external relerences chosen for the V()YAGER ACS are the sun and the star Canopus o
The folh)wing sections describe the mechanization of the ACS to fulfill these requirements,
the pertinent subsystem performance characteristics, and the operational modes and
sequences, and approaches to component designs.
3 o MECIIANIZATION
The external e onfignration of the Flight Spacecraft is illustrated in Figxlre 11. Solar panel
orienkttion is accomplished by pointing the spacecraft negative roll axis at the Sun.
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Figure 11. Voyager 1973 Spacecraft (External Configuration)
Holding a fixed orientation to the Sun and the star Canopus is accomplished by pointing the
spacecraft roll-yaw plane so that Canopus lies in it. The capability of maneuvering the
spacecraft to any orientation is provided by the use of three body-mounted gyros (aligned
to the spacecraft pitch, yaw and roll axes) which can be switched by command to operate in a
position mode and torqued at a precise rate for a precise time. The following is a description
of the mechanization of the ACS.
3.2.1. Solar Orientation Loops
Solar orientation is accomplished by controlling the spacecraft motions about the pitch and yaw
axes. Both control loops are identical except for the amounts of thrust provided by the cold gas
jet subsystem which are sized in relation to the spacecraft moments of inertia to g_ve equal
control angular accelerations about both axes.
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The basic components of each of the solar orientation loops are a sun sensor with a spherical
field of view to provide an error signal and a cold gas jet subsystem to provide control torque.
Auxiliary components to process the error signal and to provide loop compensation for control
of the torque are the threshold detector, the rate gyroscope and the gas jet driver. Inter-
com, ec_ien of these component_ is depicted in Figure 12 for the pitch and yaw loops o
3.2.2. Roll Orientation Loops
The roll-yaw plane orientation is accomplished by controlling spacecraft motion about the roll
axis while the negative roll axis is pointed at the Sun.
The basic components of the roll axis control loop are a star sensor with a 9 degree by :16
degree total field of view (seleetable in five steps of 9 by 11 degTees) which provides an error
signal, a rate _3zroscope for acquisition rate control, and a cold gas jet subsystem to provide
control torque. A threshold detector and a gas jet driver process the error signal to control
the torque. The control loop is shown in Figure 13. The spacecraft negative yaw axis will not
necessarily point directly at the star because the spacecraft-Canopus line is not perpendicLdar
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Figure 13 o Roll or Yaw Acquisition and Cruise Modes (Simplified Block Diagram)
to the spacecraft-Stm line at all points along the heliocentric orbit. The negative yaw axis will
be perpendicular to the spacecraft-Stm line, such that Canopus will lie in the spacecraft roll-
yaw plane.
3.2.3. Commanded Orientation Loops
Maneuvering the spacecraft to any orientation is accomplished by switching the control loops
to the gyros, which are placed in position mode, and then commanding a specific angle of turn
for each axis sequentially. All the axes operate in the same manner.
The basic components of each of the commanded orientation loops are a gyro to provide an
error signal referenced to the spacecraft's position at the time of switching and a Cold Gas
Jet Subsystem to provide control torque. Auxiliary components to torque the gyro and process
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the error signal are: (a) the torquer current generator; (b) the gyro output amplifier,
demodulator andtorquer amplifier; (c) the gyro buffer amplifier; (d) the threshold detector;
and (e), the proportional plus lead network andthe gas jet driver o The interconnection of
these componentsis shownin Figure 14. By commandingrotations of the spacecraft through
precaiculated anglesabout anyof the spacecraft axes, any desired spacecraft orientation can
be obtained in anoptimum sequence.
3.2.4. Coml_lete Mechanization of the ACS
Figure 15 is a diagram of the complete ACS mechanization. The previous block diagrams are
simplified descriptions of the individual control loops abstracted from Figure 15. All com-
ponent assemblies depicted in this diagram are considered a part of the ACS except for the
gas jet subsystem. The accelerometer and its associated electronics within the gyro and
accelerometer package are also functionally a part of the autopilot subsystem. The acceler-
ometer was packaged with the gyros because these components have similar mounting and
alignment requirements and can possibly be obtained from one vendor source. Two Canopus
Sensors are shown; the second one is used during the orbiting phases described in 3.4. Two
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gyro packages are shown as discussed in 3.3. A two level thrust system is used to reduce gas
consumption after capsule separation. The squib relay enables power to the low thrust jets by
a signal from the gyro controller. All other significant components within the ACS which have
not been discussed thus far, are covered in paragraphs 3.3, Modes and Sequences.
3.3. MODES AND SEQUENCES
The following is a description of the ACS in each of its modes of operation. The automatic
sequencing of the ACS is controlled by the Logic Control Unit (LCU). Based on digital infor-
mation received from the three control loops, the sun gate sensors, the Canopus sensor gate,
the command decoder, and the computer and sequencer (C&S), the logic control unit makes
decisions as to the ACS situations and sends digital signals to the loops to change component
interconnections. The ACS is sequenced through the following modes of operation to fulfill
its mission of controlling the angular orientation of the spacecarft:
a. Cruise mode
b. Pitch and yaw acquisition mode
c. Roll calibration mode
d. Roll acquisition mode
e. Reacquisitions
f. Maneuver mode
g. Occultations
3.3.1. Cruise Mode
This mode applies to the operation of the ACS when the components of the individual loops are
interconnected as indicated in Figure 15. (Normally, this condition exists when the celestiai
references have been acquired.) When the cruise mode interconnections are changed, the ACS
will be performing in either the acquisition, maneuver, or occultation mode. The roll
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calibration and roll override situations are just particular phasesof the acquisition mode.
The cruise mode pertains to normal operating conditions of the spacecraft in orbit about
Mars as well as during the interplanetary cruise phase.
:3.3.2. Acquisition Mode
This mode is automatically introduced into tile ACS logic whenever the S_itch to Cruise Mode
command is received. A special condition is mechanized following separation to result in the
calibration of the magnetometer and the Canopus sensor. This condition is established prior
to lift-off by commanding switch to cruise mode followed by the command to select roll call-
bration turn mode° The latter command inhibits the Canopus acquisition signal wlfich is
normally a part of the cruise mode.
For initial acquisition the components are interconnected as depicted in Fig_Jre 12 and I3
except that the Canopus acquisition gate signal is inhibited. The g3zros are at operating
temperature and the wheels at operating speed° The Canopus sensor is on, the lmeumatic
drivers are disabled and the roll calibration turn bias has been selected as the output of the
roll bias generator. Upon receipt of a post separation command from the C&S to enable
pneumatic drivers, the ACS will remove the initial angxdar rates and drive the negative roll
:kxis toward the Sun,
When the negative roll rods is within ten dega'ees of the spacecraft/Sun line, the coarse sun
gate siglmls the logic control unit an(t the acquisition sun sensors are switched out and the
cruise sun sensors switched in the pitch and yaw control h)ol)s. When the negative roll :L,_is
is within two degrees of the spacecraft/Sun line, the fine sun gate signals the logic control
unit that Sml acquisition is complete. The logic control unit then allows the roll ,axis to
commence the controlled angltlar rate of turn of 3.9 milliradians per second to permit
mag_etometer/Canopus calil)ration. Previous to Sun acquisition, the roll lool) has I)een
receiving c()mman(Is from the roll gate gyro to limit the anglflar rate to plus or minus 0°2
millir:,(li:ms I)er secon(I.
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At the completion of the magnetometer/Canopuscalibration period, the C&Swill issue the
switch to cruise mode command. The logic control unit will then enable the CanopusAcquisi-
tion Gatesignal line and switch the roll bias generator to the Canopussearch biaso In the
absenceof a Canopusacquisition gate signal, the roll bias generator is connectedto the roll
loop andthe spacecraft commencesa controlled roll turn of 1.7 milliradians per second.
Whenthe star Canopuscomeswithin the star sensor's field of view, the Canopusacquisition
gate signals the logic control unit, the roll bias is disconnectedandthe Canopuserror signal
is switched into the roll loop.
Whenthe roll angular rate and position are within null detector limits, the logic control unit
switches the gyros out of all three control loops, switches in the derived rate networks and
enables turning off the gyros by the C&S. TheACSis now operating in the cruise mode. All
subsequentcommandsto switch to cruise modewill result in those activities delineated above
except for the magnetometer/Canopuscalibration phase.
Conlirmation that the star acquired by the Canopus_ensor is indeed Canopusis not required
during normal operation since the star sensor has a sufficiently narrow bandof acceptable
intensities that all stars but Canopusare rejected. However, verification may still be obtained
by ascertaining proper performance of the articulation and communication subsystemsin
pointing the high gain antennafor peak performance. Star mappingis also a possible method
of verification. If after the cruise mode hasbeenestablished, it is desired to resume the roll
search, a roll override commandmay be sent. Uponreceipt of the command, the logic con-
trol unit will turn the gyros back on in the rate modeand connectthem to their respective
loops. At the same time all pneumaticdrivers are disabled until the gyros comeup to
temperature and power is applied to their wheels. The search rate bias is applied to the roll
loop andthe remainder of the acquisition sequencetakes place, terminating in the cruise
niode.
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3 o3.3. Reacquisition Sequences
Part or all of the automatic acquisition sequence described above will occur in the following
situations :
a© With the spacecraft stabilized to the Sun and Can.pus, any non-catastrophic dis-
turbance that results in the loss of either of these references _ill cause the logic
control unit to automatically turn on the gyros in the rate mode and connect them
to their respective loops. At the same time all pneumatic drivers are disabled until
the gyros come up to tcmperature and power is applied to their wheels. The logic
control unit then redirects the necessary portions of the ac<tuisition so<turner to
return the ACS to the cruise mode.
\Vith the spacecraft operating in the maneuver mode, the signal to switch to the
cruise mode will cause the logic control unit to immediately redirect acquisition
as the gyros will already be at their operating temperatures. This same conditi_m
applies to reacquisitions after occultations of the Sun or Can.pus in orbit about
Mars in the event that the spacecraft has experienced excessive drift during the
inertial control period of occultation.
3.3.4. Maneuver Mode and Sequence
In this mode the C&S takes direct control of the attitude control logic rune tions to maneuver
the spacecraft to a precalctdated attitude in space for the purposes of trajectow corrections,
orbit insertion or capsule separation.
hfitially, the components are intercmmected for cruise mode operation. SLxty minutes bel'o_'e
the intended start of maneuvers, the gyros heaters are turned on to allow them to come Ul) to
operating tct'ml)erature. Just prior to initiating the first turn, the three control loops are
switched to inertial control (gyro in position mode as input to the loop). The C&S then siglmls
the torquer current generators in the IntcgTating Gyro Package to torque their respective
gyros got" a predeternfine(1 time increment. This is done for one axis at a time in any com-
/)ination of :axes for one to three turns. At the completion of the final turn, 25 minutes are
alh)wed for veril_ying the maneuver by telemetered information from the Solar Aspect Sensors.
Then the intended event is i)erforme(t while the spacecraft remains under inertial control in all
three :Lxes. At the coral)lotion of the event the C&S relinquishes control of the attitude control
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logic functions to the logic control unit by the Switchto Cruise Mode command. At this point
a complete reacquisition sequencetakes place resulting in the cruise mode configuration.
3.3.5. Occultations Durin_ Orbit Mode
The following command sequences together with the automatic reacquisition sequence provide
control during occultation periods. The gyros are commanded on before the onset of a Sun or
Canopus occultation period and are kept on for the entire period. An occultation period is that
period of the Mars orbit phase which contains an occultation of one of the references in each
orbit of the spacecraft.
For a sun occultation, the Enable Sun Occultation Mode command is given anytime before the
onset of the occultation period. The logic control unit then automatically switches the pitch
and yaw loops to inertial position control at the start of an occultation which is determined
by noting that all sun sensor outputs are below a threshold value o When the logic control unit
determines that the Sun is present, it switches the pitch and yaw loops back into the cruise
mode configuration. This sequence occurs once in each spacecraft orbit about Mars. If the
Coarse Sun Gate signal is not present at this time, a complete reacquisition sequence is
directed. This would not occur normally. If the Canopus acquisition gate is lost during the
Sun occultation, the roll loop will automatically be switched to inertial position control rather
than the Canopus search mode. At the conclusion of the last Sun occultation of an occultation
period, the Switch to Cruise Mode command is given which cancels the previous Enable Sun
Occultation Mode command.
For Canopus occultations the command enable canopus occultation mode is given prior to the
start of the first occultation. This places the roll channel in the inertial position mode with
the Canopus sensor output torquing the gyro. Thus, roll control is maintained with the roll
gyro, and the Canopus sensor output acts to offset the gyro drift. When Canopus is occulted,
the Canopus sensor output sensor output vanishes and the spacecraft is under gyro control
only. This mode of operation requires no mode switching at the start and finish of Canopus
occultations.
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In this modethe roll channelcannotrecognize loss of Can.pus. To offset this a fixed interval
timer is used_setto the maximum Can.pus occultation time. The timer is started by the loss
of the Can.pus present signal from the sensor. If at the endof the interval the Can.pus present
signal has not reappeared, the control system is automatically switched to the acquisition
mode.
If the fine sun gate signal is lost during a Can.pus occultation, the logic control unit will switch
all axes to the rate mode and reacquire the sun; it will then return the pitch and yaw loops to
cruise mode and the roll loop to inertial control.
3.3.6. Mars Limb and Natural Satellite Interferences
The Can.pus sensor may be caused to lose track of Can.pus during Mars orbiting if either
excessive light from the Mars limb enters the sensor shield or if one of Mars' natural
satellites passes through the sensor's field of view. Since the orbits of the spacecraft and
the natural satellites are known, possible interferences can be predicted and the ACS will be
commanded to either a roll drift mode by disabling the roll pneumatic drivers or the Can.pus
occultation mode during those periods when such interference is anticipated°
3.-t. FUNCTIONAL RELIABILITY
The following is a description of those items which contribute to the reliable performance of
the ACS functions:
a. Attitude Control Gas Jet Subsystem - (See Figure 15.) Coupled pairs of gas jets are
used on each axis with two valves controlling each jet. These valves are connected
in parallel eIectrically and in series pneumatically. The jets of each couple are
supplied from separate tanks and regulators. Two single, particular valves must
fail in the primary failure mode (leakage) before excessive loss of gas occurs. In
this case, control angular acceleration is cut to half its existing value. (See
Section 3.4.4. for a description of redundant valve drivers.)
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be
C.
de
Integrating Gyro Package Back-up - (See Figure 15.) In case of a failure within
Integrating Gyro Package No. I (IGP No. 1), a second identical package (IGP No. 2)
may be brought into use by ground command. The capability of utilizing any combi-
nation of gyros and accelerometers in the two packages could be implemented; the
present design, however, only allows for using one package or the other for inputs
to the control loops. The second package will be turned on and temperature stabilized
in a stand-by condition during those mission functions where time is critical in taking
corrective measures due to malfunctions in IGP No. 1; (i.e. Mars orbit insertion).
Cm]opus Sensor No. 2 - This sensor is mounted on the spacecraft so that its field of
view points in a direction 180 degrees away from that of Canopus Sensor No. 1. In
all other respects, both sensors are identical.
Disabling of Pneumatic Drivers - The logic control unit will disable all pneumatic
drivers whenever a celestial reference is lost and the gyros are not running. This
automatic logic feature prevents wasting cold gas under those circumstances when
the control system does not have adequate knowledge of the dynamic state of the
spacecraft.
Two Canopus sensors are provided so that the mission can be continued if one sensor fails.
Sensors are switched by ground command.
The second Canopus sensor is mounted so that the direction of its field of view is 180 degrees
from the primary sensor. This is done because there are times in some missions, depending
upon the orbit, in which the PSP field of view is blocked by the biological barrier if only one
Canopus sensor is used. The diametrically opposed sensors provide for no interruption in
PSP coverage of the planet during these periods.
3 . 5 . COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS
The following paragraphs present some approaches to component design which have been
considered, and provide preliminary information on selection of vendor-supplied components.
They are not intended to show results of formal design effort, or firm decisions on purchased
parts and components.
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3o5.1o Sun Sensors
3 o5 o1 o1. Acquisition Sun Sensors
The acquisition sun sensors are used to provide intelligence to the control system to allow
eoar_o nom,_+_ of +_^ _-,,._,_,:,:,-,,/_"" "'" f'_*_ any _,,ua_--"-'_'spacecraft orientation. Four of
these sensors are used on each of the pitch and yaw axes thus providing 4 7r steradian field of
view coverage. Some shading is required on the four anti-null sensors to prevent erroneous
signals being generated by reflection from the capsule° The earth albedo will cause some
null offset which is of no consequence if the shift to the cruise sun sensors can be made ° This
is done at approximately ten degrees from the spacecraft/sun line o
Tal)le 7 describes acquisition sensor characteristics at one astronomical unit from the Suno
Table 7° Acquisition Sensor Characteristics
Field of view
Linear range
Accuracy
Peak output
Sensitivity (linear range)
Operating termperature
360 deg-rees
-J30 ° (null) ,-_ +15 deg (anti-null)
:L1°
0.75 ma
26 tx a/deg (null) "-_47.5 ix a/deg
(anti-null)
-20°C to 85°C
3.5.1 °2. Cruise Sun Sensors
Tile cruise sun sensors are used for pitch and yaw attitude control whenever the control sys-
tem is in the cruise mode° These sensors have a field of view of ±15 degrees with a linear
range of ±1 degree. During the transit period when the earth is within 15 degrees of the
-8
spacecraft/Sun line, the earth's albedo illumination is approximately 2 x 10 of the Sun
Illumination and therefore contributes negligible pointing error.
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Table 8 describes cruise sensor characteristics for a distance from the Sunof one astro-
nomical unit. The scale factor variation dueto decreased radiation intensity is compensated
by gain changes(3 increments) in the Attitude Control Electronics. These gain changesare
commandedby the C&S.
Table 8. Cruise SensorCharacteristics
Field of view
Linear range
Linearity
Peakoutput
Sensitivity
Null accuracy
Operating temperature
+15 degrees
+i degree
+5c/c of i o output
1.7 ma (at 2.5 degrees)
900 pa per degree 0 -_ 1 °
0.05 degrees at 1 sigma
-20 ° C to 85 ° C
3.5.1.3. Fine and Coarse Shin Gates
Two radially symmetrical field of view gating sensors are placed on the vehicle next to the
cruise sun sensors and pointing in the same direction (-Z axis). The coarse sun gate (i0
degree field of view) is used to switch control from the acquisition sun sensors to the cruise
sun sensors. The fine sun gate (2 degree field of view) is used to signal the C&S that Sun
acquisition is complete.
3.5.2. Canopus Sensor
The Canopus sensor is essentially that flown by JPL on the Mariner Spacecraft. The charac-
teristics cited below are based on the 'rMariner Mars 1969, Preliminary Design Review, Atti-
tude Control Subsystem, Canopus Sensor," by the Honeywell Radiation Center.
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3.5.2.1. Brief Description
This sensor incorporates an electrostatically focussedand deflected version of the image
dissector tube. It hasa slit aperture defining an instantaneousfield of view which canbe
............. _ ,_,-__,,_,_,_u....._,.*',........._ .._ _....o._, view l_elu....... in operation, the slit view field is
caused to oscillate or dither in short strokes in a direction orthogonal to the long axis of the
slit. Also, by program or command, the slit field-of-view can be shifted along its long axis
to any of a series of fixed, overlapping positions.
The sensor is mounted on the spacecraft so that the dither motion of the instantaneous field
will detect Canopus direction changes due to roll, but the length of the slit permits up to 11
degree change in pitch. During the relatively long VOYAGER mission, however, Canopus
will gradually appear to move toward the end of the slit field. Therefore, periodically the
field is electronically stepped to the next fixed position, restoring Canopus near the center of
the field.
A roll axis null error signal is generated by a phase sensitive demodulator and a DC bipolar
output is supplied to the ACS.
3.5.2.2 l_netional Details
To assure automatic unambiguous acquisition of Canopus during initial or subsequent search,
the magnitude passband gates must be set much closer to Canopus than was the Mariner IV
Canopus sensor. With careful determination of the magnitudes of Canopus and other potential
targets plus a high degree of detector photocathode uniformity and control of sensor drift, it
is believed possible to set the high and low gates so that no target other than Canopus will be
acquired. The only exceptions are the two moons of Mars which may enter the brightness
passband (luring Mars approach or during orbit. Since this is predictable, action can be taken
to prevent undesirabIe control system activity; for example, switch to inertial control.
The kigh gate setting, used to discriminate against Sirius, Earth, the Moon, Mars and Jupiter
will be set approximately 0.4 magnitude above Canopus. The low gate setting, discriminating
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against Vega and all fainter stars, Saturn andall more distant planets will be set approxi-
mately 0.3 magnitudebelow Canopus. Becauseof their smaller orbits, the inner planets,
Mercury and Venus, cannotlie in the field of view of the Canopussensor during a Canopus
acquisition roll aboutthe Sunline.
Backup commandmodeswill be available in the Canopussensor to provide wider gatesand
permit operation as with Mariner IV in the eventof failure in the automatic calibration func-
tion. The upper brightness gatewill be removed after Canopusacquisition to prevent loss of
star present signal causeby possible stray particles. Other modifications will be madewhere
possible to improve over-all sensor reliability. Table 9 describes the Canopussensor
characteristics.
Table 9. CanopusSensorCharacteristics
S/N Canopus
Field of View
InstantaneousField of View
Optical Resolution
Gimballing and Scan
Pitch Deflection
Star Acquisition
Size
Weight
Power
Greater than 100/1
_4.5 deg roll x ±35.8 deg pitch
1.05 deg roll x 11 deg pitch
0.05 deg
All Electronic
5 positions (4.8 deg overlap)
Between 1/4 and 4 times Canopus Brightness
Approximately 4 x 5 x 11 in.
Approximately 6.25 lb
Approximately 1.75 watts
3.5.3. Integrating Gyro Package
The package contains three rate integrating gyroscopes, one force balance accelerometer,
gyro and accelerometer loop electronics, gyro temperature controls, torque current
generators {precision current supplies), logic circuitry, relays, relay drivers and a regu-
lated DC power supply.
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Uponreceipt of a Gyro On command, unregulated DC and400 cycle power is applied to the
temperature controller. The 400 cycle lmwer sets the nominal frequency of the pulse width
modulatedtemperature controller.
Whenthe gyro reaches temperature, a signal from the temperature controller supplies 400
cps 3qbpowerto the gyro wheel and 2400 cycle power to the gyro, gyro electronics and the
regulated DC power supply, and a signal to the logic control unit (LCU) indicating that the
g_wro wheel has been actuated. Integrating Gyro Package No. 2 will have a ground command
override feature to allow the thermal switching logic to be bypassed in the event that an
emergency necessitates use of the g_ros before they attain operating temperature. The g2/ro
l)ortion of the package is now ready for operation and is capable of furnishing rate or position
information in accordance with the g_ro mode selection signal from the LCU.
When a command is received for autopih)t mode, 2400 cycle and regulated DC tx)wer is applied
to the accelerometer and accelerometer electronics. The aecelerometer power switches are
in series, because the g?zros are on in either autopilot or attitude control, but the aceelerometer
is only in the autol)ilot mode. The analog output is converted to digital information which is
sent to the C&S where it is processed to provide velocity information. Since the normal fail-
ure mode of the aecelerometer Loop is an open circuit, time can serve as a velocity control
back-up.
Each g2/ro loop in the position mode is capable of being torqued by the C&S through receipt of
positive on, negative on, and off commands via the Gyro Selection Unit and the torque current
generators and logic circuits. These circuits then apply a precision current to the g2_ro
torque motors to obtain a new vehicle position.
All three gyros and the aceelerometer are thermally connected. Each gyro has an indivhlual
temperature control which has the capability to control the temperature of the entire sensor
block. This capability adds redundancy, in that the package can operate without degradation
after loss of two temperature controls. In addition, each gyro contains an over-heat
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thermostat to prevent temperature run-away in case of a full-on controller failure. The
accelerometer does not have a heater or temperature controller, but becauseof thermal
connectionto the gyros, it is thermally stabilized.
It is presently plannedto operate the gyros at approximately 40°C. This will tend to minimize
operating heater power andwarm-up time as well as not causing anygreat difficulty in selec-
ting the proper thermal resistances.
3.5.3.1. Digital Integrator
It is necessary to employdigital integration to supply velocity information. The device is an
integrator that is reset by a capacitancedischarge. The input is integrated by a Miller
integrator. Whenthe outputof the integrator reaches a prescribed level, it triggers a delay
multivibrator that resets the integrator anddelivers an output pulse. Thus, the device is a
voltage-to-frequency converter whose sum of output pulses is the integral of the input voltageo
This device has the capability to deliver I0,000 pulses per second, which is equivalent to an
acceleration of i00 ft/sec 2.
3.5.3.2. Gyro Selection
The Honeywell GG-334AGas Bearing Gyro hasbeen selected for the VOYAGERspacecraft
control system althoughother gyros also meet the requirements. The details of the selection
are reported elsewhere.
3.5.3.3. Accelerometer Selection
The Bell VII B Force BalanceAccelerometer has been chosenfor use in VOYAGER. Since
all accelerometers investigated met the accuracy required, full selection was basedon
smallest size, least weight and input power. The details of the se!ection _re reported in
the PhaseIA Task A study.
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3.5.4. Attitude Control Electronics
3.5.4.1. Pitch and Yaw Loops
Circuitry for the pitch and yaw axes is identical. Inputs are provided by the acquisition and
cruise sun sensors, and the rate gs, ros. Separate amplifiers are employed for the acquisition
and cruise sun sensors, with gains controlled by signals from the Logic Control Unit (LCU) to
adjust for decreasing Sun intensity as the vehicle-Sun distance increases. The LCU passes
control from the acquisition to the cruise sun sensor, upon receipt of a signal from the coarse
sun gate sun sensor. This prevents reflections from the vehicle or the albedo on Earth,
Moon, or Mars from producing null offsets.
A buffer amplifier is provided in the rate gyro signal path to split the input sigmals into re-
dundant paths and to Mlow switching in a proportional plus lead network during slewing
maneuvers.
The outputs of the gyro amplifier and the sun sensor amplifiers are summed by a third
amplifier. The sun error signal is coupled to the summing amplifier through a resistor net-
work which limits the position signal at a desired level. Following the summing amplifier are
threshold detectors, which are triggered when the output of the summing amplifier exceeds the
limits (lefined by the switching line equations. The amplifier output is used to energize the
solenoid valves via the majority voters and pneumatic drivers.
The derived rate network functions only during the cruise mode with the charge and discharge
time constants set to different values. The charge time constant is 20 to 30 seconds.
3.5.4.2. Roll Loop
The inputs of the roll cham_el are the Canopus sensor sig-nal, the gyro, and the roll bias
which generates the roll search after Sun acquisition. Triply redundant null detectors are
employed to generate logic signals for use in the logic control unit. The outputs of plus and
minus threshold level detectors are combined in a NOR circuit to produce the LCU null sigaml.
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In addition, the outputs of the threshold detectors are sent separately to the rollbias generator,
in order to set and reset a flip-flopwhich determines the polarity of the rollbias. This
search polarity switching is used to drive the vehicle toward Can.pus null in the absence of
a true error signal. Without this circuitry search through 360 ° would result in instances of
abnormal overshoot. Normal overshoot even at half-torque levels does not exceed the sensor
fieldof view. This polarity switching occurs well within the error saturation limits of the
Can.pus sensor, and therefore, the LCU is stillreceiving the acquisition signalfrom the
sensor. The output of the rollbias generator is not connected to the threshold detector unless
the Can.pus acquisitionsignal is lost. The remaining portions of this axis are identicalto
the pitch and yaw axes.
3.5.4.3. Logic Control Unit
The logic control unit (LCU) processes commands from the Computer and Sequencer (C&S)
and the Command Decoder, and handles the automatic sequencing of the control subsystem
logic. Among the specific functions performed are:
a.
bo
e.
d.
e.
Indicate Sun presence by monitoring the pitch and yaw regenerative clippers and the
sun gate amplifiers.
Indicate Sun acquisition by monitoring fine sun gate amplifier.
Indicate star acquisition when roll rate and position signals are nulled.
Provide signals to turn on the 400 cycle inverters and all primary gyros in the rate
mode when an attitude reference is lost.
Provide signals to enable or disable the pneumatic drivers as a function of signals
from the gyro temperature logic which indicate whether the gyro wheels are ener-
gized.
3.5.4.4. Power Supply
Power at several voltage levels at one percent and three percent regulation is required.
These voltages are obtained by transforming the 2400 cps, 50 volt input, rectifying, filtering,
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and in some cases regulating the filtered output. The voltage levels are +15 volts and ± 4
volts. The use of a transformer-rectifier-regulator supply within the Attitude Control
Electronics provides isolation of the circuitry from disturbances emanating from other
subsystems. Converselv_ tr,_n_iont_ go,_,_,,,_oA ,._÷_,_ *_-_ ^**-'---J ......... l "-'I ,.Jr,,n_o_ ,,_U
be attenuated. Two independent transformer-rectifier filter systems are provided in the
power supply to permit redundant operation.
3.6. ATTITUDE CONTROL IMPULSE REQUIREMENT ANALYSES
An estimate of the total impulse requirement has been made for the VOYAGER vehicle°
Table 10 gives a breakdown of the calculated impulse requirement. The estimate is con-
servative but does not include any safety factors; these are included in the design of the gas
jet system.
Table 10. Impulse Requirements
Source
Initial stabilization
Maneuvers
Orbit insertion
Reacquisition
Cruise - transit
Cruise - orbit
Gravity gradient
Orbit trim
Fuel slosh effects
Roll control during thrusting
Total
Pitch
192
24O
79
50
40
16
17
110
190
Impulse Required (lb-sec)
934
Yaw Roll
190 25
236 142
79 47
50 33
39 27
9 15
22 16
100 56
180 90
-- 100
905 551
Total
407
618
205
133
106
40
55
266
485
100
2390
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The moment of inertial in slug-ft 2 are:
Transit Orbit
I = 19016 I = 6282
XX XX
I = 18475 I = 3612
YY YY
I = 13084 I = 6578
ZZ ZZ
These values may not correspond precisely with those published in the section on mass
properties of the vehicle since the impulse requirements were being calculated at the same
time that the final mass properties were evaluated.
The estimates are based on the following assumptions:
a. Initial Stabilization
Do
Removal of pitch and yaw separation rates of 50 mr/sec (2.86 deg/sec). Zero roll
rate at separation.
Attitude stabilization in pitch and yaw, rate limiting = 4.4 mr/sec (0.25 deg/sec)
Magnetometer calibration roll at 3.9 mr/sec (0.22 deg/sec)
Roll search for Can.pus at 1.7 mr/sec (0.1 deg/sec)
Maneuvers (3)
Yaw, pitch maneuver sequence assumed
Re-stabilization in pitch and yaw after completion of the maneuver
Roll search for Can.pus
c. Re-acquisitions - Required after accidental loss of references
Solar re-acquisitions (2 assumed)
Can.pus re-acquisitions (6 assumed)
d. Limit Cycle Operation
Symmetrical limit cycle operation assumed
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e. Gravity Gradient
Orbit assumed is i000 x i0,000 Kin, 60 degree inclination
fo Mission Life
i70 day transit
180 day Mars orbit time
g° Fuel Slosh
Fuel slosh impulse requirements are approximately 25(;{ of total impulse.
The l)arameters of the system are:
a. Control acceleration 0.225 mr/sec 2
b. Dual thrust level system (i.e., control acceleration remains essentially constant
throughout the mission)
Co Valve on-time during limit cycle operation 30 ms
d. l_osition deadbands ±8 mr
e. Maneuver rates 3.14 mr/see
f. Roll calibration rate 3.9 mr/see
g. Roll search rate 1.7 1re-/see
3.6.1. (]yroscopic Coupling Effects
The high separation rates and differences in moments of inertia assumed give rise to
relatively large cross-coupling torques. Since tile vehicle is essentially under rate control
during initial stabilization, the control torques are acting to reduce tile rates and the system
energy is decreasing. The net effect of the cross-coupling torques is to increase the settling
time of the system.
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Several digital computer runs were made with separation rates of 50 mr/sec about each axis
and products of inertia as large as 8000 slug-ft 2. It was found that in the worst case, the
settling time was increased by approximately one-third over the single axis case. Since the
largest products of inertia are 283 slug-ft 2 before capsule separation and 556 slug-ft 2 after
separation, it is believed that the gyroscopic coupling effects do not present a stability prob-
lem. However, a slight penalty is incurred in gas expenditure. This penalty has been con-
servatively estimated to be 50 percent greater than that calculated on a single axis basis.
After capsule separation, the principal moments of inertia are decreased such that this value
of product of inertia is approximately 10 percent of the principal moments. Then firing of a
-6
pitch or yaw nozzle induces a rate of 0.7 x 10 radians/sec in the opposite axis. This is
about 20 percent of the nominal limit cycle rate of 3.375 x 10 -6 rad/sec and of arbitrary sign
depending on the polarity of the torque. Thus no gas penalty should be assessed due to the
effects of products of inertia.
3.6.2. Micrometeroid Impact
The effect of micrometeroid impact during the transit and orbit stages has been evaluated.
It has been found that there will be negligible expenditure of gas due to this effect.
3.6 ° 3. Gravity Gradient Effects in Orbit
A digital computer program has been utilized to assess the effects of the gravity gradient
torques. The peak torques have been found to be several orders of magnitude below the con-
trol torques ° The accumulated momentum has been evaluated and entered into the estimated
fuel requirements.
3.6.4. Effect of HGA and PSP Gimbal Motion
The stepping motors advance the gimbals of the HGA and PSP in oz_/1±u_ u.s._.. . _ increm_nt_......
throughout the life of the mission. The effect of this step is to move the vehicle as the ratio
of the inertias, i.e., no net change in rate occurs after the step is completed. The largest
moment of inertia of the antenna is forty-three slug-ft 2. The minimum spacecraft moment of
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inertia is 3612 slug-ft 2. The maximum change in position of the spacecraft is then 3/16x
43/3612, or 0. 002 degrees.
2
The maxi_m__um DRD ..... _ Of : ........ { _a 1 r_/i i .... _:_l _1 lllUlllt G,IIL ......... l [IP[ "l l_ _ _LL./ I S.LIL_._I+LE
degrees.
, resulting in an attitude change of 0. 008
3.6.5. Roll Nozzle Failure
In the event of failure of a single roll nozzle, each firing of the remaining roll nozzle will
cause a torque about the pitch axis. The distance from the plane containing all of the attitude
control nozzles to the center of mass is 4 inches during transit and 20 inches during orbit
after capsule separation. For a roll nozzle thrust of 0o15 pound, the torque about tile pitch
-3
axis is 0.05 ft-lb. The momentum imparted to the pitch axis is 0.633 x 30 x 10 - 0.0015
ft-lb see per valve operation° For an expected 3270 operations during transit, tileinduced
momentum is 4.9 ft-lb second. Since the thrust of this nozzle is reduced to 0.()_ pound after
capsule separation, tileinduced torque about the pitch axis is 0.08 x 20/12 = 0.13 ft lb. This
corresponds to a momentum of 0.0041 ft-lb-sec per valve operation. For an expected 3270
operations during orbit, the induced momentum is 13.4 ft-lb seconds. This momentum must
be removed by tilepitch nozzles. The additional gas consumption is 0.028 l)ound.
The PSP outboard gimbal is driven continuously to track the local vertical. Because of the
elliptical orbit, this requires a range in angular velocity between 0.05 and 0. 005 deg/sec °
The effect of this PSP momentum change is to impart a velocity to the spacecraft° The
maximum velocity is ;{.6 x 10 -6 rad/sec. This is approximately equal to the nominM limit
cycle rate, and is developed over half the orbit period, approximately four hours. There-
fore, there is no measurable effect on gas consumption.
For PSI } unwinding tile travel is approximately 300 deg-rees. The moment of inertia about
the outboard gimbal is 15 slug-ft'. The resulting spacecraft attitude change is 300 x 15/3612
or 1.25 degrees. This will cause an additional two or three valve firings. Assuming 5-10
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orbits in 180 days and 0.0014 lb-sec impulse per firing, the additional impulse is 2 x 3 x 540 x
0.0028 = 9 lb-seconds. This is a negligible amount.
These figures assume the same number of valve operations after failure of a nozzle as before.
Actually the limit cycle rate and, thus, the number of operations will be reduced so that the
penalty is less than that calculated.
3.6.6. Solar Balance Vane
With the high gain antenna mounted on the nominal Y axis, a continuous disturbance torque
V
will appear about the vehicle X axis due to solar pressure. For the vehicles presently
v
under consideration, the peak value of this torque is not sufficient to require compensation,
such as by the use of a solar pressure balance vane. This is shown in Figure 16 which was
developed and explained in more detail in 234AA102, Appendix I of the Task A study.
2n + I = TOTAL VALVE OPERATIONS/CYCLE
n = NO. OF VALVE OPERATIONS IN DIRECTION OF
DISTURBANCE ACCELERATION/CLOSED TRAJECTORY
IV= VEHICLE MOMENT OF INERTIA (SLUG FT2)
Tc'-CONTROL TORQUE (FT-LB)
ION =CONTROL TORQUE "ON" TIME
edb=CONTROL DEAOBAND (DEG)
= VEHICLE RATE (DEG/SEC)
A8 Tc t
: "_"v ON
O.I
ol Io,o 0'20 Ao
8DB
DISTURBANCE ACCELERATION K(A'--_
Figure 16. Number of Valve Operations versus Disturbance
Acceleration for Limit Cycle Systems
J
0.40
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Fig-are 16 gives tile total number of valve operations of a limit cycle system as a function of
the disturbance acceleration. The dimensionless parameters used are functions of the pneu-
matic deadband 0 and the velocity increment A 0 imparted to the vehicle by the gas jets°
DB
Tile number of valve operations is generally a double-valued function. The applicable value
depends only on the initial conditions. For symmetrical operation in the absence of a dis-
turbance acceleration the number of operations per unit time is shown as the singxdar point
A0/0DB. The following analysis shows that, for the uncompensated system,at N 0°5
tile worst case number of value operations (and thus gas consumption) is approximately equal
to that of tile compensated system (i.e., symmetrical operation).
The vehicle i_arameters are:
-3
l)eadban(l 0DB = 8 x 10 radians
-3 9
Contr_l acceleration a = (1.225 x 10 rad/see _
c
Diameter o[ high gain mesh antemm, A = 9.5 it
Equiwflent solid area = 3051 of antenna area
Moment arm of solar pressure torque, t = 14o75 ft
'2
Pitch moment of inertia, I 19016 slug-ft.
x
-8 '2
Solar l)['essurc, l ) = 9.7 × 10 lb per ft
o
Minimum valve on-time 0.03 see
The disturlmncc acceleration at 1AU is:
Sinc, c
C[
1)
1) A_
: O
I
x
-10
-- 16 x 10 rad/sec 2
-3
: 1(; x 10 tad and
I)I_
A _ -- 6.75x 10 -6rad/sec
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the non-dimensional factor along the abscissa is
a I eDB / =0.563.
D A02
From the graph, the number of valve operations N per unit time is:
\ AO
' N = (2n +1)(0.563)( /_ )
' 0D B
operations/sec
The single type of operation which can occur is for n=0 (i.e., one-sided operation).
Thus
N = 0.563 operations/sec
8DB
which is only slightly greater than that for symmetrical operation which is
N = 0.5 operations/sec
8DB
For a 170-day transit time 3480 valve operations are required, compared to 3100 for the
symmetrical case. The additional impulse required is 4.6 lb-sec.
After the capsule separation, the pitch moment of inertia is reduced to 6571 slug-ft 2. Since
the numerical value of the solar radiation pressure varies inversely with the square of the
distance from the Sun, at Mars this value is approximately
P = 4.3 x 10 -8 lb/ft 2
O
The disturbance acceleration is
a -- 2.05 x 10 -9 rad/sec2-
D
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Thrust level is reduced after capsule separation to maintain the same rate increment. Thus
the non-dimensional factor along the abscissa becomes
0DB ] 2.05 x 10-9a [• : (0. 563) : 791
D . • 2 i0 ....
(A0)- ; 16 x 10
From the curve the only type of operation which can occur is one-sided (n 0).
of valve operations per unit time is
N O. 721 --
a6
I) B
The null]b{2 r
Again all the valve firings are by tile same nozzle. For a 180-day orbit period 4730 valve
operations :ire required, compared to 328(} for the symmetrical case. The additional impulse
required is '2.0 lb-sec.
Thus the total gas saving that will result from the use of a solar pressure balance vane is
4.6 _ 2.0
or approximately 0. i lb. The valve firings would be distributed more equally
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through use of a balance vane but, since the total number of olx;rations is relatiw'ly low,
this is of minor importance. Therefore, the use of a solar pressure balance vane is not
justified.
This example was done assuming complete absorption of solar energy. Pure specuhtr re-
flection would cause the gas consumption to double. The amount is still negligible.
3.6.7 Two-Level Torque System
Table 11 gives a comparison of the effects of a single thrust level system vs a two-level
system. The impulse required due to limit cycling and total number of v:tlw_ operations
per axis are given. Since the thrust level affects only the impulse requirement for limit
cycling, only that impulse which is due to limit cycling is shown. The single thrust low,1
system is sized for the inertias during transit.
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Table 11. Single Thrust Level Versus Two-Level Comparison
Axis
Roll
Pitch
Yaw
Total
Single Thrust Level
Impulse Required
(lb-sec)
76
157
217
450
No. of
Operations
9170
12800
18170
Two Thrust Level
Impulse Required
(lb-sec)
42
56
48
146
No. of
Operations
6540
6540
6540
The additional impulse required for a single level system is 304 Ib sec, or about 4.7 pounds
of gas before the inclusion of safety factors. Also, the number of valve operations triples
in the yaw axis with the resultant decrease in reliability. Also of concern is the effect of
the increase in the yaw limit cycle rate in orbit from a nominal 3. 375 x 10 -6 rad/sec to
-5
i. 55 x i0 rad/sec. The actual rate about a given axis may approach twice the nominal
symmetrical limit cycle value. This rate alone can exceed the maximum permissible rate
of approximately 10 -5 rad/sec set by the photo experiments.
3.7 INTERFACE DEFINITIONS
The overall functional boundaries of the ACS are the radiation inputs to the celestial sensors
and spacecraft motion to the inertial sensors, and the output torques applied to the space-
craft by the gas jets. In addition to these functional boundaries, mechanical and electrical
interfaces with other subsystems exist. The various interfaces are defined below, with
sources and destinations identified.
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3.7.1 Inputs to ACS
Directly Sensed Inputs
a. Solar radiation to the acquisition, cruise and sun gate sun sensors. Solar intensity
varies as the sauare of di_t_noo t,_ Sun ;_ to I or, A,, ,,,,,,,, _h, on÷_-_ 7,,T..... _-,,
considered).
b. Canopus radiation to the Canopus sensors.
Co
d.
eo
Spacecraft body rates about the three control axes as inputs to the Gyro and Ac-
celerometer Package.
Simulated inputs are provided by OSE for each of the six gyros, the 14 Sun sensors,
and the two Canopus sensors.
The OSE provides simulated Computer and Sequencer and Command Decoder inter-
faces, as well as necessary power during subsystem test.
Inputs from Other Subsystems
:t. Power Subsystem - The ACS receives power from three power sources:
cps square wave, 50 V RMS, b) 400 cps square wave, 3 phase, and c)
DC, 30-44 VDC.
:t) 2400
Unre g_flate d
b. Command Sources - The ACS receives commands from the Command Decoder :md
the Computer and Sequencer. These specific commands can be found in the l.'light
Sequence Document. Initialization commands are received from the launch complex
equipment and these are covered in I)ocument.
3.7. '2 Outputs of the ACS
ACS outputs include driver signals to the 48 cold gas jet solenoid valves,
points and thermal outputs.
telemetry, test
Driver Signals. The ACS generates appropriate signals which drive the redundant, coupled
cold gas jet subsystem solenoid valves as required to perform the specified control functior_s.
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Telemetry. Various points in the ACS will deliver information for telemetering to Earth for
operational and diagnostic purposes. The telemetered points are listed in the Telemetry
Channel Assignments.
Operational Support Equipment. Table 12 lists those test points which will be available by
direct access for system testing after assembly of the spacecraft.
Table 12. ACS-OSE Test Points
Unit Quantity
Transformer/rectifier outputs
Gyro torquer signals
Gyro amplifier outputs
Acquisition sun sensor outputs
Cruise sun sensor
Threshold detectors
Solenoid valve commands
Cruise sun sensor amplifier gain control
Command detector
5
6
6
12
6
9
24
6
1
Thermal Outputs. The thermal interfaces of the various components will be designed to re-
move the heat in excess of that required for proper temperature control; or will (in the case
of several of the pneumatics components) provide additional heat inputs to components where
required. (See Spacecraft Component Design Parameters.)
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3.8 ATTITUDE CONTROL PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
3.8.1 Control Angular Acceleration
The nominal value of the control angular acceleration at booster separation will be 0. 225
9 dee./s_e2mr/see- ( 0129 ) ahnut onoh axls ..... -,r +hi s ,,n-.,,_ oI ..... in conjunction• u .... - ............ v_,luu accemrauon
with the derived rate network enables tlm spacecraft to maintain its attitude with a mininmm
of gas usage and number of valve operations. In addition, adequate control torque is avail-
able to ensure Canopus acquisition w-ithin the field of view of the sensor even in the event of
failure of a single nozzle of the roll couple. Failure of a single nozzle of a couple reduces
this value to 0.1125 mr/see 2 (. 0645 deg/sec2). A dual level pneumatic control system is
utilized to provide similar acceleration levels during the Mars orbit phase when the moments
of inertia have 1)een reduccd 1)ccause o[ retro fuel usage and capsule separation.
;_. >. 2 Limit Cycle Rate
-6
The nominal limit cycle rate for both the transit t)hase and the orbit phase is 3. 375 x 10
tad/see (.000193 deg/suc). This angular rate is well below the random ang_flar rate of
-5
10 tad/see permissible during a photo imaging experiment exposure.
:_. S. ;_ Maneuver Slewing Rate
The slewing raw (luring an inertial maneuver is _3. 14 mr/sec (. 18 deg/sec) for each control
axis. This rak'. provides for a 50_,'_ marg-in of safety in tile gyro input anglalar freedom of
105 mr (6 degrees) in the ew'nt of failure of a single nozzle.
3. S. 4 Acquisition Angular Rates
The l)iteh and yaw angular rates during Sun acquisition are limited to a nomirutl wtlue of v4.4
mr/see (. 25 dog/see). This value provides for Sun acquisition in a reasolmble time and
limits tilt' cross-coupling torques to approximaR'.ly 5u, ' of the control torques. Roll rate
dnring Sun acquisition in limited to approximately t0.2 mr/see (.011 deg/sec), l)uring
nmgnetometcr c:tlibration, the commanded roll angular rate is 3.9 mr/see (.22 (leg/see) with
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a rate deadband of 0.4 mr/sec (.023 deg/sec). During Canopus search, the roll angular rate
is 1.7 mr/sec (. 1 deg/sec) with a deadband of 0.4 mr/sec (. 023 deg/sec). Use of this roll
search rate is compatible with the roll control torque and field of view of the Canopus sensor.
3.8.5 Pointing Accuracy
The nominal control deadband is +8 mr (. 458 deg) about a null which will be less than 4 mr
(. 229 deg) off from the vehicle axes, in all modes of control. An error analysis of the l_SP
and HGA shows this to be compatible with the allowable system errors. Total system point-
ing errors are reported in VOY-D-260.
3.8.6 Maneuver Accuracy
The accuracy of any maneuver varies as a function of the specific maneuvers involved and
the total time interval. There is also some, as yet unassessed, variation due to the nature
of the coupling torques. The error analysis for the worst case maneuver assuming an un-
coupled vehicle indicates that the final pointing error will be less than 2 degrees. For
details_ VOY-D-260, Trajectory and Guidance Analysis.
3.8.7 Acquisition Time
It takes no longer than 20 minutes to stabilize to the Sun and no longer than 70 minutes to
stabilize to Canopus after the Sun has been acquired.
3.9 ACS PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND OPERATIONAL CONSTRAINTS
The firstpart of this section defines the physical characteristics of the complete ACS, which
is composed of the component assemblies as previously defined and depicted in the ACS
Functional Block Diagram, Figure 3-5. The second part of this section defines the opera-
tionalconstraints.
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3.9.1 ACS Physical Characteristics
The estimated weight, power input and power dissipation for the various ACS components
are indicated in Table 13.
Table 13. ACS Component Physical Characteristics
Component
Secondary sun sensors
Primary sun sensors
Canopus sensor No. 1
Canopus sensor No. 2
Gyro/accelerometer Pkg No. 1
Gyro/accelerometer Pkg No. 2
AC electronics
Totals
Weight
(lb)
1.2
1.2
6.3
6.3
14.5
14.5
8.6
52.6
P owe r
(w avgO
1.8
26
25
52.8
3.9.2 ACS Operational Constraints
The following operational constraints are derived from consideration of the selected ACS
performance parameters and sensors.
Maneuvers. In normal operation, the orientation of the spacecraft roll axis for rocket thrust-
ing will be accomplished by a pitch-yaw or a yaw-pitch maneuver. The capability for slewing
the roll axis inertially is also provided for in the ACS. Sixty minutes prior to a maneuver,
the gyros must be turned on to allow sufficient warm-up time.
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Time-To-Complete Stabilization. Initial acquisition of the Sun will be accomplished within
20 minutes after initiation, including reduction of initial rates as high as 3 degrees per sec-
ond about each control axis. Subsequent Sun acquisitions will be accomplished in less than
15 minutes.
Automatic Canopus acquisition will require at most 70 minutes following Sun acquisition if
the cruise mode is commanded.
The initial magnetometer and Canopus calibration is accomplished by a roll maneuver re-
quring 27 minutes for a 360 degree rotation.
Environmental Conditions. Canopus sensor - This sensor must be mounted in the vehicle,
and vehicle structure; appendages must be located so that no light is reflected into the shield
of the sensor.
Sun sensor - Reflected light impingement on the solar sensors must be prevented. Alhedo
inputs to the acquisition sensors have not been determined, but are estimated to be such that
on the order of 8 degrees pointing error will be introduced until the acquisition sensors are
switched out. The alignment of the various acquisition sensors must be such as to minimize
the effect of albedo.
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APPENDIX A
ON MOTION OF A CAVITY IN A SPHERICAL OR
CIRCULAR CYLINDRICAL TANK AT VERY LOW GRAVITY
The behavior of propellant sloshing has to be included in any guidance and control analysis.
A great deal of work on liquidsloshing has been done for the case of high gravity (References
1, 2, 5, 6). During the flightof the Voyager Planetary Vehicle, very low gravity is exerted
on the propellant. In this case, only scattered works on sloshing problem have been carried
out (References 1, 2, 3). For the Voyager vehicle, spherical tanks are used. Such a case
is therefore of practical importance.
In this report, a mathematical formulation for the general case of a tank of arbitrary shape
with a cavity filled up with gas of any equilibrium shape under a gravitational field is first
discussed. Then the shape of the equilibrium (quiescent) gas-liquid interface in a spherical
tank is determined for small Bond numbers*. The problem of free and forced small oscilla-
tions can therefore be formulated in terms of the (radial) displacement.
Finally, the frequency of small free oscillationfor the limiting case of (_-*0 (zero gravity)
of a spherical cavity at any location in a spherical tank is obtained. The simple case of a
spherical cavity at the center was solved before (Reference 2). The forced oscillationis
also investigated. The two-dimensional case of a circular cavity in a circular tank is con-
sidered firstas a mathematical guidance to obtain the solution for the other case.
* Higher order terms in Bond can thus be computed.
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A. I GENERAL MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
Consider that* the rigid wall is moving with respect to a fixed frame of references a
velocity V (t). The propellant is assumed to be incompressible, inviscid and thus irrota-
tional (as it starts from rest). With respect to the fixed frame let
q
I )
Velocity Vector
Pressure
p Density
_ :+ * * * *( * g<We have q V q5 , whenqb qb r , t ). q_us the equation of continuity gives
(1)
From the equation of motion
.q. :_
pf _pK¢_
dt 8t
(q V ) q
-V 1,_p v(t)+P ga
V (P _p_)
\vhe Po
V i7, -v - _
We haw, the lh, rnoulli's equation
_ m *
+ 1 * :_ * * P - (gg _ V).r e(t)
_t_ ' T (v 4 • v _ ) + p (L,)
:_ El:tsticity of the wall has not been considered. A coupled oscillation can be formulated.
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Now we change the coordinates
t
r = _ + V{t) dt, t
t
O
=t
and set (r , t ) = _ (r, t) + V.r.
By the chain rule of differentiation, it is easily seen that
and
* - -V.v_-Vqbt, : v. t- + qb t
Then the equation (2) becomes
v_-v_ p
+ m _ g_.r = cl(t)
_t + 2 P (2a)
The equation (1) reduces to
V%: o (la)
a. The boundary condition at the wetted part B 2
Figure A-1
N V % =N.V
Hence
of the wall of the tank as shown in
_.V%: o onB2
A-3
(3)
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\
F
0 SO
Ic_g
B2
l*'igllre A-1. lqquilibrium Interface Configlar:ttion
Where I{ ]_l + B2 the Wall of the Tank
file. unit vector along the outward normal :tt l_
b. On the free boundary S, which is interface of the liquid :tnd the gas cavity at file
time t,
\v]l (.we
t) F '20"J
I)
gas
r I
t)gas, p P _ P V (r 1- r )
Lhe pressure of the gas.
',t fLxed l)oint on the wall of the tank in Lhe cavity.
the mean curvature of S.
(3a)
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The increase of the pressure in the gas due to the acceleration V can be neglected as its
density is small as compared to P. Whenl agl<< g, P = P0" The surface with the mean
curvature equal to a constant is a sphere. Thus the equilibrium surface of the cavity for
the case of zero-g is a sphere. For small Bond number (in the case of legl << g) the
quiescent liquid-vapor interface is expected to be close to a sphere. However, the surface
is not determined unless the angle 8 r of contact of the liquid with the tank wall is given.
If the surface S is represented parametrically as r = h (u,v,t), then from the theory of
Surface S in the classical differential geometry (Reference 4), we can find the mean curva-
ture in terms of h from the following formula:
1 + 1 _ Eg - 2 Ff + Ge
R1 R2 EG - F 2
(4)
where ds 2 = dr dr = Edu2+2 Fdudv + Gdu 2
2
E = /_ _1 = _ "_u uandetc"
e = -r - x_/%_- F 2UU" (ru
(5)
(6a)
f = -ruv (r-ux Fv)/ _]_G-F 2
g = -r-uv (ru- xrv)/ %/_G-F2
(6b)
(6c)
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A.2 THE QUIESCENT GAS-LIQUID INTERFACE IN A SPHERICAL TANK (OR A TANK
WITH ROTATION SYMMETRY) AT VERY LOW GRAVITY
Let the origin be chosen at P as indicated in the Figure A-2. In spherical coordinates,
So
Figure A-2. Spherical Bubble and Tank Coordinate System
let the quiescent interface S O be:
r : t1(0)
Or,
t1(8) K 1 (7)
From the AppendLx I (3.1), the mean curvature J is g_iven by
2j :7
1 1
k
R 1 R2
, ,)
1 hh '2 - h'h"
(2tl _ h2 ,2÷ 11,)
h v_l- _ h '2
- 11' cot 8 )
PKt s - p
O-
Pgas - P0
O-
PaIL
+
O- (h cos 0 + r 0) (s)
A-6
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r 0 . We rewrite (8) in the following form
d (tan-I h' h 'dO --h--) + 7 cot 0
2
h 0 pag
where B -
O"
h h__h__ /_ h' 2
= 2 - (2 + B h0 cos e) h0 + (-_)
(9)
a T
For very small B, it is expected that 7 _ 0(1).
Hence, we have
h' 2
Thus, (7) can be neglected against 1.
d (h' h' ___h) + h cote = 2 - (2 + B ,_d8 h %
Now, let* h = h0eU(8). Uis small whenBis. We have-- -
cos 8
h !
h
h
) h °
U'(8).
Cons equently,
U" + U'cot8 2 (1-e U) Be 2U= - cos 0 ) (9'_
Write U = UIB + U2B2÷
We have
U 1''+ U I' cot0 +2 U 1 = -B cose (9"a)
One particular solution of (9"a) is
1 1
2 3 cos 0 log (1-cos 0 )
* Direct perturbation on B for h does not yield reasonable result.
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Hence,
1 1
U1 = ALP1(0) + A2Q2(0) + --2 + --3 cos0 log (1 - cos0 )
wh e re
Pl(O) :: C 0 S
1 1 + eosO
Ql(e) -_ cosO log 1 -cosO
Since the solution should be reg!alar at 0 :: rr, A : 0. The singularity at 8 =: 0 of the
2
particular solution is allowed, because the neighborhood of this point is in the cavity, not on
the interface S O . Thus, up to the first power of B,
1 1
BU 1 --1{ cos 8 I3( + A 1 cosO)
h hoe ho(1-cos O) 3 _-: ,, (lO)
There are four parameters, PO' ro' ho' and A 1. They are to be determined by the follo\xdng
four conditions :
2 Pgas - PO p ag
(a) h o- } o- r 0 ( 1 1a)
0
(b) Ix;t the interface S 0 intersect the wall of the tank at O 1 as shown in Figure A-:I.
Then,
PO pox g(h(O1 ) cosO1 + ro) (_]b)
A-8
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Figure A-3. Liquid Surface - Tank Interface
(c) r 0 = h(@=Tr)
(d) The angle of contact between the liquid-vapor interface and the wall of the tank
is _r"
(12)
The horizontal curve r = e I of the contact of the interface with the tank is determined by
h2(_l ) + 2 (l-h0) h(_l) cos _1 + (l-h20) - 1 = 0 (13)
Then
r 0 = h(n)
20"
= +p a g r0 -P0 Pgas ho
=p a g (r 0 + h1(_1) cos 01)
(11a)
(11b)
Eq. (13 7 yields h(01) = -(l-h0) cos 0 1 +
So far, this is perfectly general. Now, for small values of B
Jl+ (l-h0)2 (cos2_l-1)
n
pa gh0
cr
m 1
1 Bcos 0 B(-_- + A lcos0 )
h(0) = h0(1-cos0 )3 e
, we have
(10)
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The equation for the determination of 81 is
F (X) hoe
1 1 AIX)B(--2-X log" (l-X) + -- +2
+ (1-ho) X -j
2 2
+ (1-h 0) (X -1) - 0
-1
Where X : cos 01, setx 1-_, A 1 3 logE _ A
Then
h
0 1 (l_h0) 2+ (l-h0) (l-E) - 1 - 2 (-2
0
lAncarizing with rcstx'.ct to E ,
1
-- +A)
c ~ - 1 - (l-h{}) {r 0 (_-t)
(}F
1
-- , A) B( ") 2
+ o (B)
I - h
0
(14a)
From (1 la) ',rod (llb),
* 20-
]} - h
{}
l}gas
,% 0-ho ) o ( 0-ho)2{ 2)
p2 9 o 3 1
a-g"ho (T , A)
fl a gh 0 - o- 1 - h 0
(15)
O1"
"20-
H,
I}
(l +
1
/m } A)
-- B -B )
2 '2 (1 - h0)
(l.)
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2o"
where _ = R 0
P
takeB = B 0 -
= the radius of the spherical cavity when x = 0. For small a , one may
2
a gpR 0 0. Let
(r . The angle of contacte v has to tend zero as a --_
h'(e ) r'(e 1) ] h'(81) r'(e 1)* _ "7
y = -tan e r = -h (el) r(el) / (i+ h(el ) r(el)
(i7)
where r2(e) + 2 (l-h0) r(e) cos e + (1-h 0)
and r (e) = h(e 1)
2
-1 = 0
* 2V/_. Hence from (17), we haveLet X =
y. = _l_h0)/(---i + A) (2+ At2 6
The equation (187 and (15) determine A and h 0. Equations (lla) and (127 then yield r 0
(is)
and P0"
b
!
I
I
A.3 FORCED AND FREE OSCILLATIONS OF THE VAPOR-LIQUID INTERFACE
Since alp* is determined up to an arbitrary function of t,
in ffp in the Bernoulli's equation (2a):
one may absorb any function of t
P-Po
CI_t + 2 o-
g _ . (r-__0) + _. (_-ro) = 0
where
p = p_ _ (_'-_1) = 2o-J +Pgas
on the interface S. Let S be represented as
r = h(e,¢, t) = H(e) +w (e,_, t)
* the notation_ is changed to(_.
A-11
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where
w(o, qb, t)<< H (O).
Let
g _. (_-_%) -gSOacosO+r O) (19)
(r- ro). V = -x(t) h sin O cos q6 (',o)
Write
u U _X U
h e : e e (l+X + ...) (21)
On file linearized expression, we have
u(O) _e U(0)" eU X : w (.,.,)
From the Attachment I, (41), we have
SoSince on ,
2o'J 0
h
,2 sinO 80
1 8 (sin_)'O)
sinO 80 (1 + U'2) 2/3
u--si____n0
-2
sin 0
N//_+U '2
Vg_ - (po +_ _..(_- %))
Pgas - PO _p g a (eU(O)eos 0 _ r O)
x (2:_)
U sinO 80
e ,9
U' sin 0
_//I+U,2
(24)
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We have the Bernoulli's equation on S (linearized on S0 and linearized in _ ):
] /dP t ph 0 p eU(O) sin0 _8 _,(
sin-20 1 eU(0) (25)
+ ×4_ : -_ si. o cos
V/_+U ,2 J
On the other hand, if a point (r, 8 , _5) on the surface r - h(8, _, t) = 0 at instant t is moved
to (rl, 0 1' _1 ) on the surface
r 1-h(01,¢_, t+dt) = 0
at the instant t + dt, where
dn
r I = r+dr = r+ A
1 dn -h8
O1 = O+ dO = O+ h A h
1
qb 1 = _+ d_= _+ hsin8
d_ h_
A hsinO
then
rl-r-h(01,_51,t+dt) -h(O,_,t) = 0,
or
d. h2e h2_
__ _ htdtA (1 + _2 + h 2 2 ) = 0
,, sin
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Thus,
dn ht
- - the normal componentof velocity (relative to the wall) on S.dt A
shouldequal to the fluid velocity relative to the wall on S. ltence,
This
ht 1 he h¢
_ ---_ h2 )A A (% _O h 2 _b sin20
We obtain the linearized relation:
u,cI:,8
h cI) -
t r U
0
(,,_;)
Thus, the boundary condition for qb on S0:
_tt _ 2 ga cos0 t (_r - I1_____'9 )
ph o H(0) II-
[l 8pII(8) sin O 88
_ ')
sin - 0 [l T
(_r 2
1- lI]t T2
where S 0 is the surface
r ll(O)
( 9 )_ lit (5sin 0 l l- (alp 70(I12 _ tt,2)3/2 r ii2_O
C_50)¢¢ 1 -'x'H(O) sinO cos¢
(_7)
The linearized problem of liquid sloshing problem of a vapor cavity in a spherical ktnk is now
completely formulated as to find the solution_b (r, 8 , _b ,t) of the Laplace equation
" 1 _¢ 1 8 (sin 0 Ci)o) 0rr r r " ') 2 8 8
r- sin'8 r sin8
with the boundary conditions which are satisfied for all values of t, O , and qb .
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(a) _r = 0 r=l, vr>O>_e 1
(b) The equation (27) on r = H(0) (01_<0<Tr)
(c) The angle 8 v of contact is given*. This yields
ke = F k at 0= 8 1
*Fwhere can be calculated if 8 v is given.
A. 4 OSCILLATIONS OF INTERFACE AT ZERO-GRAVITY IN A SPHERICAL TANK
When ct = 0, the quiescent interface reduces to r = h0, where
h0 = / I+KK > 1/3 = (1 - Fill)
1/3
K
Hence, U'
u gas
ULiquid
the gas-liquid volume ratio
U
= 0, H -- e = h 0. Then, we have
AqS: 0 (la)
The location of the center of the spherical cavity could be any place in the tank as shown in
Figure A-4. In this case, let the origin be chosen at the center of the cavity. Let the radius
of the tank be normalized as 1. Hence, the boundary conditions are:
(a) CI:_n = 0 on B
or
qTD - G--Q_qTD = 0onr = G(8) : -Scose + J1 +S2 (cos%-1) (28)
r G_(8)
* Attachment III
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r)
Figure A-4. Tank - Bubble Symbol Definition
2o- L/_ r , 1
P
0)) qStt t 2 sin8
flh 0
a8 (sinS_rS) _ 20 q5sin rCq_
-'._" cos@ cos _ II(8) on r h 0
Since A_ 0
1 0 (sin_+r_ ' 1,, Cr
sin0 08 sin'0 q_q6
0 r 2 - 1 ,/ o(I)' +I)-)_, where D
r
= r
Or
(:_))
Cor_qequenlly, the condition (b) can be rewritten in the following form
°[ ]- D ') I)" _ 2I) _ = -xcos8 cos onr h
tt t :{ - 0
P _0
\Vhcn _ < I - ho, no condition as (e) is necessary. When _ i - ho, if8 T 0 and
k/_ (O,C_), t) 0", then k_ O. The condition (c) in this case corrcspon(ks to
k 0 or F t(X), flw stuck-edge condition.
(2 !)a)
* If the solution F'(z) is :t single wtlued function in the domain, it turns out that F is of this
form because of the conditions (30) and (31).
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A. 4.1 THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM
The corresponding two-dimensional problem is that
+ ___1_ 1+ = 0rr r r --_ CI_0 0
with boundary condition
(a) ¢:_n = 0 onB
or
Qb G'(8) _a = 0 on r = G(8)
r G2(8)
where
G(8) = - _cos0 + j + $2 (cos20_ 17
[ ](b) q_tt + 3 D-D 3 %!) = -xcos8 h 0
Ph 0
A. 4.1.1 Free Oscillation of a Circular Cavity
Letx" = 0,_ =_1 (r,e) cosogt, re ie = z, and F(z)
conjugate of_l" The condition (a t yields
)] i 0Re FV(z) (z +8 = 0 onz + 3 = e
The condition (b) yields
Re
2
a F(z) + DF(z) - D3F(z)] = Oonz
where
D = Z --
d
dz ' a -
O"
3
P h 0
= q_l + i _, where xI/is the harmonic
(30)
i0
= hoe (317
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Although a conformal mapping can be readily found such that the two circles are transformed
into the two concentric circles, and one of the boundary conditions can be immediately satis-
fied by ex_pressing F as an infiniteseries of positive and negative powers of the transformed
variable, the other condition yields a system of infinitelymany linear equations involving the
undetermined coefficients.This resembles the problem of finding a periodic solution of the
Mathieu equation by a Fourier series. Because of this difficulty,we employ the following
alternative method working directly with the boundary conditions (30) and (31). The solution
obtained corresponds to the "Stuck edge" condition, when _ 1 - h0.
(D
[Jet* F(z) Z An zn• +B Zn -n
n 1
The stuck-edge condition corresponds to a solution that _ involves only cos 8 terms, thus
both A and 1_ arc real.
n n
l_et V
,)
t,D_
&
The condition (31) yields
and: v
(2"
n h n ) -(n°-n) (Anh - Bn h n )
0 0
(3 l:t)
For the condition (30), we have
Re [l,"(X -_)XI : 0
Now apl)ly the conformal mapping
h _SX
Sh_l
i8"
on )k e
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and
it follows that
Re [(k-S)F'(X-8) (1 + $h-1)] = 0
or
Re [ _ (nUn hn (l+Sh)-n-n_h-n(l+3h) n
n=l
i0
onh = e for all0 _<8_< 277.
(1+ 8h) n } (1+ 8h-1)] = 0 (30a)
Wile re
a
B
= An(1-82) n B - n
n n (1__2)n
Now we write (31a) in the form
n
where
h 0
h -
1 1__2
__1
-n) (ah I - _n n )
h I
The condition (30a) reduces to a Fourier series in o-with coefficients which are functions
of _. Write
a
n
CO j "_ j
anj8 , _n = E _nj 8
j=0 j--0
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and
GO
v jSJ
j=0
Then, we have, from (31a), the coefficients of 80' 8, 82
3 Zn__ 0
n3-n) hn e -n +n) = 0(v0 1 an,0 (v0 n
h I
h n
Vl(an, 0 1 +/_n,0h7 5 3 111 _( -n 3+ n -n) a v+ (v0 n,1 0
... respectively:
1
+ n) /fi
n n, 1
h I
: 0
(al. 1)
(31.2)
h" +e -nv2(Ctn, O 1 _n,O l(Ctn,1 n,1 h I )
:3 n a 1__
+n -n) h cz _ -n _n) _ :: 0
(VO 1 n,2 (VO h n n,2
1
and so on, for all n _> 1.
(31.3)
The various coefficients of 8-power in (30a) are Fourier series which vanishes for all o-.
Corksequently, we have
an,0 -fin,O 0
2 2
na -/3n, 1 o(n+l) -nfin + (n+l)a -(n-1)fin_l, 0
-(n-l) an_l, 0 n,1 , ,1 n+l,O
,)
(n-2)-(n-1) a _ (nq)2 2
2 n-2,0 Ctn-l,1 _ nan, 2- n a + (n+l)an, 0 nel, 1
,)
,)
(n¢2) (n_l) fi -(n,-1)'fi -_n 0 n2 - (n-1)Bn-l,1- nBn2 11_2, 0 n+l, 1 ,
and so on, for all n > 1.
(30. l)
o
(30.2)
(:m. :_)
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Equations (30.1) and (31.1) yield the solution:
a = 19 = 0 for alln / k
n, 0 n, 0
where k is a fixed integer k _> 2, anda k,0
0
(k 3 - k)
2k
1 -h I
2k
h I +1
= _k,0 / 0.
This determines also
h
_ 0
h I -- 1 - 3 2
2 o-u
This result agrees* with the previously obtained one for the simple case _ - 0.
(30.2) and (31.2) yield the following solution:
v 1 = 0
and
Equations
+ _ ] -khlk-1 (_/o+f(k-1)) k,O
_k-l,1 [(l/0+f(k-l))hl k+l (v0-f(k-1)) hlk-] a
1 k+l
_k+l,l[(YO +f(k+l)) hlk+l+(1/o-f(k+l)) k+l : -k(_o+f(k+l))hl ak, O
h 1
3
where f(n) = n -n.
C_k-l,l anda ,. are obtained from (31.2). a =_ = 0for n / k-1 ork + 1
_,i,I n,1 nl "
Finally, (30.3) and (31.3) yield the expression
* (2), p. 35, Note that a factor b is missed there, perhaps due to a misprint.
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2 2k
l+h I
(Vo+k3-k)
Ik(k-l_k-1(_0+_(k-l_/
sSV--l_
+
k+l
k(k+l) (Uo+f(k+l,')h I I
S(k+1)
where
S(n)
fin)
//
2
Where S(n) : (v
Consequently,
[( +,(n_)h,n:: v 0
3
n -n
2h 2k I1 (k 3 - k)
(l+h _21%2
k(k-l)h k-1 (v 0 _(k-1) 3-k +1)
S(k-1)
k(k-1) ]
3 n 3 1
+n -n) h I _ n +n)0 (v O- h n
1
k(k+l)hk _1 ( v 0 _-(k+l) ' k-I )
-4-
s(k_l)
6,,,)
(367
U V _ V
0 2
In the case where the cavity oscillates at the wall
8 : i -110 ' h i
2 -h 0
2k
(2-ho) - 1
v = (1<3 - k) 2k
0 _ l(_-hot
A-22
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v 0 + v 2 (1-h O)
2
is given by (35).2
2 o-v
Q) = 3
Ph o
A. 5 FREE OSCILLATION OF A SPHERICAL CAVITY IN A SPHERICAL TANK* AT ZERO
GRAVITY
Letqb(r, e, _, t) = xI](r,e ,_) costot.
The problem is then reduced to find a harmonic function _ such that
(a) _n = 0 on the wall of the tank.
With the origin at the center of the spherical cavity of the radius h0, this condition is
G' (0) _]e : 0 onr = G(8), (37)
_r - G2 (8)
where
G(e ) = - _ cos e + Jl-_2sin2_
On r
= the distance between the center of the cavity and that of the tank.
_2
- -- xl/+ (2D-D2-D 3) _] = 0
= h0' a
where
D __
r Or , a = 3
Ph 0
* The "stuck-edge" condition is assumed when the cavity is attached to the wall of the tank.
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Let* 1 pmq/ = (A rn+ B )n n n+l n
r
11=0
(x) cos 111_
where
m ,,, 2--- /" ,m
i-" (x)= (-1) (1-x) _ P (x)
n dx m n
and
P (x)
n
X COS
the Legendre polynomial
For the sake of simpliei ,ty, we are only considering the fundamental modes m O.
CO
1
_B --)g/ _ (A r nn n n+l Pn (x)
r
n 0
tlenee
The condition (b) yields
3 '_ 1
Anhn. (v* n _n_-2n) _ Bn n
h 0
where
I/
,)
U)
&
(v - (n+l) 3 + (n+l) 2 + 2(n+l) ) 0
The condition (a) can be rewritten in the form
qbr,(r_S_) - SsinO _br 8 _ 0
(39)
'2 o
on B: r _ '2 _ r cos0 _ " - 1 0
* The following investigation is for the case m 0. The method is perfectly valid for the
case m > O.
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Thus, we have
Pn(X) [{nAn+_(n+l) A+l } ra-{(n+l)Bn + 8nBn_l}r-n-1]=0
n=l
r _--
-SX + %/_+ _2(X2-1)
1_5 2 1-52
1 _ 2(X2 -1)+ ....1+_× -_
B
2)n, = n
Let an = An(l-8 _n (1-52)n+1
Now write a = a +a 8+a 8 2 +
n nO nl n, 2 " " "
_-- +
v = v0+Yl8 +v2 _2+ ....
on B (39a)
(38) yields
hn 1
C_n, 0 l(Y0 +n(n-1) (n-Z)) +_n,0 hn+l (v
1
and similar expressions for a nl, _n, I' and etc.
h o
where h I = -- Thus (39a) yields
1_8 2
0-(n 2 - 1) (n+2)) = 0 (n >_ 0) (38.1)
na 0 -(n+l) _n,n, 0
and other expressions fora
: 0 (n>_0)
n,l'_n,l'
(39.1)
etc. These relations, in turn, det_rmiae successively
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(1) a = _ for n _ k (a fixed integer)
n,O n,O
2k+l
l-h 1
v 0 = (k(k2 -i) (k+2) k+(k+l)h2K+l
which reduces to a known result* for the case 8 : 0. (Bubble at the tank center.)
(40)
and
(2) v = 01
_2
n,1 fin, 1 = 0 forn / k-1 ork+l
(Vo-k(k-2) (k+l)) S(k-i)
a k-l, 1 h k
1
/_ k-l, 1
k-1
(_0 + (k2-1)(k-2)) 111 ak, 0,
s (k+ t)
and
k(k+_]
k_2
h]
( Vo-k(k, 2) (k, 3)) S (k+ I)
k+l
k(k_ 2),, _k(l< _1) (k+s)) 111 ct
- S(k_l) ( _'0 k,O
where
s(n) (n,-1)(_{}, (n-1)n(n}2)) h'? _ n (v -(n-l)(n_l)(n_-2))0 n+l
h 1
(4 _)
(3) Finally, we have
,)
11 I/ _1/ _ _
0 2
2
{O
01/
P h 0
* (2), p. 40
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where
2
2k+1
(k+l)h I (z/0+k(k-1) (k+2))
k (k+(k+l)hl 2k+l )
- (2k4+3k3_k2_k)(2k-l) (2k+3)
k2(k-1)
hk (2k-1)S(k-1)
(k-l) (-Vo+k(k-2) (k+l)) + (k2+2k-1)(Vo+(k2-1)(k-2))h} k-l}
+
k(k+l) (k-2)
hl+2- (2k+3) S(k+l)
(k2-2) (
-vo+k(k+2) (k+3))+ (k+2)2 (go+k(k+l) (k+3))h}k+3} ]
(427
where
h 0
h I -
1__ 2
v = k(k2_l)(k+2)
0
2k+1
1-h I
2k+l
l+h I
K = The gas-liquid volume ratio
and S(n) is given by the expression (41). When the gas cavity is attached to the wall,
= 1-h O.
k is any integer _> 2. When k = 2, it gives the fundamental mode of the free oscillation.
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A.6 FORCED OSCILLATION OF A SPHERICAL CAVITY IN A SPHERICAL TANK a --- 0
Let X = X 0
where
eoswt and q) = X 0 sinWt_(r, 8, q_). Then the condition (27) reduces to
2
taJ
&
+ (2D-D2-D 3) _/
o" d
a - D : r
h 3 ' dr
Po
and
b
Now write
where
pl
n
Let
l/
: t_,')b Mn_ 8cos _, on r l-_,0
n 1 1(A r _B ) 1) (cos0
n n n_l 11
n 0 r
cos _b
(¢) ') 1/2 d-(1-_') d Pn( )
0
o.I
"1
It follows that
l
(A 1 _ B -- )110 1 ')v
h-
0
I) (44a)
for alln / 1.
'2 Anhn 0n -2n) B 11
h 0
( v - (n2-1)(n+2) ) (t 11))
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The condition on the wall yields
(r+ 8 cos 8) _br sin0 _0 = 0 on r = - 8cos 8+_/_'_2 sin 28r
Employing the relations (Reference 5)
npln+1 (_) + (n+l) Pln_l(_)
r _"1
_Pn (_) = 2n+ 1
and
(1- _2)
we have
CO
d p1
de n (_)
+ (n+2) 8 An+l)
2pi pl (_)n n+l (_) + (n+l)2 n-I
2n+1
= 0onB (45)
Now, as before, we set
a = A _2)n
n n(1-
and
_n = Z _nj sj
j=0
GO
a nj8 j
j=O
The equations (44) and (457 yield successively
bh 1
(a)_I,o : 2f_i,o=
v (1+2 hl 2)
, where h 1
h 0
an,0 = /_n, 0 = 0fern / 1
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_)
3
-- 92 (_,-1 2) 1,0
2_-24+(3u +24)h_
_ _3 (_+_) h 5
,-_ 2 !
_2,1 (2v-24)+(3v +24)h 1,0
J_
a =_ : 0 forn _ 2
n,l n,1
The higher order terms can be worked out successively. After finding these coefficients,
force exerted on the wall in the x-direction is computed by the following formula
_:2
qS=0
sin 0 cos (_ - cos 0 cosqb d0d_(_ (O)
where
r : G(0) = -Scos0 _ %/(1-S 2 sin20
the
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ATTACHMENT I
THE MEAN CURVATURE IN SPHERICAL COORDINATES
I. The infinitesimal rotation of the local frame of references due to the increment of general
orthogonal coordinates is developed as follows:
Let the general orthogonal coordinates be a
I'a 2' a 3'
and
dS 2 2 _ 2 2 2da2 3= hlda + h 2 da 2 +h 3
The infinitesimalrotation referred to the local frame of references (KI
bolieally,
d_
h 1 da 1, h 2
_:2 ' K3 '
aa 2 , h 3 _a 3
1
da2' h-_ da3 '
This can be derived as follows.: and is shown in Figure A-5.
,K2,K3) is, sym-
0.1)
_3
Hldal_ (_,'_2+_a2,__
t/ ._ _('3)½
(/_ \H,d_ 1
_(a a2+da2"K1 1 +dal,a 2, a3 )
Figure A-5. Coordinate System
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du0(1)
3 the infinitesicnal rotation about K,, dueto the increment of da1O
hl(a 1, a 2, a 3) da I -hl(al, a 2, + da 2,a 3) da I
+da ,a2, a3) da 2h2 (a 1 i
1 0 h I
h2 c)a 2
d a 1
For the spherical coordinates, a 1 r,a 2 : 8, a 3 qb -,h 1 l , t%_ : r, h:,, r sin O
(Iw cos0 dqbt_ 1 - sin0 dqbK2 + dOK 3
(1I'_1 dOK,_ _ sin 8 d qbK:l
cos 8 dqbK(I i7 '2 -(I 0 KI 3
:_ 1
(l.:_)
2. TIlE I,'I1IST AN1)SFCONI) FUNI)AMENTAL FOI/MS
Now, let the surface be rot)resented by
1: h(O,4)),
Of
7 h(O,_) 1_
(IT" (h_d0 _ hqb(tqb)K1 + h(t0i_,_ } h sin O(lqbl,i
|"FOIII
ds (1 r . d r
\vc' ]l_t \t'
.)
I,; h h_ , 1," hohqb, (; h _h (2.1)
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where
Now
and
8h Oh
h 0 = h -ae ' ¢, aq,
re x r'qb = h2 sine K1- hhesme  2-hh K3
a 2 _
r = (h00-h) K 1 +2h 0K 2200
= hoqb K1 +hqSK2 + (hcos8 +h e sin0) K3
rq_qb = (h_b-hsin20) Kl-hsin0cos0K2 + 2hqb
Consequently, we have
sin8
(EG-F2)I/2e = (h 3 - h2ho8 + 2hh82) sin 8
(EG-F2)I/2f = (-h2heqb + 2hhohqb + h2hq5 cot0 ) sin
(EG-F2)I/2g = (h3sin28 - h2h_b-h2h8 sin 8 cos 8 + 2hh_) sin 8
In this case, it can be directly verified that the mean curvature for the surface:
r = h(O,q_)
in spherical coordinates is
2J = (__1 + l!_) _ Eg-2Ff + Ge
R2 EG - F 2
2h sin i [ A hh_sin28 _ hh qbsin-I 8
- ( ) + -d_ ( -'
E%//_-__ F2 hsin@ jEG_F2 jEG_F2
* The cumbersome calculations are omitted here.
(2.2)
(2.3)
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where
E h 2 2
= + h e , F
This is a very useful formula.
G
2 2
= h sin28 + he
3. TtIE SPECIAL CASE hqb = 0
112 h'2, sin 2F = 0, E = + G = tl 2 8
2J 1 [ 2 d (tan-1 h' t1'
o h d 8 h ) - 11
Jh _ + t], 2
cot a (3. 1)
4. LINEARIZED EXPRESSION FOR J
Let h = It(8) +w (8,qb)
where
(8, _) < < H(8)
set
U 09
h e , u log t I It
log tt
tO
n X
II
Neglecting tile square and higher order terms in X, we have
2J
l[j '2 1y - sin81 , U ''2
1 0
- (sin 8
sine C)8
3
oo
!
U sin8
8
/
-- "2 3/2 ^/(l+U ) V
'2
I+U
(.1. 1)
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ATTACHMENT II
METHOD OF FINDING A PARTICULAR SOLUTION BY
INTEGRATION IN SERIES
Consider the equation
2
(1-X)w" = 2X¢o' + 2W = -1- X
We are looking for a solution which is regular at X = -1.
Setx + 1 = y
Then (1) becomes
d2w d w
L(w) -- y(2-y) 2 2 (y : 1) dy
dy
2 m-L
L(y m) -- (-m+l) (m+2) ym + 2m y
2 = -y
Hence, if
L(_) --
cO
m
AmY
m=2
CO
m
S (-re+l) (m+2) AmY
m=2
CO
m--1
m
2 (m+l) Am+lY --- n
Hence
and
8A 2 -1
Am+ 1 (m-1) (m+2)_2 Am'
2(re+l)
m_>2
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Thus,
2
A : (m-2) ! (re+l) !2
m 2 m-2 A2
6(m!) 2
and
2 (re+l) 1
-- m-2 A2, (m_> 2)
3 m (m- 1) 2
CO
8 '2 (m+l) m-2 _y__
(o 3 A2 z A_" re(m-l) z , where z = 2
_n :=2
This infinite series can, however, be summed up in a closed form as follows:
m+l -1 '2
re(m-l) m m-1
CO
2 mm-1 z - z log (l-z)
m 2
CO
-1 mz : log (1 -z)
m
m 2
Finally,
h0
1
3 (l-y) log (1-@_)
1 1-X
+ -- X log
3 2
SineeX is a solution or the homogeneous equation, one particular is
1
-- X log (l-X)
3
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ATTACHMENT III
THE ANGLE OF CONTACT BETWEEN
THE INTERFACE AND THE WALL OF THE SPHERICAL TANK
The curve of the intersection of the interface S with the wall of the tank is given by the follow-
ing equation:
H(e, ¢,, t) = H(e) e
2
= -(l-h0) cos 8 +_/_ + (cos28 -1) (l-h0) (1)
r (8)
This determines e as a function of _. In the linearized theory, we have
(la)
Let 8 1 be the solution of the equation
H(81) = r(81)
Let the solution of (la) be
8 = e
1
+Ae
Then, up to the first power of A0, we have
[r(01)-H'(01) ] A0= H(01) k(81,_, t)
H (81)
A0= r(01)_s,(01 ) k(01,_, t) = k(_b)
(2)
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u+
LetR(8) = logr(8), h = e
The condition that the angle of contact is a v , yields
[ lq'iD_ ¢IT'q-,kS) ] / [i I n' ....-- - +X )]tan 8. r . '_" ' _ " L
at _ : 01*k(cb )
Since tan 8 r , we have, after the linearization with respect to k ,
tan8 T [k(_,,, t) + (R"(01) U'(_I) + R'(_I)U"(S,)} k(qb)]
(:;)
From (2) and (3), it follows that
}'8 1- X at 8 8 1
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APPENDIX B
MULTIMASSMODEL OF ZERO G FLUID DYNAMICS
B. 1 INTRODUC TION
The following development defines a simple, consistent model for studying the propellant
motion at near zero bond numbers in a spherical tank.
The model is limited to perfectly wetting liquids (hydrazine and nitrogen tetroxide), the ullage
bubble may be taken to be spherical at "zero g". For g/go (go = 32.2 ft/sec 2) of the order
of 10 -8 , the bubble should, however, rise at the top of the tank when the liquid is at rest.
When the liquid is in motion, the bubble will remain near-spherical. It is also predicted that
it will not disintegrate. This assumption may be substantiated.
The geometry of the problem is defined in Figure B-1.
X
RT IS THE RADIUS OF THE TANK, TO WHICH ALL OTHER
LENGTHS OF THE PROBLEM WILL BE NORMALIZED.
RB
Y
MT
Figure B-I.
IS THE RADIUS OF THE BUBBLE (WHICH IS MASSLESS),
NORMALIZED TO RT-
THE MASS OF THE FULL TANK IS TAKEN AS THE NORM
FOR THE MASSES.
.... *_" SystemLr_ uiWi_ _ _ of
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The following relations hold, F being defined as the fill ratio
F -- Vliq Vfull Vbubble = 1 - = 1 -R 3
-- Vtank V full B
(normalized) (1)
F is taken as the independent variable. Then
1/3
R : (I-F)
B
(2)
When the bubble is "at the top", the coordinate of the center of the bubble is
- [1-(I-F) ]/3] (3)
(x > o downwards) Then the center of mass has abscissa
mB 1-F 1-F [ 1/3]X X _ (1-RB) 1- (I-F)
eg mli q B F F
in which ml{ is the mass of _ that would occupy the volume of the bubble.
(4)
I_. '2 DEVELOPMENT OF A MVLTI-MASS MODEL
The model should 1)e "equivalent" to the true physical system from several viewpoints. Wc
shall require the invari_mce of the total mass and the duplication of the center of mass -- which
may bc lal)cled "translation" properties. Of equal importance are the inertias in spin about
the center of the ktnk; or "rokttion" characteristics.
Consider first that the sysWm of Fig_lre 1{-1 is represented by one single moving mass (pen-
dulum of wtriabh_ length) as on Figure B-2. This mass represents the sloshing liquid, whih,
the part of the liquid "behaving like a solid" is represented by m mass at rest* The
• O _
latk_,r is loc:tted at the geomctrical center of the tank.
* SWRh Reference citc, d.
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£ I
I,
• B*
CG
,_10
X
Figure B-2. One Slosh - Mass Model
Conservation of mass requires : m + m I (5)o = mliq
and duplication of the center of mass is expressed by
m 1 11 = mli q X e (6)
In order to reproduce the properties of the system when the bubble is wall-bound (Figure B-3),
and undergoing small oscillations about its equilibrium position (at the "top" of the tank), m 1
is taken as the low-g slosh mass for a spherical tank. This is assumed to be a fraction,
(ml)g<< , of (ml)g>> , the high-g slosh mass for spherical tanks, that is the 'Tlat gas-
liquid interface" value. This is given elsewhere**, and _ _ 0.85, the value of _ if the low-g
and high-g cases are compared for cylindrical tanks*, ml, as obtained from the theory***,
**F T _,_ _. _ anvTa. Exnerimental and Theoretical Studies of Liquid Sloshing at
Simulated Low Gravity. Journal of Applied Mechanics. Paper No. 67-APM14 June 1967.
***F. T. Dodge: "Analytical Representation of Lateral Sloshing by Equivalent Mechanical
Models" Chapter 6 in the Dynamic Behaviour of Liquids in Moving Containers,
Abramson, H. N. ed. NASA Special Publications SP-106.
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Fig_r(_ l{-;l. I_o\v-g Slosh Mass
:tn(l_ I :_s ¢:(),nl)tlt(_d [rom cqu:ttion ((;) :trc l)lott('(| on Figures 1_--t :tn(t 1_-5 fo_' the' _\:tll !_()un,!
I)ul)t)l('. In this m()dcl, the \v:tll condition (tilt' I)ul)l)l(, m:kV not cross th(' w:tll) is CXl)rt'ss_',l 1)\
0 < ._ <(Ll)m:tx 1
o
\vhc_r(' (_1) re:L\ is lho valu('_ of ;_ 1 for the w:tll-I)ound 1)ul)l)l(,. (Xcg is tht,n th(' laF_t'._t, Io_"
._iv('n 1". )
In sl)it*' _)l ik,_ simt)licity, this model, ho\vcv('r, h,.ttds t() ;tn inconsiskm_:y. If :_ ,_l_in nt()li()n
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To alleviate these difficulties, a multi-mass model is proposed here which is believed to
represent the actual phenomenonmore faithfully by giving more attention to the physical
picture. First we shall accept that Figure B-3 represents the infinitesimal oscillations of
the liquid whenthe bubble is wall-bound andthe liquid at rest. The sloshing mass is m1
of Figure B-4, andthe mass at rest located in 0, geometrical center of the tank, is given
by
m0 + m1 = mli q
As represented on Figure B-6, we discretize a continuum (the liquid) into a finite number of
masses. One mass is the coarsest modeling that can be considered. It could account for the
translational aspects of the motion of the bubble, but could never describe the "splashing out"
of the liquid mass when the tank is spinning about 0
Z"
Figure B-6. Continuous and Single Discrete Systems
This will not be true for a three-mass model (or more generally a 2 N+I mass model, N
integer) as illustrated in Figure B-7. If the bubble is translated radially in the physical
_1_,, part of the fluid _._A!!undergo the translation, and two other parts will also "flow"
aound the bubble (symmetrical motion); if a spin about axis Z exists, the bubble will migrate
to the center, and the 'Unbalanced" masses should move to the periphery of the tank. This
is reproduced qualitatively by the mechanical model in which C is the (massless) hinge of
B-7
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MOVING FLUID IN
"TRANSLATION" &
"ROTATION AROUND
THE BUBBLE"
(
_.ATIO N"
i ,'-o \( )
\ "-/I\-" /
\ _,1,_,_ /
C O : AT T = 0
TRANSLATION C 1 : AT T > 0
MOVING MASSES GOING
TO PERIPHERY HAVE
INCREASED MOMENT OF
INERTIA ABOUT Z
EQUIVALENT
STEADY ROTATION
l,'igure 1_-7. Equivztlence of Motiolts in the 3-Mass Model
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the lever arms £, and "represents" the radial position of the bubble (but X
c
the massless moment of inertia of the inert masses.
/ XB). I iso
We now define the model quantitatively.
a. Duplication of behavior for small oscillations of wall-bound bubble - Thus, m 1 being
given by Figure B-4, as explained above, when B describes a circle about 0, so does
C o in Figure B-7. The mass of the pendulum attached in 0 is 3m* or ml, thus
m 1
m* -
3 (8)
then
m = -3m*
o mliq (9)
b. Duplication of center of mass with wall-bound bubble -
C.
d.
3m* X* X .
= mliq cg
or under normalized form, (m I normalized to mass of full tank)
X* = I-F [" ]i_ (I_F)I/3j (i0)3m*
X* is plotted vs. F on Figure B-8.
Duplication of spin moment of inertia with wall-bound bubble - If the bubble is pre-
vented from moving from the wall, the moment of inertia, IBW , of the liquid rotating
as a solid body, is related to Io, m*, and _ * through
Io+3m*X .2 = IBW (11)
Duplication of spin moment of inertia with bubble in the center - If the bubble is in the
center and the liquid rotating like a solid, then (Figure B-7)
2 [mT R2 R 2 ]+3m*£2 = IB C 5 o B BIo =- - m (12)
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Under normalized form,
I + 3m,22 2 [1-(1-F)5/3]o = IBC - 5
Continuing c) and d), 2is given by
with
22 AI 2+ (x*) (13)3m*
2
AI : IBC- IBw : mB XB
Therefrom, the abscissa of the hinge point, XC, and the moment of inertia of the
mass at rest
X C = X* - Z (14)
2
Io = IBC - 3m* 2 (15)
In Figures B-9, B-10, and B-11 the quantities £, X and I
C O
are plotted vs. F
C omme nts
Knowing m*, mo, £ X X*, Io, the model is completely determined statically. It is inter-C'
esting to note that if we imagine the bubble to be wall-bound, and the surrounding liquid spin-
ning with it at rate u) , the (centripetal) force exerted on the bubble would be
F = m B[XBI o92
Since 3m'X* = m,.~l_ X cg : mB
existing on the model is equal to F.
upon by F and will move inwards.
[ XBI , from equation (10) and (4) the physical force
The hinge point C, "representing" the bubble is acted
(16)
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Considering an arbitrary motion of the tank, masses 2 and 3 need not be always symmetric
with respect to the radial direction (Figure B-12). The model is dynamically determined if:
C
w
- _=Q3
A 2
X
-THE DIRECTION OF OA1, IS KNOWN (GENERALIZED
COORDINATE 8 =Q0 )
-THE MAGNITUDE OF OA1, IS KNOWN (GENERALIZED
COORDINATE R = Q1 )
-THE ANGULAR POSITION OF CA 2 IS KNOWN
(GENERALIZED COORDINATE a = Q2)
-THE ANGULAR POSITION OF CA 3 IS KNOWN
(GENERALIZED COORDINATE _ = Q3)
Figure B-12. Non-Symmetric Condition
, , the position of the c-g and of the bubble will be given byIn axes (X, Y) known with qo
m*[ ]Xcg XB = ---7 ql + (_cos q2 + ql - _ ) + ( _cos q3 + ql -Z) (16a)
m*[ ]Ycg F Zsin q2 + _ sin q3 (16b)
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REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
1. SCOPE
The Reaction Control Subsystem is a mass expulsion system which applies torques to the
spacecraft upon demand ,)f the attitude control system. The system which is believed to
best satisfy the Voyager requirements, and is therefore selected, employs nitrogen gas
as the propellant. The equipment is comprised of storage tanks, filters, regulators,
valves and nozzles.
Other propellants sucl, as freon, ammonia, propane, hydrazine and others can also be used
for this application. 'lhe principal effort of this study has been to evaluate the state of
development of these altemmte propellant systems, to assess their suitability to Voyager,
and to select the best of them from the standpoint of reliabili .ty and weight savings.
2. TRADE STUDIES
2. i. INTRODUCTION
A trade study was made of various alternative reaction control systems. These are cate-
gorized by the propellant used. The characteristics of the systems were evaluated in rela-
tion to the requirements of the Voyager mission. Reliability was felt to be by far the most
important characteristic and it is predominantly because of reliability that the nitrogen cold
gas system was chosen.
Other systems such as hydrazine certainly offer the prospect of significant weight savings.
It is felt, however, that considerably more development and demonstration is needed
with these systems before they become truly competitive. Selecting them at this time would
entail an unjustifiable degree of risk.
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2.2. PRELIMINARY SYSTEMSEVALUATION
The following systems were evaluated:
;i
_°
i).
C°
(I.
l _ o
vt#.l_u I+_I[L_._ LJV L--II,I;lllL"_
Freon- 14
• (;ascous Nitrogen
• Anlmonia
• [)l'Ol)H lle
• 1lolium
I Iot (,:is Systems
tl l{il)rOl)cJl:lnts. Nitr()_('n Tctroxi(te, lIydrazine
• Xl()nolJrOl)cll, i nts:
llyilrazine (,:ll:tl\,z(,,I thruster
- lly(lr',izinc gtl,_ _t'llt'F',ltOl" system
5111)liiuin_ S()l i,<t,_
JllC'l('nl('nla] H<)li<t_ lc',i l) t)i,_l_)t)
hill ;in(t lqa_l//a .it'l.,s
,.\ llun_llcl (if ill( _, _)'stems imvc, ()l)vi()tis sigltificant drawbaclcs and were, therefore, elimina-
te(I quic'lclv. This olin_inatit)n is sumnmrized below.
;ii)i'cq,, ll:lnl Hysic'n_,_ - These systems arc the highest energ_ d systems considered.
lh)_\c\cr, Lhc, devch)l)nient status is limited to systems above 2 pounds of thrust,
_hi(.h i._ ,q_nil'icantly hilzhcr than the requirement for Voyager. Reliability of bi-
i,_'(_l)( II,,nt sysl(,ms ix h)\ver than that of cold gas because the former require dual
l cc(l systems, l)_)sitivc t)rol)ellant expulsion, and very small diaineter orifices.
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Monopropellant, Hydrogen Peroxide - Hydrogen Peroxide systems provide no per-
formance advantage over hydrazine. Their added disadvantage of propellant insta-
bility, which causes long term decomposition, requires a pressure relief and phase
separation venting for long-term storage.
Heated Gas Systems - In these, an inert propellant such as nitrogen is heated to in-
crease its energy. Two methods of heating are generally considered;
o Electrical heating is achieved by employing spacecraft power. During periods
of excess supply such power is "free" and the heating is effective. At other
times, additional power must be carried just for this purpose and little is gained.
Excess power may be available during transit from earth to Mars when the space-
craft is stabilized to the sun. At other times, such as during maneuvers or in
Mars orbit, the supply is limited to the demand. A review of table 1 reveals
that only 100 lb-sec or 4 percent of the total impulse is used during periods of
excess power when gas heating would be advantageous. Hence, even if half
this amount is saved, only 2 percent of the gas weight or about 1.2 pounds is
saved. This is hardly worth the added complexity.
Table 1. Total Impulse for Various Phases (lb-sec}*
Pitch Yaw Roll Total
Initial Stabilization
Maneuvers (3)
Orbit Insertion
Reacquisitions (2 Sun, 6 Can.pus)
Limit Cycle
Before Capsule Separation
After Capsule Separation
192
24O
79
50
4O
16
t90
236
79
50
39
9
25
142
47
33
27
15
Gravity Gradient
Orbit Trims (2)
Subtotal
17
110
744
22 16
100 56
725 361
Fuel Slosh Effects 25 percent of
Above (estimated)
Roll Control During Thrusting
190 180 9O
407
618
205
133
146
55
266
1830
46O
100 100
Total 934 905 551 2390
*Moment Arm (Center of Mass to Jet) is 10 feet
Note: The conditions used in determining these impulses are summarized in
Section VOY-D-321, Attitude Control Subsystem
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d.
e.
f.
g°
e Radioisotope heating is achieved by placing the isotope at the thrusting nozzle.
Although such a system could provide heat, and therefore an increase of gas
specific impulse during all mission phases, it has two classes of limitations
precluding its use on Voyager. These are:
(a) Safety Considerations:
• Personnel radiation exposure during prelaunch operations.
• Isotope contamination and recovery in event of mission abort.
(b) Science Instrument Interference:
The following listed instruments are radiation detecting devices that
could experience interference with the radioisotope thrusters:
- Gamma ray spectrometer
- Trapped radiation detector
- Ion Chan_ber
- Cosmic Ray Telescope
- Plasma Probe
Incremental Solids - These systems are under development by USAF Rocket Pro-
pulsion Laboratory. Current laboratory models show that these systems may be
heavier than cold nitrogen systems for the required impulses.
Ion and Plasma Engines- These systems, although providing high specific impulse,
are limited to micropound thrust applications.
Subliming Solids - These systems are designed for micropound thrust operation and
low duty cycle, ttigher average impulse demands will require significant heat addi-
tion to maintain sublimation (10 watts per millipound).
ltelium Stored Gas System - The helium systems, although providing a high specific
impulse (172 see), are approximately 20 percent heavier than nitrogen systems. This
is a result of a low bulk density which requires large and consequently heavy tankage.
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'2.3. DETAILED EVALUATION
The following systems are potentially attractive and were investigated in somedetail:
a. Stored cold gas systems; Nitrogen, Freon
b. Vaporizing liquid systems: Ammonia, Propane
c. tiydrazine Systems: Catalyzed Thrusters, Gas Generator
These systems are shownin schematic form in Figures 1 and 2.
2.3. i. Weight
Figure 3 shows the weights o£the systems studiedas a function of the total impulse stored.
Table 1 indicates that about 2400lb-sec are required to perform a nominal missio_i. To
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provide redundancythe amount of gascarried will be increased. As demonstrated in 2.4 a
reasonable level of redundancyis provided by about 4000lb/sec. Hence, a nitrogen system
which is the heaviest, will weigh from 135poundsto 190pounds, dependingon the gas redun-
dancy desired. A hydrazine system on the other handweighs from 55 poundsto 65pounds
for the same redundancy. The other systems evaluated fall between these two extremes.
Selectinga hydrazine system would result in about a 100-poundweight saving, which is
certainly attractive. Whenviewedas a percentageof total dry spacecraft weight, however,
it represents only 2 percent. It was decidedto pay this weight penalty for the proven relia-
bility which a nitrogen system is felt to offer.
A compromise approach of selecting one of the intermediate systems was not believed warran-
ted since their state of developmentis less advancedthan that of hydrazine systems. The
only exception to this is freon, which is as simple as a nitrogen system and has beenflight
proven. Its weight advantagethoughnot as great as the other candidates may nevertheless
be desirable. It was not chosenfor the following reason. In the Voyager configuration the
nozzles, valves and lines of the reaction system are at ttle extremes of the fixed solar array.
During periods of solar eclipse in Mars orbit these equipments andthe propellant in them
will become very cold.
Sincefreon is a vapor, it may condense. This will result in wastageof propellants. Other
effects may also result but are not as well understood. This condition can, of course, be
prevented by using heaters but this complicates the system slightly. A detailed stud)-of
operation in eclipse may reveal acceptableperformance. In this case freon would be chosen
and would yield a 20-pound savings in a 4000lb-sec impulse system.
The weight of the hydrazine system is basedon an average specific impulse of 190 seconds.
• m_ v_ maybe ._.._o_..._.__+_,_hl_........inp,,1,qadmodem_eration,andat the low (fractional pound)
thrust levels required. Figure 4 showsthe expectedperformance of a pulsed hydrazine
system. This figure shows that file specific impulse is reduced to 70 secondsfor very in-
frequent short pulses such as exist during transit or in orbit limit cycling. Table 1 sho\vt_
7
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NOMINAL THRUST 0.5 LB
VALVE OFF-TIME 200 MS
BED TEMP. AT START 70°F
VALVE ON-TIME = 0.070 SEC
_-TIME = 0.050 SEC
VALVE ON-TIME = 0.030 SEC
I I 1 I I I
2 3 4 5 6 7
PULSE NUMBER
Figure 4. Cyclic Oi)eration Effect on tlydrazine Specific Impulse
that about 200 lb-sec or 8 percent of the impulse is used in this mode, while about 2200 lb-sec
are used in other modes. For these other modes of operation the on-time exceeds one second
so that the steady state specific impulse value is achieved. Figure 4 implies that a continued
increase in on-time will result in a continued increase in specific imtmlse. Such an increase
would be expected until a value somewhat below the theoretical value is reached. The steady
state value was assumed to be 210 seconds. Using these values, the average specific impulse
for the mission was found to be about 190 seconds.
There is little question that a specific impulse of 210 seconds or greater can be achieved
with motors of one-pound thrust or greater. For motors of fractional pound thrust the per-
formance figure is not as well established. Experimental data is scarce. Data which was
available for the present study was all manufacturer-originated. Sigmificant differences
were noted in the claims nmde by the several suppliers. If the steady state performance
were to be lS() lb-see, the average specific impulse would be 168 lb-see and the weight ad-
vantage of a hydrazinc system would be significantly reduced.
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Since the performance of hydrazine rockets at thrusts of a pound or more is high and has
been demonstrated, the following question must be answered. Can the attitude contrel system
operate with thrusters of one pound when requirements appear to call for thrust levels of
0.2 lb and less? This question is discussed in the next section.
2.3.2. Control System Compatibility
The control system demands that the reaction control system deliver a certain torque
impulse to the spacecraft. This corresponds to a thrust level and response time require-
ment for the reaction control system.
Conservative design calls for low thrust levels, short pulses and sharp thrust rise times.
To achieve the control system parameters described in VOY-D-321, the reaction control
system must have the fo!!owLn_g general characteristics:
a. Time response:
b. I_Ise shape:
c. Thrust level:
3n milliseconds or less
rectangular
0.05 to 0.20 pounds depending on the inertia of the axis being
torqued.
These values are easily achieved by all the systems which use the propellant in a cold form.
These are the cold gas, the vapor and the gas generator systems. The hydrazine system
which requires a chemical decomposition to occur at the time of thrust demand, cannot
meet these requirements. It was of interest to determine if a control system could be
designed employing a torquing system which violates these requirements.
_,_,_f<,_u,, +h,_ _ff.,-,t_ nf the relatively long rise and delay times of a thrust pulse in a
low level hydrazine thruster on the attitude control system were studied.
Low level hydrazine gas systems produce thrust pulses with relatively long rise and decay
times. A representative pulse is shown in figure 5. In nominal limit cycle operation, the
co
!
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NOTES:
0.1 LB ENGINE.
ENGINE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE.
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
TIME (SEC xl0 -3)
I:igltrc 7_. llydrazine Engine Thrust Pro[ile
iml_()rt:mt lmramctcris the impulse produced by the thruster. This is theintcgral of the
thrust-time curve, and is not det)endcnt upon the pulse shal)C. The delay in producing full
thrust causes some deadband overshoot, but at the low limit cycle rate of Voyager (0.0002
dc_, scc) this is insignilicant. Furthermore, the long time duration between firings of a
lmrticular vah:e (2.5 hours) acts to minimize thrust variations c:mscd t)y valve temperature
c]_anKcs.
It is difficult to I)crforman exact analysis of system pcr[ormanco, l)hase plane :malysis
is grently coml)licated ff thrust is assumed to have an exponential rise or decay. This
leads to eqtlations o[ motion in which time al)l)ears explicitly, llo\vever, a good al)proxi-
maLion which lends to cons(,rvaLive results for fuel consuml)tion and system damping is to
;issumc full thrust occurs _fftcr a lmre time delay. The effect el the time delay is to change
th(' ,_loln' o[ the s_ilching lines on the l)httse t)ltme in the destabilizing direction.
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In the present system design, the reciprocal of the switching line slope is 9 seconds. The
time delay is subtracted from this value. As long as the time delay is much less than 9
seconds, system performance should not be greatly affected. This is the case here where
the time delay is estimated to be 0.2 seconds. Therefore, the hydrazine engine pulse shape
appears to have no significant effect on the attitude control system performance. It must be
recognized that this analysis is quite simplified. Before sucha system could be recomended
confidently, a more rigorous study must beperformed. Nonbang-bangsystems are known
to have been designedfor operation on the transient portion of the thrust curve. It should
also be noted that the performance must be reasonably repeatable. Since operation is on the
transient, the repeatability is in question.
To avoid this transient and possibly non-repeatableoperation, it is possible to place a
lower limit on the thruster on-time. This wouldassure that steady state operation is
reached and that the pulse is repeatable. Suchanapproach wouldyield considerably
larger impulse bits than necessary during limit cycle operation. The limit cycle rate
would increase andthe period decrease for a given deadband. Theultimate eftcct is to
increase net impulse requirements. The degreeof increase is of course a function of the
choice of thrust level and on-time. If demonstratedstate-of-the-art equipmentis used,
such as one-poundthrusters with 50-millisecond on-times, the impulse increase results
in the hydrazine system being significantly heavier than a nitrogen gas system.
2.3.3. Reliability
A comparison of the candidate design approaches relative to reliability potential must, at
this time, be qualitative rather than quantitative. For some of the approaches, such as the
approach using hydrazine as a monopropellant, there is not yet sufficient realistic experi-
ence to justify assignment of even approximate values to the failure rates needed for quan-
titative comparison. In fact, a quantitative comparison can be dangerously misleading
unless the failure data are numerous and strictly comparable.
ii
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The systems are then evaluatedby considering their physical characteristics, complexity,
developmentstatus and experience.
ao
b.
System Experience and Development Status - One of the most sigmlficant factors in
the reliability prediction of a system is the development status and experience with
the system. The nitrogen and freon 14 stored cold gas systems are the most highly
developed. These cold gas systems have been extensively used and consequently
have a large history of quantitative data that can be used for estimating system
reliability. Particularly pertinent is the very favorable experience on NilvLbus,
Mariner; l_nnsar and numerous mdlitar-y program_.
llydrazine rocket systems at low thrust levels have undergone rapid development
over the past several years, but are still in the developmental or experimental
stages. At thrust levels above one pound, which are believed too high, more ex-
l_erience exists, but even here it is much sparser than with cold gas systems.
The hydrazine gas generator systems and the vapor systems are also in early st_tges
of development.
Complexity and Physical Characteristics - The systems being evaluated were shown
schematically in figures 1 and 2. These reveal that the difference in complexity
between the systems is not extreme. Nevertheless, increased complexity, no
matter how small, is believed undesirable when high demands for reliable perform-
ance are made. In addition to the equipment needed by the nitrogen system, the
ammonia or propane systems require a heat exchanger and significant heat input.
The hydrazine systems on the other hand require, in addition to a pressurant
system, a propellant tmfl_ with expulsion bladder, and catalyzing decomposition
beds.
Unlike the cold gas systems, the hydrazine systems have two mffavorable charac-
teristics. The first is the temperature cycling which is inherent. Temperature
cycling through stressing of materials is a potential cause of failures. It is recog-
nized that large cycling operations have been demonstrated on hydrazine systems.
The sig_zificant point however is that cold gas systems do not have to undergo this
cycling. 'llle second point concerns the small orifice size required in hydrazine
rockets of fractional pound thrust. The size of these vary depending on the specific
design. "l_,pically, they can be about 0.007 inch diameter. The snmllest orifice in
a nitrogen system is about 0.025 inch diameter. The areas therefore differ by
about an order of mag_fitude. The small orifices in hydrazine systems are much more
likely to change in dimension than those of the gas systems.
12
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2.3.4. Quarantine
A complete assay of propulsion systems biological contamination potential was conducted
during the General Electric Task C effort, and was reported in detail in Phase 1A Task C
Final Report, Volume Ill, Planetary Quarantine Study. The investigation evaluated the ejecta
•of nitrogen cold gas, hydrazine and bipropellant systems. From the knowledge gained in the
planetary quarantine program, all the candidate systems, with the exception of propane,
could be decontaminated to the extent suitable to meet planetary quarantine requirements.
The propane system, being a hydrocarbon, may be conducive to support of bacterial growth,
and therefore would need to be evaluated before kno_ techniques could be applied to main-
tain thc system within quarantine boundaries. Of all the systems tested, the catalyzed
hydrazine thruster system provided the least probability of ejecting viable organisms since
it is sporicidai. The cold _Lore(I.....................,uuogen _y_m_L_, unused'..........._,_ • _,_+ _e,,_l ..... _,' _1_._,_
tc, chniqu(,s, is marginal in meeting thc quarantine constraints. Several techniques are
avaiizdJic for reducing this potential biological load to acceptable levels:
a. Reduce the total amount of gas in tanks that is carried into orbit. By placing
emphasis on design against leakages, both slow and sudden, less gas need be
carried which eventually is released in orbit. For example, in the Task A and
B designs, two separate tank systems were employed such that each haK of the
three couples was supplied with gas from a separate gas tank system. Then if
a valve were to remain open, one tank system would be drained, but the other
would lose only the gas required to overcome halt the disturbance caused by the
leak since the other haK of the corrective impulse would be provided by the
operable valve fed from the "leaky tank system." The tanks \\-ere loaded such
that after a leak occurred enough gas remained in the healthy taN¢ to complete
the mission. T(_tal gas carried to satisfy this concept was three times the nom-
inal mission requirements. Now ff a leak did not occur early in the mission, about
3/4 of the nominal mission impulse would be used prior to orbit insertion, and
about 2-1/4 times would be carried into orbit. Over a period of time, this gas would
leave the ta.n_ks through usage or leakage. By employing techniques such as series
valves to reduce the leakage probability, only the nominal mission impulse (plus
small safety factor), ratherthanthree times need be carried. In this case, only
about 1/9 of the nominal initial gas would be carried into orbit, reducing significantly
the biological load. Reliability considerations, however, call for a compromise. The
choice of how much gas to carry is discussed in paragraph 2.4.
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b.
C.
Filters may be employed. To be effective, however, these must filter particles
less than 5 microns, probably 3 microns would be satisfactory. No experience
is l<nown to exist with filters of this finono_.............. _,_ ,.,_IA gas :_y.-,,.,_,,,,-...........Mo-,'eove:', *'_,
prevent filter clogging, the entire system must be cleaned down to this level.
This in itself is a task of major magnitude. There have been attempts to build
gas jet systems which are clean to 5 microns, but the success of these endeavors
is yet to be proven. Though filters can alleviate the biological problem in princi-
ple, the method is anything but state-of-the-art.
A nitrogen reaction control system can be purged with sporicidal material.
Cert:_inly, ethylene oxide would more than adequately reduce the bioload, but
it.s effect on materials may be undesirable. Other less drastic agents, such as
i sopropyl-alcohol appear adequate.
Stc,rilization can, of course, reduce all biological load. The ease of sterilizing
the gas jet syslem is a function of its assembly design and tank weight penalty.
For example, the assemblies chosen for Task A amt B studies did not lend them-
_elves to sterilization. The modular assembly chosen for the present system on
Ill,, other hand is most amenable to sterilization.
'> 3 5 I_ower
_o • •
The systems \verealso evaluated on the basis of electrical power demands. All systems
require power for operating valves. Although this may amount to 24 watts depending on how
many valves are operated, the on-pulses are of short duration so that energy usage is low.
The nil r(L_en and hydrazme systems require no other power. The \'al)orizing liquid systems
neeft achlition:i1 _,m r<y for v:t'_oriy::_ticm. During sun-Canopu>. >labilized cruise merle,
imtmlsc c:_tc re(luircment is lo\v, and heat of vaporization may be provided adequately
from spacecraft \v:_ste heat dissipated in electronics. I)uring peak dem:mds this waste is
ina(leqtl:ll(' :_1_,[ :_hlitional heal l.ltlst lie provided through electrical heaters. Since these
pettk demands occur when the spacecraft is not stabilized to the sun, the energy nmst come
from batleric._. Bee:rose the battery system is desig-ned for these periods, any additional
re¢luirements ir_l)()scd for vaporization is a net addition. This penalty is estimated to be
5 pounds of lmttery for the ammonia system and 3 pounds for the propane system. These
weights arc included in the system weights given.
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Finally, some small level of heat, about 5 watts, is required at times to insure that propel-
lants do not liquify or freeze in the lines. In the nitrogen system this is not mandatory, but
keeping the temperature above the dew point is desirable. In the vapor systems, liquification
can occur. The effect of this event has not been fully evaluated, but is felt to be undesirable.
As a minimum effect, liquid will be expelled. In the case of hydrazine, which has a high
freezing point, line heating is mandatory to prevent clogging the lines with frozen hydrazine.
2.3.6. Growth Capability
The systems were compared from the standpoint of their ability to support a Voyager mission
grox_¢h. The higher energy systems such as hydrazine would appear to have a significant
edge over the cold gas systems. This, however, is not the case.
Growth in a Voyager mission generally means an extension of the orbit operations beyond the
initially planned six months. This will not require a significant increase in the number of
maneuvers. In fact, it is rather unlikely that the total maneuvers will increase at all.
Impulse demands in an extended mission are then predominantly for limit cycle operation
and gravity gradient disturbance. The rate of pulsing is low and the specific impulse of
hydrazine, as shown in Figure 4, is essentially that of nitrogen.
2.4. GAS STORAGE REDUNDANCY
Quarantine constraints and system weight allocations require that the reaction control gas
weight be kept to a minimum. Maximizing the probability of mission success requires that
sufficient gas be carried to cope with a reasonable number of failures. The selection of a
compromise value is described in this section.
The first step is to provide series solenoid valves at each nozzle. For a tank system to
develop a catastrophic leak then requires a double failure at a single nozzle. In addition to
this, each thruster of a couple is supplied from an independent tank as sho\_ in Figure 6.
15
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D:iT'T CYCLE
__ CORRECTIVE
TORQUE
50 PERCE N1-
DUTY CYCLE
_ _ LEAK
Figure 6. hldependent 'J'a_lk System
This figure also demonstrates the effect of a leak at one nozzle. As a result of a leak, tank 2
is completely depeleted while tank 1 loses one-third of its gas. The remaining gas in tank 1
is available for the continuation of the mission. It is desirable to size the system such that
the t'enmilting g'as is sufficient to complete a reasonable mission.
Fi,_ui'c 7 shows the profile of the impulse usage in the pitch :L'cis. The mission is st:tried
\\ith the n()minal impulse requit'ement, one-hall" of which is stored in e:lch tank. The ul)l)et"
line sh()ws the nominal mission while the lower line the effect of a lenl<. The loss or' gas is
assun_e(/ to occur soon al'ter the first mideourse maneuver. As can be seen, enou_h impulse
remains to perform a second nfidcourse maneuver and the transit phase but not enough to
i)(,rl()t',u th(, ()rbit insertion malleUVel'. If the leak were to ()eeut" [)riot to the fi_'st )na)_(,uvt,r,
then the mission \v(mld be shortened even further. It is concluded thnt storing just the
n()min:)l iml)ulse in h_tt(lequatc.
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Figure 7. Profile of Pitch Impulse Usage (Nominal Charge)
Figure 8 illustrates an alternate plan. The total gas stored was increased from 37 pounds to
60 pounds. Apportioning this to each axis provided pitch with 1350 lb-sec at start of mission.
The leak was assumed to occur after initial stabilization but before any maneuver. Even with
a leak occurring as early as this, an attractive mission can be accomplished: two midcourse
maneuvers, orbit insertion, one orbit trim and over three months of orbiting. If the leak had
occured later, mission capability would be reduced by even a lesser degree.
It should be pointed out that the impulse requirements listed in Table I are conservative. In
performing the calculations worst case conditions were assumed to exist at each maneuver.
Since this is not likely, the more probable situation will yield a more favorable impulse
It has therefore been decided to carry 60 pounds of nitrogen gas for control requirements.
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3. FUNCTION DESCRIPTION
3.1. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The lteaction Control Subsystem consists of four functionally identical but separate gas
systems, each constructed in a modular form. The subsystem supplies two levels of
thrust to the sl)aeecr_fft on 10 foot moment arms. The generated torques maintain a nearly
c()nstant angular acceleration of the spacecraft under all mass conditions.
Thrust Levels Iligh Thrust Low Thrust
Pitch 0.20 0. 075
Yaw 0.20 0. 045
Roll 0.15 0.08
18
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The gas distribution for the modules are as follows:
a. Two modules, each containing 12 pounds of gas for pitch and low thrust roll functions.
b. Two modules, each containing 18 pounds of gas for yaw and high thrust roll functions.
The total gas quantity is 60 pounds.
The typical modular system schematic is shown in Figure 9.
Pure couples are generated by the thrusters in all three axes. Each couple is produced by the
activation of a pair of thrusters from complementary modules.
3.2. COMPONENT DESCRIPTION
A survey was made of the currently state-of-the-art components available in the industry.
The study showed that hardware components for the selected system can be chosen from many
generic types of flight-proven hardware.
TEMPERATURE
SENSOR /--PRESSURE "_0-0_ } HIGHPITCH
t LOW PITCH
"-  O0'ATO 
Figure 9. Typical Modular System Schematic
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3.2,1. Gas Storage Tank
The gas storage tanks are to be made from 6A1-4V titanium in spherical configuration. The
tanks will be for 3000 psi service, sized at 100°F, and will have a burst-to-operating-pres-
sure ratio of 2.
3.2.2. Fill Valve
The fill and vent valve will contain a positive shutoff integral with a cheek valve.
will provide positive sealing with disconnect capability following charging.
This unit
3.2.3. Temperature Sensors
The sensor will incorporate a platinum resistance element.
3.2.4. Pressure Transducers
Pressure transducers will be of the potentiometer type.
3.2.5. Filters
A 10-micron filter is selected for this application. The filter will be a stacked disk type.
These filters have the advantage of being completely eleanable with no media or entrapped
manufacturing contamination to migrate during cyclic function or vibration environment.
3.2.6. Regulator s
The selected regulator will be a single-stage spring-loaded unit with two control seats in
series. The regulated output pressure will vary 1 psi for an inlet pressure variation from
3000 to 150 psi. The spring-loaded regmlators were selected over pilot operated or dual-stage
reg_alators because of simplicity, greater reliability and lower weight.
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3.2.7. Relief Valves
The relief valve is a type that maintains nearly constant seat load up to the instant of opening.
Anti-reaction fittings are used at the output to avoid torque generation should the relief
valve open. The relief valve is set 100 percent above the regulated pressure to insure that
pressure surges or temporary gas pressure rises will not break the valve seal. A filter
and a burst disc protect the relief valve seat from contamination and leakage.
3.2.8. Solenoid Valves
The valves are of the direct-acting co-axial type.
3.2.9. Nozzles
The nozzles are made ....... titardum, _n.._ _-_t_ ,_ 1 aa.1I£'UIII 7ll_.v J-_5 an '_ _'_'_
exiL coile.
with a 30-degree straight
3.3. MANUFACTURING
3.3.1. Assembly
To minimize leakage potential, the hardware components are to be assembled into a system
with welded joints. Each gas system is assembled into a compact self-contained module on
a mounting platform which can be located and aligned in any one of the four prescribed loca-
tions on the spacecraft structure. Each component of the module will be tested separately,
then assembled into the module. All environmental tests will be performed on the complete
module. Repairs will not be made to modules on the spacecraft, instead a complete module
change will be made. In this fashion, all disassembly and work can be done in a clean area.
The system can be sealed and charged in this area.
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3.3.2. Cleanliness
Foreign particles are a prime hazard to the successful performance of a cold gas system,
and biological contamination presents the possibility of violating planetary quarantine con-
straints. To control contamination, care must be taken in every phase of manufacturing and
assembly.
Tt.....................,,_¢ ¢ . i Ch., c!caning techniqucs pro_Sde low pa_L,cu_aLe..........contaminaLion levels aiso
result in low bacterial contamination. These processes include:
a. Disassembly of all components and ultrasonic cleaning in freon.
b. I)urge with dry biofiltered (0.45 microns) nitrogen for particulate count.
c. Work "clean area" to conform to class 10,000 minimum.
d. Perform assembly and teardown of components on class 100 laminar flow benches.
e. System module assembly on class 100 laminar flow bench.
f. System pressurized with dry nitrogen through redundant 0.45 micron membrane
filters adjacent to fill connector.
3.4. PtlYSICAL CItARACTERISTICS
3.4.1. Wei ,i_
The total loaded gas subsystem will weigh approximately 188 lb without mounting structure or
micrometcoroid shield. Structural weight and micrometeoroid shield would weigh approxi-
mately 5 and 4 pounds respectively, for each module, for a total weight of 36 pounds. Sys-
tem weight breakdown by component is as follows:
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Component Weight (lb)
gas weight
tank weight
hardware (tubing and fittings)
heaters
fill valves (4)
temperature sensors (4)
pressure transducers (8)
filters (4)
pressure regulators (4)
solenoid valves (48)
nozzles (24)
60.0
84.0
2.0
.5
1.0
1.0
4.0
1.0
8.0
24.0
2.4
1_7.9
3.4.2. Power Consumption
The average power consumption is negligible.
manded is 24 watts.
Peak power when three couples are corn-
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AUTOPILOT
I. INTRODUCTION
The autopilot is the spacecraft control system mode employed to hold a spacecraft inertial
position during rocket engine thrusting. The system consists of body fixed rate integrating
gyros, electronic signal processors and electromechanical rocket engine gimbal actuators.
The emphasis of the present study has been on stability analyses and the determination of
required system parameters rather than on detailed equipment designs.
The basic a-topilot system has been found through digital simulation to have completely ade-
quate performance. The propellant tanks, however, must have some propellant slosh control,
preferably ring baffles.
Use of the Lunar Module Descent Engine (LEMDE) propulsion system has associated with it
some major vehicle-autopilot interactions compared to a rigid body vehicle. The uncertainty
of the lateral center of mass position which is larger in a system containing liquid propellants
than one with solids, combined with a short gimbal point to center of mass distance may dic-
tate a pointing error loop which will aggravate the control system dynamics. The presence
of large unrestrained liquid masses and their location aft of the rigid body mass center com-
plicates the system dynamics. The gimballing of a large engine imposes response difficulties
on an electromechanical actuator, and introduces the destabilizing "tail-wags-dog" effect.
The use of a hydraulic gimbal actuator system has the disadvantage of potential leakage. The
coupled roll disturbance torques may require additional higher level thrusters in the ACS
system. The large lateral center of mass shiftduring orbit trim caused by PSP extension
may be beyond the LEMDE gimballing capability,requiring either PSP retraction or auxiliary
engines with greater control authority. These qualitativelydiscussed design problems are
the subject of the autopilotanalysis which has a primary goal of promoting simplicity and
reliability.
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The velocity magnitude control does not appear to have significantly changed in difficulty or
complexity.
2. AUTOPILOT REQUIREMENTS
The thrust vector accuracy requirements are best expressed by Table 1 and Figure 1 (the
allowable velocity magnitude error and allowable pointing error, respectively) as a function
,_ .._1^_-, ............... for ',he particular type maneuver.
vz v *,,F .L ',,3 U .i. b y lllkSJ[ _llt_llt,
Table 1. Allowable Velocity Magnitude Error (Meters/Sec)
Allowable Error Requirement Goal
30- - 0.03 m/s
30-
30-
30-
30-
30-
Error for 0.3 m/s AV
Goal Midcourse
Error for 1 m/s AV
Midcourse
Error for 200 m/s AV
Midcourse
Error for 2000 m/s
Orbit Insertion
Error for 1.5 m/s /kV
Orbit trim
Error for 150 m/s /kV
Orbit trim
0.1 m/s
6.0 m/s
60 m/s
0.5 m/s
7.5 m/s
O. 03 m/s
4.0 m/s
30 m/s
0.2 m/s
4.5 m/s
Section VOY-D-260 Trajectories and Guidance presents an error analysis for various
contributions to pointing error during maneuvers. This budget indicates that the Autopih)t
contribution to thrust pointing uncertainty can be as large as 0.43 deg (3 G) per axis, for
midcoursc maneuvers, and as large as 1.08 deg (3 0-) per axis for orbit insertion and orbit
adjust. The terminal vehicle rates following engine shutdown must be within 1 dcg/sec to be
compatible with the ACS impulse capability. The autopilot must meet the above requirements
in the presence of the following disturbance effects:
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a. Thrust vector angular misalignment relative to the vehicle roll axis and thrust
angular misalignment relative to the engine centerline, (V), which is 0.30 deg
(:_or).
b. Thrust vector lateral _splacement fron-,_ the vehicie center of total mass. _is
includes:
1o I_atcral engine misalignment relative to the vehicle, and lateral thrust axis
misaligaament relative to the engine thrust centerline ( E ), which is 0. 125
inches.
The lateral displacement of the total vehicle center of mass is AX T. This i_,_
comprised of a nominal value and an uncertainty. The uncertainty contributes
fully to the pointing error. The angular error caused by the nominal portion oi
AX T is corrected by modifying the maneuver rotations. Despite the correction,
error results because of transients and gain dispersions. The magnitude of this
error is estimated to be 40 percent of the correction. The root sum square
combined displacement uncertainty is:
(0.4 A XT)2 AXT)2 2] 1/2+ (3o" + E
Using the moment arms of Table 2, these displacement uncertainties are con-
vetted to angular errors, _, as follows :
Lateral Offset Angle Offset
Mideourse (in.) _re esJ_
Nominal 0. 302 0.24
3o- Uncertainty, _ 0.214 0.16
Orbit Insertion, Capsule On
Nominal
3 o- Uncertainty,
0.47 0. 345
0.615 0.45
Orbit Adjust, Capsule Off_
Nominal
30- Uncertainty,
PS P Stowed
0.74 0.93
0. 863 1.08
Orbit Adjust_ Capsule Off
PS P Deployed
Nominal
5.4 (;.s
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The LEMDE gimballing capability is exceededfor the orbit adjust maneuverwith the
PSPdeployed, requiring oneor a combination of the following alternatives:
I. Large angle gimballed auxiliary thrusters.
2. Retraction of the PSP.
3. Increasing the gimballing capability of the LEMDE.
4. Using auxiliary thrusters in a pulsedor throttled mode.
Co
d*
Propellant sloshing effects will appear only in the transient behaviour of the system.
Propellant unbalance between tanks, due to unequal flow rates or migration during
the coast periods, will result in a thrust vector pointing error because of CM motion.
The unbalance due to unequal flow rates from each of the pair of oxidizer and fuel
• _,,_4,_,_,_ by _nt_rrnnneetin_ tank balance lines These lines should be viewedta_-iksiS i_t,_ ......
with some care, since they result in a second order manometer system, the damping
ratio of which should be no less than unity. The 'propellant migration" through the
tank balance lines will be negligible for "zero-g" cruise prior to midcourse and
orbit insertion maneuvers. This is caused by the solar pressure resultant accelera-
tion vector being along the roll axis, thereby keeping the propellant balanced in each
tank pair. There may be some migration during the Mars orbiting phase depending
on the relative magnitudes of the gravity graul_nL..... _l_u_ _u_,_-_'_pressure ......._n_mnd
accelerations.
This analysis was not performed in this study since the balance lines can be closed
after the orbit insertion maneuver, thereby eliminating the problem; they do not
appear necessary for the orbit adjust maneuver because of the reduced mass of re-
maining propellant. The propellant sloshing effect will be analyzed in the perfor-
mance analysis section.
The roll disturbance torques are not completely defined because propellant slosh
coupling requires a three-axis analysis. The roll attitude error is constrained by
the earth-pointing antenna requirement to be no greater than ±I0 degrees. The
present ACS high-thrust control is felt to have adequate margin over the maximum
rigid body vehicle roll disturbance occurring during the orbit insertion maneuver.
Incorporation of gimballed auxiliary thrusters would be more than adequate.
3. SYSTEM STEADY STATE PERFORMANCE
The analysis of the autopilot performance is separated into its steady state and transient
performance, including the propellant slosh effects. Assuming for now that the simple
5
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autopilot configuration of TASK 1_ will be adequate for acceptable transient performance, the
steady s_tte performance will be studied.
3.1 TIIRUST POINTING ERROR
Figure "2 is "t simplified single-axis diagram of the Autopilot used in Task B for either the
pitch or yaw axes. As in Task B, the thrust vector pointing is _ven_ hy:
Z _ +V-0
with the sigll conventions as shown in Figure 3.
POINTING ERRORLOOP
ACTUATOR
"_ -Ke
, "_s2+2q,,'_s+ 1 1
9
1
I LAC_,COMPENSATION
I NETWORK
I (USED ONLY WITH
GYRO AND LEAD
COMPE NSATIO N
NETWORK
(1 +'r lS )
o
(1 +-r2s) (1 +T3s)
Figure 2. Autopilot Serve Diagram
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B
THRUST
APPLICATION POINT
Figure 3.
The angles are defined as follows:
Autopilot Angular Relations
Y, is the thrust pointing error with respect to the inertial reference coordinate system.
e, is the spacecraft attitude with respect to the inertial reference coordinate system.
_, is the angle through which the thrust vector is deflected, measured from its initial
position (gimbal angle}.
V, is the thrust misalignment angle; i.e., the angle between the initial thrust vector
position and the spacecraft roll axis.
8, is the uncertainty component of angular offset of the spacecraft center of mass from
the nominal thrusting axis. The steady-state error due to the corresponding pre-
dictable component is compensated for by appropriately modifyh_g the commandcd
angular turns.
The feedback gain, KS, includes the dc gain of all the elements in the feedback loop; i.e.,
the gyro, compensation network, and actuator. The vehicle gain, b, is given in Table 2 for
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the various phases of the mission• There may be some minor discrepancies_between these
mass properties and those of section VOY-D-220, Spacecraft Configuration; these are not
significant enough to affect the autopilot system analysis. The steady state pointing error
equation of the current design is identical to the Task B expression, or:
Ess - 8 - ( 8+VK___8_)
where _ is the equivalent angular offset uncertainty of the total center of vehicle mass. This
uncertainty is greater in a spacecraft employing a liquid propulsion system than one employ-
ing a solid.
As before the steady state pointing error is acceptable if K 8 is greater than about 2 for all
maneuvers. However, there being no great uu,._u_L_l"-- in" ,,_v_,s_""_"_a high_._..........f,_,,th_k gain
(Ke_- 5), the 3 cr steady state pointing errors arc estimated to be:
Midcourse:
Orbit Insertion, Capsule On:
Orbit Trim-Capsule Off:
0.25 deg. (0•0044 rad)
0.60 deg. (0•0105 rad)
• OO O_. _,u l_-'l
For small AV maneuvers, the steady state pointing error may never be attained. The
pointing error for these cases is studied in the transient analysis section•
The known lateral displacement error, A XT, will be compensated for by modifying the com-
manded angular turns so that the combination of commanded angles and the steady state thrust
pointing offset, yields the desired pointing direction in inertial space. The steady state point-
ing errors, as estimated, do meet the requirement, but if the uncertainty in the vehicle center
of mass becomes greater, *_,,_ _+ .... .._._*_._ system_ configuration, incorporating a pointing error
loop may be required as shown dashed in Figure 2. This "c-m bias" compensation loop has
some significant disadvantages, as detailed in Task B:
a. It cannot be tested in combination with the gimbal actuator servo loop since it
results in an unstable system.
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bo The pointing error is very sensitive to the pointing error loop gain, I + I/K e ,
thereby degrading the system reliability.
....... c .... ,= trar_ient performance is aggravated by the addition of this loop.
3.2 VELOCITY MAGNITUDE CONTROL
The autopilot must control the magnitude of velocity increment to within 3 percent (3o-) or
0.1 meters/second {3o'), whichever is larger for midcourse maneuver AV's ranging from
1 meter/sec to 100 meters/sec. * The requirements for orbit insertion and orbit trim
maneuvers are listed in Table 3. To attain this accuracy, a roll axis accelerometer and
integrator are used to control engine on-time. The integration is performed by the accelerom-
eter generating a pulse for every 0.01 ft/sec of AV; the Controller and Sequencer (C&S)
counts these pulses and compares the sum to a preloaded desired AV. When the desired
velocity is attained, the C&S commands engine shutdown. A timer circuit will be used as a
backup to the accelerometer and integrator. In the case of auxiliary thrusters for the smal-
ler AV maneuvers, the backup timer time-to-go (TTG) register counting rate can be changed
in the event of a pair-out situation, thereby keeping the cutoff backup signal valid. Sources
of error in the accelerometer technique of engine shutdown are:
a. Engine uncertainties
1. Uncertainties in the delay between a shutdown command and actual valve
closure.
2. Engine tail-off dispersion, i.e., deviation from the nominal thrust vector
decay profile.
These uncertainties, determined by static test firing, are 155 lb-sec for high thrust, and 25
lb-sec for low thrust.
*Table 3.3.3-1, "Performance and Design Requirements for the 1973 Voyager Mission,
General Specification for, Jan. 1, 1967, Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
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Table 3. Thrust Termination Errors (meters/second)
Error
Minimum AV 3o" Error
Midcourse
3o"
3o"
3o"
Error for 1 m/s
AV Midcourse
Error for 200 m/s
AV Midcourse
Error for 2000 m/s
Orbit Insertion
Minimum AV 3o- Error
Orbit trim
3 o- Error for 1.5 m/s
AV Orbit trim
3 o" Error for 150 m/s
AV Orbit t rim
I Predicted
0.04 m/s
0.04 m/s
0.6 m/s or
0.3%
6.1 m/s or
0.3%
0.05 m/s
0. 051 m/s
0.46 m/s or
0.3%
Requirement
0.1 m/s
0.1 m/s
6.0 m/s
60 m/s
0.5 m/s
0.5 m/s
7.5 m/s
Goal
0.03 m/s
O. 03 m/s
4.0 m/s
30 m/s
0.2 m/s
O. 2 m/s
4.5 m/s
Aceelerometer- integrator uncertainties [(significant contributors only)]
1. Accelerometer scale factor error (9 x 10 -5) (g) (t)
2. Integrator error (3 x 10 -5 ) (g) (t)
3. Integrator bias (0.003 AV)
4. Integration granularity (0.0009) meters/sec)
(3o-) :
Where:
g is the acceleration level in g's
t is the engine on-time in seconds
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Errors in termination of the thrust are root-sum-squared with the velocimeter errors.
the values listed in Table 3 the LEMDE high thrust wasused only for the orbit insertion
maneuver.
In
In summary, the LEMDE with the two-thrust mode capability adequately meets the velocity
magnitude control requirements.
4. DYNAMIC MODEL DEFINITION
The mathematical model used to describe the vehicle dynamics is defined by the equations
in Appendix A with the coordinates and sigzl conventions of Figxtre 4. It incorporates three
degrees of vehicle freedeom (1 rotation, 2 translation), propellant sloshing in the four tanks,
and engine inertial (tail-wags-dog) effect. The propellant sloshing is treated by the well
known pendulum analogy, to duplicate the forces and moments produced by the first slosh
modes in each tank.
The normally used slosh pendulum has been expanded to large angles in order to bound the
initial thrust transient; the zero-g propellant motion work indicates that the vehicle will slew
about the propellant slosh mass. Since the initial sloshing mass position may be predictable
due to solar pressure exerted acceleration, the angular position from the roll axis will be
determined by the maneuver rotations. Even if the above argument is not correct, the initial
slosh mass angular position will probably not be along the thrust vector axis at maneuver
commencement. It is recognized that the pendulum analogy is most precise for small angles,
15 degrees. Also at the time of thrust commencement, the propellant surface tends to be
concave spherical. If the initial pendulum angle is large breakup of the liquid surface will
occur. Much of the propellant potential energy is expected to be dissipated in the ensuing
turbulence. Restricting the study to initial pendulum angles of 30 degrees which reduces non-
linearities, and keeping the sloshing mass concentrated at the pendulum bob, a conservative
result should be obtained. It is the intent in additional work to introduce amplitude dependent
damping and sloshing mass, in order to improve the model.
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Figure 5. Sloshing Mass
The high Bond number sloshing mass as a function of propellant fill ratio, V R, is approxi-
mately that of Figure 5. All four tank sloshing masses have been summed but individual
slosh masses can be derived by the use of the density ratio of 1.6.1 (oxidizer: fuel). The
sloshing pendulum length as a function of fill ratio is shown in Figure 6. The basic funda-
mental uncoupled sloshing frequency as a function of the propellant remaining is shown in
Figure 7. The frequency parameter is relatively constant during any particular thrusting
maneuver, thereby reducing the chance of increasing propellant sloshing-autopilot coupling
during the total time span of a maneuver. The remaining factor of importance in the liquid
behaviour is the damping ratio. Shown in Figure 8 are the relations between the dimension-
less viscosity parameter and axial acceleration, and the logarithmic decrement, _, versus
propellant fill ratio. The damping ratio, _ , must be derived from the logarithmic decre-
ment. The effect on damping factor (logarithmic decrement) and slosh mass due to rigid
or flexible baffles has been theorized and experimentally determined for spherical tanks in
the literature, and so is not presented here; however, the effect on sloshing frequency will
be taken for this study to be inconsequential.
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5. RIGID BODY/PROPELLANT SLOSHING STABILITY
The rigid body/propellant sloshing stability is analyzed in both the complex frequency and
time domains. The complex frequency domain studies are carried out with fixed-time root
locus plots, while the time domain solutions are generated by a digital computer simulation.
The "time sliced" root-locus plots provide valuable insight into the linear, small perturba-
tion stability characteristics. An extension of the work performed is to combine the actuator
non-linear describing function with the linear root-locus. The time domain studies were
carried out on a planar time varying digital computer simulation, but with constant vehicle
parameters. This simulation presently has the capability of incorporating all the significant
non-linearities of the system except the slosh amplitude dependent damping. The end result
is a quantitative description of the expected system response, power consumption, limit
cycle, as well as verification of the root-locus analysis.
5. I. ROOT LOCUS STABILITY ANALYSIS
The root locus analysis uses the equations of Appendix A of VOY-D-323 in simplified form
by neglecting the engine inertial reaction (which is small) and by lumping the four individual
slosh masses into one pendulum mass, hinged on the roll axis. A linear transfer function
between the actuator command signal and the actual thrust vector angle is used in place of
the equations of motion of the engine. This transfer function is described in Paragraph 5.1.2.
The equations are written as perturbations about the vehicle and engine nominal trim positions.
Engine deflections and thrust deflection are assumed to be identical. With these assumptions
the following set of equations for the yaw axis results:
Rotational 0Iyy ° = F _ _ + _ A M Lc c p z pp
Axial _zlW T = F c
Lateral A M
X O F c _ + BpAzM p
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Pendulum
Acceleration
_enc_aturn
Frequency
After combining:
= -2_ w _ -_ w 2
P P P P P P
Wp
(fo - Lp) + A x
_ C C
_ (s) I
yyo
F
• C
M T L
1/2 F
C
S+ M T
(a l+ ] l
M ° Lp Lp
M ° Lp Lp yyo /j
1/2
S +
F
c
M T
The engine-actuator transfer function is:
_(S) KA
eg(S) 1 + 2 CA rAS + rA2 S2
and the gyro plus compensation network transfer function is:
_g(S) K (1 + c_r ls) (1 +_r 2S)
= S
"'0(S) S 2 (1 + T1S) (1 + r2 S) (1 + r3 S) (1 + r S)g
The system open-loop transfer function is then the product of the three transfer functions
above.
Fiwares 9 through 12 depict tile root locus of the Voyager Spacecraft for the nominal mission
profile: midcourse with lander, orbit insertion with lander, orbit insertion without 1;m(ter,
and orbit trim without lander. The root locus for the orbit insertion maneuver is for the
18
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time approximately halfway through the maneuver. The unbaffled sloshing mass, (maximum
at this time) leads to conservative stability prediction results. The actual ignition transient
and terminal phase have a substantially reduced sloshing mass, thereby reducing the coupling
with the rigid body. As expected, the slosh dipole is in a potentially unstable configuration
due to the sloshing mass being located aft of the reduced (rigid) center of mass. The sig-
nificance of this is that for practically any system gain, the coupled slosh locus crosses
into the right half of the plane. This occurs because the unbaffled damping ratio _ _ 0.01
ox
places the slosh dipole immediately adjacent to the imaginary axis. The magnitude of
coupling is dependent essentially on the rigid body response, and the ratio of sloshing
mass to vehicle rigid body principal moments of inertia. Since the orbit insertion maneuver
with the capsule off has smaller rigid body moments of inertia, the coupling will be increased
as is shown in Figure 10.
5. ]. ]. Propellant Slosh Control
In summary, the root locus stability analysis dictates the incorporation of increased slosh
damping and reduced sloshing mass. Assuming the choice of ring baffles (because they
yield the desired changes in the slosh parameters), an estimate of baffle width can be made.
Figures 13 and 14, which show the relationships between normalized sloshing force and
damping factor versus baffle width and ratio of propellant fill ratio to baffle location, are
used in conjunction with the root locus to arrive at an adequately stable "linear" system. As
can be seen from the stable system root locus plots of Figures 9, 11 and 12, a 3-inch ring
baffle results in the desired damping ratio, ¢ = 0.1 over a small range of depth ratio. Equal-
ly significant is the decrease in sloshing mass which decreases the movement of the coupled
locus towards the imaginary axis. The performance shown in Figure 10 for the degraded
mission phase {orbit insertion with capsule off) may be acceptable. However, it is marginal
in its slosh damping sensitivity to system gain. It would seem advisable for this degraded
mission phase to reduce the system gain to K = 40 volt/radian. The normal orbit insertion
s
maneuver, with the capsule on could also have a reduced gain without seriously increasing
the steady-state pointing error. Exact parameter selections are not the intent of this study,
however.
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It is felt that three 3-inch baffles per tank are adequate for a normal mission phase. How-
ever, to accommodate the orbit insertion maneuver without the capsule, four baffles per tank
may be required. The location of these baffles has not been analyzed in detail. An estimate
of location and corresponding propellant fill ratio (V
r
tank top) is:
Baffle No. 1:
Baffle No. 2:
Baffle No. 3:
Baffle No. 4:
d
35 in.
28 in.
20 in.
10 in.
where d = 50 inches corresponds to the
VR
8o_
60_
35_
10_
It is also to be noted from the root locus plots that flexibility in system gain may be desirable
to achieve higher slosh damping, thereby reducing the limit cycle power consumption.
5.1.2 Electro-Mechanical Gimbal Actuator Analysis
The actuator considered for the system root locus studies has a no-load linear transfer
function
K A
2 2
1 + 2JAr_ S +r Sa a
where
K A = 0.0877 rad/volt
--0.8
1
CA) _
A
Ta
- 22 rad/sec
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The effect of the engineload torques is to reduce the actuator performance. Sincethe actuator
design is quite simple, and its performance easily increased by the amount of the load torque,
no problem is anticipated. Even so, a reducedperformance actuator having a linear response
of 15 rad/sec at _ A = 0.8 was included in some root locus studies which are not presented
here. The autopilot system was not affected appreciably. Future work will, as mentioned
previously, include the system sensitivity to the non-linear assymetrical and linear actuator
performance.
The gimbal actuator transfer function is derived in the following analysis. A preliminary
estimate at the beginningof the study, basedon Task A and B work, was that the actuator-
engine shouldhave a minimum response of 15 rad/sec at an amplitude of 0.05 radians. The
preliminary actuator selection was a 7 ft-lb dc torquer with a 1-inch lead screw driving
the LEMDE engine at the 19-inch attachment point. The performance of this actuator does not
meet these preliminary requirements, but becauseof its simplicity, ease of incorporating
redundancy, and the fact that the requirements were only estimated, it was felt to behighly
desirable. Oneconclusion of these studies, however, is that this actuator does meet the
autopilot requirements. In other words, the preliminary requirements were set too high.
A motor-clutch actuator will be compatible with the initial requirement. However, from
the autopilot standpoint, the large clutch hysteresis is extremely undesirable. A hydraulic
system will easily meet the autopilot performance requirements.
Figure 15 is the servo diagram of the actuator loop including the gyro compensationnetwork
which is included in the digital computer simulation. The vehicle structural compliance at
the point of actuator support was found to bc negligible. The pitch andyaw actuators will be
identical.
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Figure 15. Servo Diagram of Actuator Loop
Writing the linear open loop transfer function neglecting the load torque except for the engine
inertial reaction:
G(S) H (S)
KA Kf
2 S2S+ r1+2_c rc c
R J
m
+ S +
Kg2KvKt
LmJ S2) _1+v4S)11 +v S)
K 2KvK t 5g
where J is the total inertia reflected to the engine gimbal and is
2
J = I K + I
m g ryy
and K is the ratio of engine angular velocity to motor angular velocity, with the 1-inch leadg
screw at the 19-inch distant attachment point from the engine gimbal point.
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The parameters for the Inland Motor Corporation (Type T-5730) 7ft-lb torquer with the 1-inch
lead screw are:
K
v
= fl c,_ 9.i-11",I_-,,'_',',_
t
I -- 5 x 10 -3 slug-It 2
m
= 0.7 volts/rad/sec @ zero source impedance
R = 1.5 ohms
m
-3
L =: 5 x 10 henries
m
K -_ 120
g
Kf = 0.0877 volts/rad
I = 47 flug-ft 2
ryy
The feedback compensation network, because of its necessarily high bandwidth which results
in increased noise, is not particularly desirable. It was found not to be required (except as a
controlling influence on motor and amplifier parameters for reliability purposes). The
actuator-engine root locus, shown in Figure 16, shows that for an amplifier gain of 100 v/v,
the actuator has the desired damping ration of 0.8 (with an W A of about 22).
The estimated maximum static load torque occurring during the orbit insertion maneuver is
140 It-lb. During the low thrust mode, it is approximately 20 It-lb. This torque results from
effects such as the thrust offset from the gimbal axis. The continuous power consumption
due to this load will be approximately 55 watts per axis during orbit insertion and 8 watts per
axis during low thrust maneuvers.
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Figure 16. Linear Actuator Root Locus
The implementation of the power amplifier is of concern because of the high current output
required (13 amp) for peak motor torque. Use of a pulsed-width modulation scheme reduces
the semiconductor load current requirement and also presents a constant low source impedance
to the motor, thereby maintaining a predictable K . Use of redundant "stacked" torque motors
v
for each axis plus parallel redundant amplifiers also alleviates the individual amplifier power
level requirement. Should the K with a non-zero source impedance be affected enough to
v
result in oscillatory response (inner loop), a tachometer loop can be added quite easily.
As mentioned before, the noise input to the actuator servo-amplifier may- be critical in the
selection of the dc torquer, since it may cause significant power consumption throughout the
maneuver. Using specifications for gyro output signal noise for the Orbiting Astronomical
Observatory (OAO) spacecraft guidance and control system, the gyro output signal noise power
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spectral density (_g) including preamplifier is 7 x 10 -9 deg2/cps. The gas bearing gyros
selected for Voyager should have substantially lower noise. The mean squared noise ex-
pressed at the output of the selected low thrust gyro compensation network is-
2 __2 a Vl + _-1 v3 +v (r + r
g 1 3)
Using the parameters:
a = 10
r = 0.11
r 3 = 0.0125
Tg = O. 003
-3
N = 4.4 x 10 volts rms
S
At the output of the servo amplifier (KA = i00 v/v) the actuator input noise is 0.44 VRMS.
Since this is low frequency noise, the power dissipationand the noise factor contributing
towards the limit cycle will be equivalent to the 2 cr 0 to peak noise level (or about double
the RMS level).•This is acceptable in relation to the expected 2 volt equivalent 3 cr frictional
torque, and the 3.5 voltequivalent 3 o- load torque.
5.1.3 Gyro Signal Compensation
The compensation network parameters were, in keeping with the philosophy of minimizing
switching, compromised in terms of yielding best system response for each of the mission
phases. The midcourse maneuver with capsule on or off, and the orbit trim maneuver with
capsule on or off, are adequately stabilized with the same simple lead-lag network
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parameters. Thesemaneuverswere studiedfor both capsuleon and capsule off cases to in-
clude modes in which failures have occured. The orbit insertion maneuver incorporates a lag-
lead network in addition to the low thrust compensationnetwork.
It is noticed that the locus for this network compensation(Figure 11) leaves the openloop
doublepole at the origin and crosses into the right half plane. This is dueto restricting the
parameter a to not greater than 10, for acceptable actuator signal noise level. Methods
considered for correcting this are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
to increase a to 40 increasing the noise problem
require the addition of rate gyros to provide damping, increasing
system complexity.
increase the system L___..,_,_u_u_,.,.,,,.,by .........,_A,,,_ino-_,fhp.... lag-lead network effect,
increasing the noise problem and the amount of coupling or excitation
of the elastic vehicle modes (i. e., high-gain antenna).
Require a lower noise gyro, such as a gas bearing gyro, thereby per-
mitting a large value of a.
The second filter (v3) in addition to the pure lead-lag for low thrust, or the double lead-lag,
for high thrust, is desirable to reduce the gyro signal noise. This is described more fully in
the actuator analysis, Paragraph 5.1.2.
The operating point on the root locus is at K = 57.3 volt/rad. This in conjunction with the
s
actuator dc gain of 0. 0877 tad/volt yields the desired autopilot feedback gain of 5.
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The parameters used in the transient study are:
Time Constants (Sec)
Figure No. _.
a _ " t v2 v3 Vg
9 i0 0
17 i0 0
i0 and ii i0 O. i
18 and 19 i0 O. i
12 i0 0
20 i0 0
0.07 0 0.012 0.003
0.07 0 0.012 0. 003
1.0 20 0. 012 0. 003
1.0 20 0. 012 0.003
0.07 0 0.012 0.003
0.07 0 0.012 0.003
5.2 TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
The primary purposes of the transient study are to determine actuator performance, including
non-linearities, determine prior propellant settling requirements, if any, and to verify the
root locus analysis.
The equations written in Appendix A in conjunction with the root locus derived compensation
network parameters, and non-linear gimbal actuator, were programmed for digital simula-
tion. Four vehicle-mission phase conditions have presently been considered, correlating with
the selected root locus plots. They are:
a. Midcoursc Maneuver with capsule ON (Figure 17)
1. Propellant fill ratio of 90%
2. 3-inch b_ffle located at a fill ratio of about 85(/, to define damping but having
slosh mass equivalent to a 1.5 inch baffle (conservative)
3. Thrust buildup to 1050 lb. having about a 0.5 second time constant.
4. Nonlinearities included only servo-amplifier saturation and gimbal limits.
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5. Engine misalignment angle (V) of 0.25 degrees.
6. C-M lateral offset (_) of 1.41 degrees.
7 _ = O. 03 " '_•. _ _l .ans
SS
b. Orbit Insertion Maneuver with Capsule ON (Figure 18)
i. Propellant fill ratio __ 50%.
2. 3-inch baffle located at a fill ratio of about 50%.
3. Thrust buildup to 9850 lb-f with a time constant of 0.1 seconds.
4. Engine misalignment angle (_) of 0.25 degrees.
5. C-M lateral offset (_) of 1.14 degrees.
o
6. Zss = 0.0245 radians
Co Orbit Insertion Maneuver with Capsule OFF (Figure 19)
Same conditions as with capsule on except _ = 2.13 degrees and
SS
= 0. 0455 radians.
d. Orbit Trim Maneuver with Capsule OFF (Figure 20)
1. Propellant fill ratio __ 10%.
2. 3-inch baffle located at a fill ratio of __ 15%.
3. Thrust buildup to 1050 lb-f. with time constant to 0.5 sec.
4. Engine misalignment V of 0.25 degrees.
5. C-M offset (_) = 2.19 degrees.
o
6. _ss 0. 0468 radians.
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The results are felt to be somewhat conservative. Two cases studied the startup transient
with the worst dynamic properties that occur which is about midway through the orbit insertion
both with the capsule off and on. These, shown in Figure 18 and 19, were the most severe
v_ ,1 +,,A4 ,4
_f r.A10SC S_,_eu.
The orbit insertion maneuver with the capsule off was predicted by the root locus plot to have
significantly more rigid body-slosh coupling. This effect in addition to having the large initial
rigid body transient, and the use of compensation network parameters designed for the orbit
insertion capsule on, makes this case the most severe for required actuator performance.
The actuator torque required was 75 percent of the torque saturation limit. This verifies the
linear analysis up to this severe disturbance level. As expected, the midcourse maneuver was
the least severe. The orbit trim maneuver with the capsule off did have low propellant
damping as predicted. However, there was little effect on the vehicle because of the reduced
sloshing mass. As stated previously, the orbit trim phase should be baffled sufficiently to
prevent the propellant from uncovering the engine inlet.
The midcourse and orbit trim average thrust vector pointing errors were within the predicted
steady-state value. The transient of_.avgiS felt to be adequately predictable for the small /k
V maneuvers; however, until an extensive parametric study and comprehensive error analysis
is made, it is not certain. The orbit insertion maneuver and large AV low thrust maneuvers
are adequate in relation to pointing error when the nominal portion of the rigid center of mass
offset is removed, and the transient effect is averaged over the total burn time.
In all cases studied the average thrust vector pointing error meets the performance require-
ments when the nominal portion of the rigid center of mass offset is removed. This removal
is justified because the maneuver rotations performed to establish the velocity change orienta-
tion can be adjusted appropriately to account for the known nominal CM offset.
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In summary, the transient study has thus far confirmed:
a. The linearized root locus studywith respect to system gain limiting.
b. The system adequacywith regard to the linear stability criteria.
c. The electromechanical gimbal actuator adequacy.
d. The system adequacywith respect to starting the maneuverwith an initial
pendulum angleof 30 degrees thus far, and satisfactory propellant damping.
e. The requirement for propellant dampinggreater than the wall-wiping value
(i. e., the need of baffles).
f. The average thrust vector pointing is not significantly affectedby propellant
sloshing.
5.3 SUMMARYOF STUDYRESULTS
The system meets the performance ._equirement on thrust vector pointing error
with the basic LEMDE gimballed engine driven by electromechanical actuators
and with four 3-inch ring baffles located in each tank.
Prepositioning of the LEMDE thrust through the nominal c.m. is not necessary
for the center of mass offsets studied (2.5 degrees).
Auxiliary thrusters are not required for stability.
The orbit trim maneuver with the PSP deployed, due to the excessive vehicle center
of mass offset, can not be performed with the basic LEMDE (6 degree gimbal)
system.
The engine inertial reaction ("tail-wags-dog'_ effect is small.
Gyro signal compensation networks are adequate but parameters must be switched
for the different thrust levels.
Rate gyros or accelerometers are not required for stability.
Commencing the orbit insertion maneuver in the low thrust mode is not required.
However, it will reduce the peak vehicle attitude excursion (8 peak).
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Roll control by the ACSappears to be adequatewithout considering propellant slosh
coupling. A complete 3-axis study is necessary to define the roll control require-
ments completely.
Terminal vehicle rates are expectedto be less than the required 1 degree/second
for all maneuvers. The exact limit cycle value is primarily dependenton slosh
damping, gimbal friction, andgyro noise. Thesewere not yet included in the
simulation.
The gyro input anglewill be less than the required i6 degree for all maneuvers,
being actually less than +3 degree.
5.4. FUTURE WORK
As stated previously, the results of this study are based on a single-axis model. Also the
performance up to now is based on discrete "time slice" analysis and ignition transient; the
control system parameters selected are the first synthesis iteration, and are not implied to
be optimum values.
A continuation of the autopilot study would include the following:
ao
b°
Development of the three-axis dynamic model including the conical pendulums with the
primary purpose of defining the roll control system, and three-axis coupled stability.
Continuation of the single-axis study with the primary objectives of
1. Detailed determination of tank baffle requirements.
2. Completion of the digital simulation including time varying vehicle parameters,
amplitude dependent damping and sloshing mass, time varying tank baffle effects-
including sloshing frequency, limit cycle amplitudes, and high-gain antenna
coupling (or excitation) effects.
3. Extending the root-locus analysis to include (a) the basic non linear gimbal actu-
ator, (b) "time slices" corresponding to liquid depth farther between baffles,
(c) parameter sensitivity analysis and optimization.
4. Comprehensive pointing error analysis, in conjunction with the above studies.
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Ce
d.
More detailed investigation of the control of slosh characteristics by baffling or
other techniques.
An investigation of the autopilot performance with amplitude-dependent slosh damping
to determine damping required to prevent slosh motions from uncovering the tank
outlets. Low fill ratios would probably require baffling to keep sloshing amplitudes
low.
6. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The function of the autopilot is to maintain the orientation of the thrust vector in inertial
space and to command engine shutdown when the required /k V has been delivered during
trajectory maneuvers. Acquisition of the proper attitude is accomplished by the attitude con-
trol subsystem, so that mL_L.......vector _u,,_._÷_1 i _ primarily one _f_ _ttitude hold during the
propulsion phase.
The autopilot subsystem employs body-mounted rate-integrating gyros for attitude sensing, and
processes this information by means of appropriate compensation networks and amplifiers to
control the pitch and yaw gimbal actuators. These actuators are physically part of the pro-
pulsion system. Roll control torque is supplied by the attitude control subsystem. Velocity
magnitude control is obtained by an accelerometer-integrator which dictates the cutoff signal
with a back-up timed signal.
Figure 21 is a functional diagram of the LEMDE autopilot without auxiliary thrusters. The
auxiliary thrusters would have separate amplifiers and compensation networks in order to
fully utilize their capabilities. The LEMDE itself has variable thrust capability; however it
is used in a discrete two-thrust mode. High thrust is 9,850 pound for orbit insertion, while
low thrust is 1,050 pound for the midcourse and orbit trim maneuvers.
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APPENDIX A
This section presents the single axis equations of motion for a rigid vehicle with propellant
sloshing in four tanks, a gimballed engine, and generalized external forces. The equations
of motion for the vehicle, excluding vehicle structural elasticity, are derived by writing
equations for the energy of the vehicle and propellants with respect to a vehicle-fixed coordi-
nate system shown in Figure 4, and repeated in Figure 22 for convenience. The equations
for the inertia torques and forces on the vehicle, engine, and slosh pendulums can then be
derived from Lagrange's equation. Because of physical restraints on the variables, the equa-
tions can be reduced to those following. The assumptions made in obtaining the equations
are:
a. Small angle approximations are made for all angles excepting the sloshing
pendulums.
b. The time rates of change of the mass and inertia are assumed to be insignificant so that
that their derivatives are zero.
C. Reduced mass and inertia properties are defined based on the total mass of the
vehicle (including engines) less the sloshing mass of the propellants. The moments
of inertia are summed and written as a reduced moment of inertia about the reduced
center of gravity. This is the point where all terms containing AX and AZ vanish.
A-1
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NOTES:
1. PARAMETERS ARE POSITIVE
AS SHOWN,
2. PITCH AXIS IS SIMILAR.
Figure 22. Yaw Axis Vehicle Coordinate System
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COMPUTERAND SEQUENCER
1. SCOPE
The Voyager Spacecraft performs its mission automatically to the maximum extent possible.
This automatic control is supplemented by ground command to carry out trajectory correc-
tions and to accommodate anomalies that occur during the flight.
The Computer and Sequencer (C&S) described in this section provides the automatic control.
The baseline design is described along with alternatives that were considered.
2. FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
The Computer and Sequencer (C&S) is a cycled, special purpose, digital computer, which
generates and distributes the onboard commands necessary for the Voyager Spacecraft to
pcrf_,rm its mission automatically. Except for permission to separate the capsule, the C&S
obviates the need for any ground command provided that (1) the flight is nominal (all sys-
tems are functioning as expected) and (2) trajectory corrections, trajectory bias, instru-
ment calibration, and updating of time dependent or trajectory dependent sequences are not
required.
2.1. TIME SEQUENCED FUNCTIONS
The entire nominal flight sequence is pad loaded into the C&S by the Launch Complex Equip-
ment (LCE). The nominal flight sequence includes all of the events in the initial stabilization,
cruise, orbit injection, capsule separation, orbit, and occultation modes. The sequencing of
these events is carried out automatically by the C&S. Prior to launch, the LCE can command
..... _ .,1 or part _f th_ infnrmation stored in memory. Afterthe C&S to read out over a,_.d_ ....................
launch, the command subsystem can command the C&S to read out any part of stored in-
formation via telemetry.
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All elements of contingencymodes which can be identified prior to launch are padloaded
into the C&Sby the LCE. Contingencymodes include trajectory adjust, orbit adjust, and
backupmodes. In the event the flight is not nominal, the CommandSubsystemis used to
modify the sequencesstored in the C&S. In the event that contingency modesare required,
the CommandSubsystemis used to load the missing elements of the required sequenceinto
the C&S. Thereafter, the sequencingof the contingencymode is carried out automatically
by the C&S.
Certain events controlled by the C&Sare basedon functions other than time. Someexamples
are as follows:
2.2. PLANETARY SCIENCESEQUENCING
Planetary Sciencesequencingis basedon the argument of the spacecraft. The outboard g-im-
bal of the Planetary SciencePackage(PSP)rotates the PSPaboutthe normal to the orbit plane.
The gimbal angleof the outboard g-imbalis equivalent to the argument of the spacecraft and
canbe referenced to the morning terminator. A measure of this gimbal angle is provided
to the C&Sby the PSP. The sequencingof the Planetary Scienceis basedon discrete values
of this angle.
2.3. LIMB SENSING
Limb sensing is also basedon the output of the outboard PSI) gimbal. This gimbal is con-
trolled by meansof a horizon sensor which can be made to provide an indication of the planet
subtendedhalf-angle. The spacecraft is at the morning limb whenthe outboard gimbal angle
is equal to the planet half-angle. \_en the complement of the outboard gimbal angle is equal
to the planet half-angle, the spacecraft is at the evening limb. Indications of these limb
passagesare generatc<lby the C&Sand provided to the PSP.
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2.4. AV ACCUMULATION
AV accumulation is accomplished in a special register. This register is set by the Command
Subsystem to the complement of the desired AV. During engine firing, pulses from the pulse
integrating accelerometer located in the G&C are used to advance this register. When the
register reaches its overflow state, the signal is sent out from the C&S to turn off the engine.
2.5. MANEUVER ATTITUDE VERIFICATION
The C&S subsystem includes a 47r steradian digital Solar Aspect Sensor which is used to track
maneuver turns. The output of this sensor is telemetered to the ground where it is used to
confirm maneuver attitude.
2.6. EARTH OCCULTATION SENSOR
The C&S subsystem includes an earth occultation sensor. This sensor is mounted on the
High Gain Antenna and has a field of view approximately the same as the main lobe of the
High Gain Antenna. The C&S uses this sensor to sense the onset and termination of earth
occultation. Based on the output of this sensor the C&S provides Earth occultation signals
to the various u_i_lg ............
2.7. ANTENNA CONTROL
Certain events in the mission are highly repetitive. The control of the high gain antenna
orientation is an example. Another example might be the control of one or more gimbals
in the PSP. The high gain antenna gimbals are corrected in steps of 3/16 degree when the
accumulated error reaches 3/32 of a degree. The program for controlling these angles is
stored in the C&S. The gimbal angle time history is approximated by means of connected
straight line segments. The error in the approximation is less than 3/16 of a degree. The
time between 3/16 degree changes in gimbal angle, appropriate to each line segment, is
stored in the C&S. The C&S increments the gimbal angle at the rate appropriate for the cur-
rent line segment. This rate is changed when a new line segment is encountered.
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2.8. CRITICAL EVENTS
Certain C&Scontrolled events are highly critical to mission success. Among these are
maneuver turns, start and stop propulsion engine, and separate capsule. For these events,
neither f_l_ _ .... _ _...... A at *_ m_', _ ;ni_ __,_ (no ....... at
the right time) can be tolerated. The C&S control of these events is organized so that the
number of piece parts involved in controlling each individual event is minimized and no single
piece part failure can cause either a false command or a false dismissal.
2.9. SEMI-CRITICAL EVENTS
The remaining events that are controlled by the C&S have a lesser degree of criticality. If
such an event were to be falsely dismissed, there is sufficient time in the sequence to back-
up the C&S with the Command Subsystem. Therefore, for the remaining events controlled by
the C&S, the C&S is organized so that no single piece part failure shall cause false com-
mands.
2.10. POWER INTERRUPTION
The implementation of the C&S is such that a temporary interruption of power will not cause
a catastrophic loss of memory. Energy stored in decoupling capacitors in the C&S is used to
maintain useful power for a sufficient period of time to complete a cycle in the C&S. Between
cycles the states of all critical functions are maintained in non-volatile devices. Thus, the
consequence of a temporary power outage is that spacecraft time is interrupted for the dura-
tion of the outage.
2.11. C&S TIME BASE
The C&S receives a 32-pps synchronization signal from the power subsystem.
used by the C&S to generate all of its necessary timing functions.
This signal is
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2.12. C&S ENABLE
The C&S is enabled by the separation switch. C&S time starts at the enabling of this switch°
2.13. FLEXIBILITY
The C&S is designed to incorporate approximately 20_ excess capacity over and above that
required to carry out the currently defined mission. This excess capacity is in the form of
20_ excess memory as well as 20_ excess capacity in output functions.
2.14. TEST
The design of the C&S is such that the entire mission sequence can be cycled out in four hours
or less. This feature is included to facilitate C&S checkout and systems cycling.
3. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
3.1. SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVE C&S IMPLEMENTATIONS
Three alternative implementations were considered in the Task B Study. The salient dif-
ferences between the three alternatives are listed in tabulated form below. All of the figures
given in the table are based on a simplex design; that is to say, none of the designs at this
phase in the study included redundancy o Redundancy was added to the recommended system
after the selection was made. It must also be noted that other changes were made to the
recommended system after it was selected. These changes were the result of a more detailed
design that was accomplished after the selection.
Comparatively speaking, alternative No. 2 is undesirable because of its significantly lower
reliability. This lower reliability stems almost entirely from the large memory size re-
quired to implement this alternative. The large memory requirement in turn stems from
the fact that this alternative does not implement a straight line segment approximation for
gimbal angle control. Instead, the time for each change in gimbal angle is stored as a
separate word in the C&S. In view of this lower reliability expectation, alternative No. 2
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Table 1. C&SAlternatives
Characteristic Alternative No. 1 Alternative No. 2 Alternative No. 3
Random Sequential
..... } v_s .....tlv,_
Special Sequence,
Identification
4 flag bits on each
word identify the
sequence to which
it belongs
Each special sequence
is in a separate part
of memory
Jump commands are
used to go from one
sequence to another
When returning to
master sequence the
C&S picks up where it
Sequential
Same as No. 2
left off
Time identification
Time Base
Each word has a
time tag indicating
when it should be
executed
Words with the same
time tag are execu-
ted one sec apart in
the order in which
they are scanned
Each special seq-
uence has its own
time base (1 sec or
1 rain) which is used
throughout the seq-
uence
Master sequence
has a 1 hr time
base
Same as No. 1
Same as NOo 1
Each word has a
time tag indicating
the number of time
increments to the
next word in the
sequence. The zero
time tag indicates
that the next word
should be executed
during the next 1
sec interval
Any one of three
time bases may be
used in any sequence
(1 scc, 1 man, 1 hr)
Time base can be
changed by a stored
command, or by
the command sub-
system
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Table 1. C&SAlternatives (Continued)
Characteristic Alternative No. 1 Alternative No ° 2 Alternative No. 3
Memory Scanning Rate
Gimbal Angle Control
Flexibility (or con-
tingencies after
launch)
Parts Count
• Logic Elements
• Memory Elements
• Flip Flops
• Sense Amplifiers
• Memory Drivers
• Magnetic Logic
Drivers
Logic Drivers
• Diodes
The entire memory
is scanned one time
during each time
increment
Connected straight
line segment ap-
proximation with
1/4-degree accur-
acy
All spare and used
word locations in
are available for
contingencies
875 to 1054
13824
383 to 460
1
150
14
22 to 27
1024
At the start of each
time increment, the
C&S scans the words
appropriate to this
increment
When it encounters a
word to the subse-
quent increment, it
dwells on that word
until the proper time
One stored command
for each i/4-degree
change in gimbal
angl e
Same as No. 1 except
a jump command is
req,Nred to) enter
contingency sequence
The C&S dwelIs on
the current word
until the appropri-
ate time for the
execution of the
next word
669 to 814
34628
303 to 363
1
135
25
53 to 63
3520
Same as No° 1
Same as No. 2
1168 to 1402
9632
248 to 294
19
93
25
47 to 56
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Table 1. C&SAlternatives (Continued)
Characteristic
Reliability (probability
of 10,000hour failure
free operation - sim-
plex design)
Power
• Operate
• Stand-By
Alternative No. 1
0.28
Alternative No. 2
0.15
Alternative No. 3
0.29
27 to 30 watts
20 to 24 watts
16 to 20 watts
13 to 17 watts
22 to 27 watts
20 to 24 watts
was dropped from further considerationo The tradeoffs between alternative number one and
alternative number three are not definitive. However, for purposes of the Task B alterna-
tive No. 3 was selected for analysis in greater depth. The adequacy of the selected design
has been confirmed during the Task C and Task D studies.
3.2. NEW REQUIREMENTS AND TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES
The design of the Task B C&S has been reviewed in light of updated functional requirements
and technological advances. The Task B functional design has been found adequate to meet
the updated functional requirements. The principal changes in requirements affecting the
C&S are a change in gimbal angle accuracy from 1/4-degree to 3/16 degree and a change
from two engines to a single engine. The former can be readily accommodated without modi-
fication of the C&S. The latter requires only a change in the destinations of two of the highly
critical commands.
Consideration was given to incorporating optoelectronic coupling devices (Milestone Report
VOY-P-TM-10) and large scale integrated circuits (Milestone Report VOY-P-TM-15). Al-
though they are i_)tentially useful, their use with confidence for a 1973 mission is precluded
by the state of development and paucity of reliability data. On the other hand, the use of non-
destructive readout memory devices (Milestone Report VOY-P-TM-19) was recommended as
their development was much further along.
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4. DESCRIPTION
The following is the functional description of the recommended system.
The C&S
a.
b.
c.
do
consists of five units:
The Master Sequencer which receives from the LCE or Command Decoder, stores
and issues all quantitative commands and all semi-critical discrete commands (ex-
cept Gimbal Articulation and PSP commands).
The Time-To-Go and AV Registers which receive command data from the C&S
Master Sequencer, LCE, or Command Decoder; store the data; and issue commands
to start and stop pitch, roll and yaw turns, start and stop engine burn, and separate
the capsule.
The Gimbal Sequencer which receives quantitative commands from the C&S Master
Sequencer or the Command Decoder and generates discrete articulation commands
to High Gain Antenna gimbals and the PSP gimbals.
The PSP Control Logic which receives quantitative commands from the C&S Master
Sequencer or the Command Decoder and generates commands and control signals
to the Data Automation Subsystem.
e. The Telemetry Registers which are buffers for C&S digital telemetry data.
4.1. MASTER SEQUENCER
The Master Sequencer, shown in Figure 1, stores command data words in time sequential
order of command execution. Command execution time is signalled by the overflow of a
binary counter preset to the 2's complement of the time between previous command and the
next command. Counter preset numbers and stepping rates are specified by the stored com-
mand data words.
The Master Sequencer has three modes of operation:
a. The Update Mode is used when new command data are being written into the mag-
netic core memory.
b. The Readout Mode is used when the contents of memory addresses specified by
LCE or radio command are read out to the LCE or telemetry for verification.
c. The Normal Mode is used whenever a command is issued by the Master Sequencer.
VOY-D-330
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The Master Sequencerreceives commanddata from the CommandDecoderon two lines. One
line carries information bits: the other, synchronization pulses. Commanddata word struc-
ture is illustrated in Figure 2.
Bits 1 to 9 specify the memory location in which bits i0 to 27 are to be stored. Bit i0 is a
parity bit which is one if the number of l's in bits ii to 27 is even, and zero if the number of
iVs is odd. Bits Ii to 18contain the 2Vscomplementof the time to readout of the next command
dataword from memory.
An exception is the all O's time tag, which indicates that the next commandword is to be read
out of memory immediately after executionof the current command.
Bits 19 to 26 define the destination of the current command. Bit 27 is one if the next com-
mand in the Master Sequenceis a quantitative command, and zero if the next commandis a
discrete command.
A pulse appearing on the update Master Sequencerline followed by a pulse on the Master
SequencerAlert line places the Master Sequencerin the UpdateMode. The alert pulse is
followed by a 27-bit commanddata word which is shifted into the 18-stageand 9-stage shift
registers. Uponthe receipt of an end-of-word signal, a single parallel clear-and-write
memory operation is initiated. The contentsof the memory address specified by the word
I I I I I I I I IIIII I I I I I I III I I t I 1 I III
BIT NO 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 J10lll 12 13 14 15 16 17 181119 20 21 22 23 24 25 26127I
I J I 1
I I J i
INFO
MEMORY ADDRESS PARITY TIME TAG I FUNCTION i FLAG
I I I I
Figure 2. Command Data Word Structure
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in the 9-stage register are erased and replaced by the word in the 18-stage register. This
procedure is repeated each time a pulse appears on the alert line. If two successive alert
pulses do not occur within a fixed period (approximately two minutes), the Normal Mode is
automatically initiated by the Master Sequencer. Repetition of the pulse on the Update Mas-
ter Sequencer line is not required when more than one memory word is being updated if the
time between successive alert pulses does not exceed two minutes.
The Readout Mode is initiated by the occurrence of an alert pulse not immediately preceded
by an update pulse when the Master Sequencer is in the Normal Mode. The alert pulse is
followed by a 27-bit command data word consisting of 9 memory address bits and 18 filler
bits, which are shifted into the 18-stage and 9-stage registers. An end-of-word pulse
initiates a single parallel read memory operation. The contents of the memory address
specified by the word in the 9-stage register are read out to the 18-stage register. The con-
tents of the 18-stage and 9-stage registers are then shifted out of the registers to the Tele-
metry Registers unit. As in the Update Mode, the procedure is repeated each time an alert
pulse occurs. The Normal Mode is automatically initiated if the time between successive
alert pulses exceeds approximately two minutes.
The Normal Mode is essential to the issuance of any command from the Master Sequencer.
Update or readout operations must not be attemped when a command execution time is
imminent. However, the counting operation that leads to command execution continues in
all modes° Before launch a preset signal from the LCE places the 8-stage magnetic binary
counter and the 9-stage pseudo-noise generator (PNG) in known states (all l's, for example)
and selects a timing base of 1 pulse per second. At separation, incrementing of the binary
counter at the 1 pps rate is enabled. Overflow of the counter initiates the following sequence
of events.
a. The 9-stage magnetic PNG is shifted to its next state. At the same time tile initial
state of the I)NG is transferred to the 9-stage shift register.
12
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b.
e.
The entire contents of the memory address defined by the number in the 9-stage
shift register are read out to the 18-stage shift register. The eight bits of time
tag are also read out to the 8-stage binary counter.
The word in the 18-stage register is examined. If an all O's time tag is detected,
a flip-flop is set which enables initiation of the next memory readout immediately
after issuance of the current command. If the entire 18 bits are O's, indicating a
vacant memory address, a parity check is forced by setting the parity flip-flop.
The all 0's function is a dummy function.
d. The contents of the 18-stage and 9-stage registers are shifted at the rate of 32
shift pulses per second.
e. When 18 shift pulses have been counted and if odd parity has been detected, de-
coding of the eight function bits now situated in the 9-stage shift register is enabled
and a discrete command is issued by the Master Sequencer. If the next command
will be quantitative, the discrete command notifies the quantitative user to accept
the next bits shifted out of the Master Sequencer.
f. The state of the flag bit which indicates whether the next command will be discrete
or quantitative and which is now situated in the input stage of the 9-stage register
is stored in a flip-flop. If an all O's time tag has been detected or if the next com-
mand is quantitative, readout of the next _rd from memory is initiated at this
time.
g. If an all O's time tag has not been detected, readout of a memory word is initiated
by overflow of the 8-stage binary counter° This is the next word of the Master
Sequence if that word contains another discrete command. It is the next foil.wing
word of the sequence if the intervening word is a quantitative. That is, the discrete
command preceding a quantitative command defines the readout time of the command
that follows the quantitative command. Bits to the binary counter are inhibited when
a quantitative command is read out of memory.
The procedure outlined above is followed for all other discrete commands of the Master
Sequence. The procedure for quantitative commands differs only in the foil.wing respects.
No presetting of the binary counter occurs when a quantitative command word is read out of
memory. An end-of-wnrd signal on a common line to all quantitative command users is
issued instead of a discrete command output when 18 shift pulses have been counted and if
odd parity has been detected.
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In the event that a discrete command word fails the parity test, issuance of the current
command and all subsequent commands is inhibited until a command to proceed is received
from the ground. If a quantitative command word fails the parity test, a no-parity signal
instead of an end-of-word signal is sent to all quap_itativc command users. In either case,
a no-parity signal to telemetry is maintained until reset by radio command. This procedure
is discussed in Milestone Report VOY-P-TM-22.
At separation, incrementing of the 8-stage binary counter is initiated at a rate of 1 pps.
However, any of three time bases (1 pps, 1 ppm, or 1 pph) can be selected thereafter by
discrete command from the decoding matrix.
Quantitative command data are relayed to the Master Sequencer by the Command Decoder at
a maximum rate of 1/2 bps. The Master Sequencer can be updated by the LCE at much higher
rates. The memory is capable of storing data at a rate of at least 100,000 words per second.
However, in order to read out specified addresses at above-normal rates, a higher-frequency
pulse train must be substituted for the 32-pps train normally used to shift data out of the
Master Sequencer. This is also necessary for accelerated operation of the Master Sequencer
during subsystem and system testing. All lower frequencies used in the Master Sequencer are
derived from the 32-pps train.
The 9-stage magnetic PNG which controls the order of Master Sequencer command execution
is preset by the LCE to the memory address of the first command word of the Master Se-
quencer. The PNG can be placed in this state or in any of four other states by discrete
commands fromthe decoding matrix or the command subsystem. The other four states
are the initial memory addresses of four Special Sequences (Trajectory Adjustment, Orbit
Adjustment, Orbit Insertion, and Capsule Separation). The discrete commands that effect
PNG presetting also define the operating mode of the memory. Master Sequence command
words are erased after readout whereas Special Sequence command words are preserved.
14
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The Master Sequencerproceeds in time sequentialorder through the Master Sequenceuntil
it encountersa command (from memory or CD) to jump to a Special Sequence. It then pro-
ceedsthrough the Special Sequenceuntil a command(the last of the sequence)to return to
Master Sequenceis encountered. The Master Sequencermoves rapidly through the empty ad-
dresses representing previously issued commandsandtakes up the Master Sequencewhere
it left off.
Redundancyis applied to the Master Sequencerto guard against issuance of a commandto the
wrong destination (false command)but not against failure to issue a commmld (false dis-
missal). False dismissal of any Master Sequencercommandcanbe tolerated becauseof the
back-up capability of the CommandDecoder. However, a false commandfrom the Master
Sequencercan, in some instances, have a catastrophic effect on the mission.
Each commandoutput switch is such that a single part failure can producea permanent
switch opening, but two part failures are required for permanent switch closing. In the de-
coding matrix, each ANDgate can fail in the zero state as the result of one p,_rtfailure but
at least two part failures are required for failure in the one state.
Within the memory, the decodinggates that provide address driver inputs have the same fail-
safe characteristics as those in the decodingmatrix. The parity check prevents false com-
mands resulting from single failure of driver, drive line, core, or stageof the 18-stage shift
register.
All logic circuits other than those included in the commandoutput switches, decodingmatrix,
memory, and 18-stage shift register are triplicated and majority voted at the interfaces with
the memory and the decodingmatrix.
Non-volatility of the Master Sequencerstate in the eventof temporary power failure is main-
tained in the following ways. A magnetic PNGand a magneticbinary counter preserve the
memory address and time to next memory readout. Memory drivers andcontrol logic are
15
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designedto provide no false outputs as a result of power outageor restoration. Magnetic
flip-flops (one-stageshift registers) preserve the timing base, special sequencestatus, and
next commandtype. Semiconductorflip-flops not controlled by magnetic logic are designed
to assume the reset state automatically uponapplication of power.
4.2. TTG REGISTERS
The C&Scontains eight Time-To-Go (TTG) registers, listed in Table 2.
All TTG registers, as shownin Figure 3, are triplicated and majority voted at the outputs.
A pulse appearingon its individual alert line commandsa TTG Register to accept the next
commanddata word (consisting of information and synchronization bits) appearing on lines
shared with other C&Sunits. At this time, the register functions as a simple shift register.
Table 2. Time to Go Registers
Reg_ister Source of Data CommandOutput
TTG 1
TTG 2
TTG 3
TTG 4
TTG 5
TTG 6
TTG 7
TTG 8
CD or LCE
CD or LCE
CD or LCE
C&S, CD, or LCE
C&S, CD, or LCE
C&S, CD, or LCE
CD or LCE
C&S, CD, or LCE
Separatecapsule
Start Engine (High Thrust)
Stopengine (backup)
Stopall other turns
Start negative positive pitch turn
Stopall other turns
Start negative positive view turn
Stop all other turns
Start Engine (Low Thrust)
Stopall other turns
Start negative positive roll turn
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1 PPS
SYNC
FROM CD TTG-_ ALERT
OR LCE END OF WORDI
INRO
TTG-2 ALERT
FROM CD OR LEE
TTG-3 ALERT
FROM CD OR L_
FROM CD
OR LC_
I
FROM
C&B
OR LEE
C&S
FROM CD
FROM C &
TTG-7 ALERT
FROM CD OR LCE
FROM CD
OR LCE
r_
TTO-B ALERT
•_'_ NF OATIVE TURN
AY ALERT
FROM Cb _ ENDOFWORD
OR LCE IINF O
2S STAGE NAG PNG
25 BITS
ALL I'S
IDENTICAL TO TTG-I
i
IDFNTICAL TO TTG-II
?6-STAGE H_G P_G
T6 Br%
ALL
STATE
BEFORE ALL I 'S STATE
i
I
I
I
I
i1_ INFO TO TLM REGISTER
I
J ii.- SEPARATE CAPSULE
TTG-1J
1
INFO TO TLM REGISTER
START ENGINE /HIGH THRUST/
]
INFO TO TLM REGISTER
STOP ENGrNE ,BACKUP)
TTG__Zd_
1
I
I
I
I
I IL lrJFE TO TLM REGISTER
I
IlL TURN
I
<T _PT NEGATIVE
ID!NTICAL TO "TG-1 E_C£PT
16-STAGE Pi'J G)
IDENTICAL TO TTG I!
L
(IDENTICAL TO TTG-4)
T( TLM REGISTER
IBEC mE? TL,V REGrSTER
TOP TURN
hNFO TO TLM RFGISTER
START E NGI NE (LOV, THRUST1
[NFO TC TEM REGISTER
STOP TUR_, I
TART NEGATIVE ROLL TURN
START POSITIVE ROLL TURN
INFO TO TLM REGISTER
IJ PURSES ;ROM
ACCE LEROMETER
Figure 3. Block Diagram for TTG and AV Registers of C&S
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Upon receipt of an end-of-word signal (also shared with other C&S units), the register is
closed to further command data not preceded by an alert pulse and commences to function
as a pseudo-noise generator (PNG). The PNG is shifted once per second until the all l's
state (or, in some instances, the state generated one minute before the all l's state) is d_,-
tected by an AND gate which then generates an output signal to the appropriate user.
If the state decoded is that occurring one minute before the all l's state, shifting continues
until the all l's state is decoded and a second discrete output signal is generated. Upon de-
tection of the all l's state the PNG is reset to the all O's state and thus inactivated.
In TTG-4, -3 or -8, the state (specified by discrete command when the register is loaded)
of a magnetic flip-flop determines whether a positive or negative turn is initiated.
TTG-1 and TTG-2 are loaded by the LCE and begin their calculations of time to command
readout before launch. Each of the other registers is loaded with an alI 0's command word
by the LCE and thereby inactivated until meaningful data are loaded by the CD or the Master
Sequencer later in the mission.
Non-volatility of the states of the TTG Registers is maintained by the use of magnetic reg-
isters and magnetic turn polarity flip-flops. The flip-flops that enable PNG shifting and
issuance of the capsule separation command automatically assume the reset state upon
application of power.
4.3. A V REGISTER
The AV reg_ister, shown in Figure 3, is a 25-stage magnetic PNG which generates the com-
mand to stop the propulsion engine. Information from the CD is loaded into the register by
shift pulses which are also generated by the CD. The register must first receive a AV alert
from the CD in order to be loaded. An end-of-word signal from the CD closes the register
18
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to additional information not precededby an alert pulse. Issuance of the commandto start
the engine enables shifting of the PNGby pulses received from the accelerometer. Whenthe
all l's state of the PNGis detected, a commandoutput is generated.
The AV register is triplicated and majority voted at the output. Non-volatility of the state
of the AV register is maintained by the use of a magnetic register and non-magnetic flip-flops
that automatically assume the reset state upon application of power.
4.4. GIMBAL SEQUENCER
The C&S generates either a positive or a negative increment to each of four gimbals, A, B, C,
and D (two gimbals of the High Gain Antenna and two gimbals of the PSP). Each gimbal uses
the logic which is shown in Figure 4. The organization is such that the time to the next out-
put pulse and the sign of the next output for each gimbal are stored in counters. Until this
information is changed by a quantitative command, the outputs to any one gimbal _ill bc
generated at a constant rate. This rate is usually diiferent for each of the four gin_bals. The
four counters are loaded from a common source, a 14-stage shift register.
The 14-stage shift register is loaded with a quantitative command from either the C&S or
the CD. The discrete which precedes the quantitative data sets a flip-flop which permits
read in of the quantitative data under control of either an external shift (if CD is used) or
32 pps (if C&S is used). When end of word occurs, further read in to the register is inhibited.
The data in the shift register consists of (1) 11 bits - time to next output in hours, (2) 2 bits -
gimbal designation and (3) i bit - direction of gimbal movement.
.,_. _ o _1_ _,_ =.d_,_, _,_ n¢ tb_ four _mbal sequencers When end of word occurs, indi-
cating that a data word has been loaded in the shift register, the selected sequencer receives
an enable which (1) resets a binary down counter, (2) selects the proper sign of the next out-
puts and (3) generates a delayed enable, which stores the 11 data bits into a binary up counter.
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The up counter contains the 2's complement of the time to the next output and the down counter
contains zero. At this time, incrementing of both counters is started, at a 1 pph rate. When
the up counter overflows, itgenerates the gimbal output, stores the contents of the down coun-
ter in itself,and resets the down counter. The cycle then repeats, with the up counter again
containing the 2's complement of the time to the next output and the down counter containing
zero. This process repeats untilthe contents of the up counter are changed by quantitative
data addressed to this gimbal sequencer.
Redundancy is utilized to protect against a runaway condition in the Gimbal Sequencer. Each
of the AND gates which convey data to the up counters can fail into the zero state as the result
of one part failure but each requires at least two part failures for failure into the one state.
The Gimbal Sequencer is otherwise non-redundant.
Magnetic up and down counters preserve the state of the Gimbal Sequencer during power
outage.
4.5. CONTROL OF SCIENCE SEQUENCE
The C&S calculates the time for initiation and termination of the science data acquisition
sequence. Identical circuitry is used for each function and is shown in Figure 5.
A ten stage shift register is used to store a 10-bit turn on (off) reference angle. This reg-
ister is loaded with a quantitative word from either the C&S or the CD. The word represents
the 2's complement of the desired turn on angle with respect to gimbal E negative stop. The
discrete command which precedes the quantitative data sets a flip-flop which selects the
source of shift pulses for the incoming data. This source is either the CD or the C&S 32 pps.
The end of word signal stops the shifting in of the reference word and generates a reset to a
10-stage down counter, and enables an irrelevant transfer of its content,_ to a 10-stage up
counter. A delayed transfer of the 10-stage shift register to the 10-stage up counter then
occurs. Both counters are incremented by gimbal E pulses generated as desired in Task A
until the up counter overflows. This generates the science turn on, stops incrementing both
21
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counters even though gimbal E pulses still occur, and resets the down counter which results
in its contents (specifically - the 2's complement of the desired gimbal E angle) being trans-
ferred to the up counter. When gimbal E negative stop occurs, the gimbal pulses will cause
the process described to repeat.
The purpose of the magnetic counters is to provide a means of continuing the process de-
scribed after a power failure without requiring an update from the ground link.
Redundancy is utilized to protect against a runaway condition. Each of the AND gates which
convey data to the up counters can fail into the zero state as the result of one part failure
but require at least two part failures for failure into the one state. Science Turn On/Off is
otherwise non-redundant.
4.5.4. Limb Crossing Computation
A 10-stage binary counter will accumulate gimbal E pulses for the total angular excursion
of the gimbal. The contents of the counter are continuously converted to a DC analog of the
angular position.
This voltage is added to a, an analog signal proportionate to the planet haif-angle, directly
and through an inverter. The resultant angle E - a is compared to an analog equivalent of a
0-degree reference in a differential detector and, when the two are equal, the transitional
output of the detector will indicate limb crossing. The equality of - (E + a) to a 180-degree
reference voltage in another detector will also indicate limb crossing. Several discrete
positions of the angle accumulator are decoded and returned to the PSP.
Limb-crossing-computation circuits are non-redundant. Their states are not preserved
during power outage.
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4.6. TELEMETRY REGISTERS
The C&Scontains three 28-stage shift registers which supply information to telemetry.
Theseare: (1) memory word and address, (2) multiplexed TTG, and (3) C&Sstatus word.
Theblock diagram is shownin Figure 6.
4.6.1. Memory Word and Address TLM Register
When a memory initiate signal is generated, this logic: supplies 32 pps to TLM for sync,
shifts memory word and address into the shift register at a 32 pps rate, counts 28 of the
32 pps pulses, shuts off the sync, stops loading the register, and enables the serial readout
of the register to TLM by external shift.
4.6.2. Multiplexed TTG TLM Register
There are 24 TTG registers in the C&S, (eight triple redundant registers). This TLM reg-
ister: (1) reads the output of one TTG register in to the TLM register at a 32 pps rate.
After 28 shift pulses are counted, it enables read out of the TLM register by external shift.
After 28 external shift pulses are counted, it (2) switches to the next TTG register, and re-
peats (1) after the 24th TTG register is read out, it starts again with the 1st.
4.6.3. C&S Status Word TLM Re6dster
When an external TLM gate is applied to the C&S, this register samples 25 C&S data bits
and, under control of an external shift, reads them out to TLM. The data which is
sampled and the number of register stages required for each is as shown.
No. Bits
Sign Turn 1 1 C&S Time Base
Sign Turn 2 1 C&S Mode
Sign Turn 3 1
Memory Address 9 Parity
Memory Word TTG 8
Total
No. Bits
2
2
25
24
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4.7. MASTER SEQUENCER MEMORY
The key component of the Master Sequencer is a non-destructive readout, parallel read/write,
coincident-current, magnetic-core memory with a capacity of 512 eighteen-bit words. The
memory has three modes of operation: ..... _..... 'cmar/wrlte, i au/clear and read only (no clear).
Cycle time is less than 10 microseconds for a clear/write or read/restore operation, less
than 3 microseconds for a read only operation.
The memory receives the following inputs:
(a) Nine parallel bits specifying one of 512 possible memory addresses.
(b) Eighteen parallel bits of information to be stored when clear/write operation is
initiated.
(c) A signal on one of three lines specifying memory operating mode.
(d) Signal on one line to initiate a memory operation.
Memory output is eighteeen parallel bits of information when read/clear or read only opera-
tion is initiated.
The decoding gates that provide input signals to the address drivers are of fail-safe desigaa.
Failure of a single part can cause gate failure into the zero state (that is, the state for
driver turn-off); failure of at least two parts is required for gate failure into the one state.
Memory contents are retained intact despite power interruption. That is, no false drive cur-
rents are generated to cause destruction of data when power goes off or comes on. Energy
stored in decoupling capacitors is used to maintain useful power long enough for completion
of a memory cycle. This matter is further discussed in Milestone Report VOY-P-TM-27.
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4.8. SOLARASPECT SENSOR
The C&SSubsystemcontains a Solar Aspect Sensor which provides telemetered data for use
in maneuver confirmation.
The sensor consists of five 2-axis heads. Eachhead is located such that it has an unobstruc-
ted field of view of 120 degreesx 120degrees. The five heads combinedprovide a spherical,
unambiguous, 2-axis indication of solar aspect relative to the spacecraft coordinate system.
The output of eachheadconsists of 14parallel digital signals (7 in each of two axes)which
represents a gray codedindication of solar aspect as seenby that head. In addition, each
headprovides an analog signal which is proportional to the incident solar flux. The associated
electronics selects the head with the highest incidence flux. It provides three parallel digital
bits indicating which head was selected, and14 parallel digital bits indicating the solar aspect
as seenby the selected head. These 17bits are provided as inputs to the telemetry subsystem.
4.9. EARTII OCCULTATIONSENSOR
C&SSubsystemcontains an earth occultation sensor. The sensor is mountedon the High Gain
Antenna. It has two fields of view, eachof which is approximately the samesize as the main
lobe of the high gain antenna. The primary field of view is directed parallel to the antenna
axis. The secondary field of view is directed into space. The sensor consists of an infrared
radiometric balance device andassociatedelectronics. The electronics is designedsuch that
if anypart of the Mars planetary disc enters the primary field of view of the sensor, a signal
indicating occultation is provided. The sensor is designedso as to be undamagedif the sun
enters any part of its field of view.
5. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The total weight of the C&S subsystem is 35 pour.ds. Thc subsystem requires 60 watts at 2.4
kHz. The volume of the subsystem is approximately 1200 cubic inches. Figure 7 indicates
the layout of the C&S in bay No. 14.
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Figure 7.
MASTER SEQUENCER MEMORY
POWER SUPPLY N0.2
Bay 14 Layout
6. INTERFACES BETWEEN THE C&S AND OTHER SUBSYSTEMS
6.1. MECItANICAL INTERFACES
6.1.1. Structure
The C&S electronics is mounted to the structure in Electronic Assembly No. 14. The solar
aspect of the C&S subsystem is mounted on the periphery of the solar array. Five sensor
elements are used. Each sensor is mounted such that it has an unobstructed field of view of
120 degrees by 120 degrees. The combined fields of view of the five sensors covers 471
steradians. The earth occultation sensor of the C&S subsystem is mounted on the high-gain
antennas. This sensor has two fields of view. One is parallel to the main lobe of the an-
tenna, the other is directed into space. Each field of view is approximately the same in
size as the main lobe of the antenna. Alignment and mounting surfaces are provided by the
Structural and Mechanical subsystem.
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6.1.2. Thermal
The C&S electronics dissipates 60 watts in Electronic Assembly No. 14.
6.2. ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
6.2. i. Power
The C&S receives 2.4 kHz power from the power subsystem. The power is provided on two
separate pairs of lines. The combined C&S load on these lines is 60 watts. In addition, the
power subsystem provides a 32-pps synchronizing signal to the C&S.
6.2.2. Telemetry
The C&S provides the following outputs to telemetry:
a,
Do
eu
do
A 28-bit digital word which consists of the sampled state of 24 time to go registers.
Subcommutation between the 24 TTG registers is carried out within the C&S.
A 28-bit digital word which consists of the word last executed by the C&S, the address
of that word, and the number of time increments to go to the next word.
A 25-bit digital word which consists of one bit indicating parity error, two bits indi-
cating C&S operating mode, two bits indicating C&S time base, three bits indicating
signs stored in the turn registers, nine bits indicating the address of the word last
executed, and eight bits indicating the number of time increments to the next word.
A 21 bit digital word indicating the output of the solar aspect sensor. The above
outputs to telemetry are stored in buffer registers by the C&S and scanned out
serially by the telemetry subsystem. The telemetry subsystem provides a gating
signal indicating that a word is being scanned out, as well as the pulses necessary
to scan out the word.
In addition to the above outputs to telemetry, the C&S also provides indications of four
power supply voltages. These outputs are conditioned to fit within the zero to 3-i/2-voit
telemetry format.
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6.2.3. Output to Users
The C&S provides discrete outputs to various other subsystems.
The C&S provides the DAS with discrete outputs _"_; .... ;-o Ii;,,I, ,.,_, ,_,_i ,,_ + ,_ ",, +_
. axxuatjo, t.t_tc _ ..... o_.nt , _e,.IP,.h_a_uJ. cross-
ings, turn on/off commands, and other discrete events based on the argument of the space-
craft (as derived from the outboard gimbal of the PSP). Discrete outputs from the C&S are
mechanized as normally open, DC isolated, semi-conductor switches. The output event is
indicated by a 60 (±10) ms closure of the switch.
The C&S provides quantitative commands to the capsule and to the Science subsystems.
These quantitative commands consist of 16-bit binary coded words. The output is in the
form of a DC isolated normally open semiconductor switch. Logical l's are indicated by
a 30-ms switch closure, logical zero's are indicated by the open state of the switch. The
output of this semi conductor switch is provided in common to all quantitative command
users. Another output line is also provided to quantitative command users. This line pro-
rides continuous synchronizing pulses. The pulse repetition frequency is 32 cps. The
logical l's of the quantitative output are coincident with the synchronizing pulses. The syn-
chronization output is through an isolation transformer.
Each user of quantitative commands is also provided a discrete command line. The first
eommand on this line is the alert whieh is used to signify that the subsequent quantitative
word is intended for that user. After 16 bits of quantitative data have been sent out, an end
of word pulse is provided in common to all quantitative command users.
The C&S provides 1 pps synchronization pulses to the articulation and telemetry subsystem.
These pulses are used to synchronize the slewing of gimbals.
3O
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6.2.4. Separation Switch
The separation switch provides the C&S with an enable signal. Prior to separation, the
switch is in a closed state. After separation, the switch is in an open state. The open
state of the switch permits the C&S to carry out the sequence of events.
6.2.5. Guidance and Control
The guidance and control subsystem provides the C&S with inputs from a pulse integrating
accelerometer. Each pulse from the accelerometer signifies an increment of AV. The C&S
accumulates these inputs in a register. When the register overflows the C&S provides an
output signal to the G&C and the propulsion subsystem to turn off the propulsion engine.
6.2.6. Planetary Science Package
The outboard gimbal of the science package rotates the package about the normal to the orbit
plane. A gimbal pick-off is provided. This pick-off gene,'ates a pair of pulses for every
3/16-degree change in gimbal angle. The order of the pulse pair signKies the direction of
rotation. These pulses are provided to the C&S by the PSP subsystem. When the gimbal
reaches negative gimbal stop, a gimbal stop sensor produces a pulse. This pulse is also
provided to the C&S by the PSP subsystem. The gimbal is controlled closed loop within the
PSP subsystem. One of the components of that closed loop control is a horizon sensor which
can be made to provide an indication of the planet half-angle. An analog signal proportional
to planet haK-angle is provided to the C&S. The C&S uses the outputs from the PSP subsystem
to generate various control signals indicating the following events: limb crossings, terminator
crossings, and other events based on the argument of the spacecraft.
6.2.7. Command Subsystem and Launch Complex Equipment
The C&S receives discrete and quantitative commands from the Command Subsystem. and the
launch complex equipment. Discrete commands are signified by the closure of a DC isolated
semi-conductor switch. The discrete command for each unique function is received on a
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separate line. Quantitative commandsconsist of a discrete commandalert, a binary coded
quantity, synchronization pulses and end-of-word pulses. The end-of-word pulse is similar
in format to the discrete commandsexcept that it is received on a common line. The quantity
consists of abinary codedsequenceof l's and O's on _n_othereommon_!me. !'s arc sigr_ffied
by the closure of a normally open, DC isolated semi-conductor switch. O's are signified by
the open state of the switch. These l's and O'sare synchronous with the synchronization
pulses which are received on another common line from a DC isolated source. The following
quantitative commandsare received from either the CD or the LCE:
Function Bits
Gimbal angle A slope 14
Gimbal angle B slope 14
Gimbal angle C slope 14
Gimbal angle D slope 14
Modify or scan word in 27
memory sequence
TTG 1 update 25
TTG 2 update 25
TTG 3 update 25
Function B its
TTG 4 update 16
TTG 5 update 16
TTG 6 update 16
TTG 7 update 25
TTG 8 update 16
A V register update 25
SCIENCE Turn on Threshold 10
SCIENCE Turn off Threshold 10
7. COMPUTER AND SEQUENCER EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL SAFETY HAZARD
The function of the C&S is to generate the necessary onboard commands to make the Voyager
spacecraft automatic. Therefore, many of the C&S commands would constitute a safety
hazard if they were generated at an inappropriate time. Some examples are as follows:
a. Enable the Guidance and Control Subsystem. If this command were issued prior to
separation, the Guidance and Control would dissipate its supply of cold gas in a
futile attempt to control the attitude of the flight vehicle.
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be
Co
do
eo
f.
Trajectory Adjust Sequence. If this sequence were issued while the system is still
on the pad, it would constitute a serious hazard to personnel and equipment. If the
sequence were issued after separation but at an inappropriate time, it would result
in a serious hazard to the mission.
Orbit Injection Sequence. If this command were issued while the system is on the
pad, it would constitute a serious hazard to equipment and personnel. If this se-
quence were issued after separation, but at an inappropriate time, it would probably
result in abort of the mission.
Capsule Separation Sequence. If this sequence were issued while the system is on
the pad, it would result in a serious hazard to equipment and personnel. If the
sequence were issued at an inappropriate time after separation, it would result in
the aborting of the planetary lander portion of the mission.
Deployment of the High Gain Antenna. If this sequence were issued prior to jettison-
ing of the shroud, it would constitute a hazard to equipment.
Deployment of the PSP. If this sequence were generated prior to orbit injection, it
would result in a serious hazard to the equipment.
Necessary precautions taken to reduce the probability of such untimely cnmmands to an ac-
ceptable minimum are as follows:
a.
b.
co
During prelaunch, up to the time that pyrotechnics are armed, the hazard is essen-
tially nil.
While the flight vehicle is mated to the launch vehicle, the C&S is effectively dis-
abled by the separation sx_itch. During this time, the pyrotechnics may be safely
armed. Thus, up to actual separation of the flight vehicle, hazards attributable
to the C&S are minimized.
After separation, the C&S is enabled. In the enabled mode, the hazard is minimized
by the following design features of the C&S:
1. The C&S will issue no false commands due to the failure of any single piece part.
A false command is one which is issued at an inappropriate time.
.
The number of piece parts involved in generating critical commands such as
those listed above has been reduced to a minimum. Thus, the probability of
two piece part failures causing a false command has been minimized.
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POWER SUBSYSTEM
I. INTRODUCTION
Included in this section is a description of the baseline Voyager Power Subsystem, with a
discussion of the alternative subsystem configurations considered, the trade-offs made in
selecting the baseline subsystem, and the analysis of the component performance require-
mcnts.
Applicable documents:
a. From the Voyager Task A Study:
I. VB236FDI01, Functional Description of the Preferred Configuration of the
Power Subsystem.
2. VB236AAI01, Alternate Approaches Considered.
b. From the VOYAGER Task B Study:
VC236FDI01, Power Subsystem Functional Description.
c. Elsewhere in the VOYAGER Task D System Update:
i. VOY-D-100
2. VOY-D-220
3. VOY-D-230
4. VOY-D-260
5. VOY-D-361
6. VOY-D-362
Guidelines and Study Approach
Spacecraft Configuration
Flight Sequence
Trajectory and Guidance Analysis
Structure
Temperature Control
2° FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
The power Subsystem supplies eiectrieai power to *_m_-spaeccrdt .f,-_m..... !au_nch through all
mission phases. It also supplies raw power to the flight capsule during periods of solar
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array illumination up to the time of capsule separation, andto spacecraft-mounted capsule
support equipmentuntil shortly after termination of capsule data transmission.
The P(r,ver Subsystemmust provide electrical power in the following forms:
a. 2400-Hz single-phase, square-wave ac at 50 VRMS _2%regulation.
b. 400-tlz three-phase, steppedsquare-wave ae at 26 VRMS _ 5_;i,.
c. 400-tlz single-phase, square-wave ae at 28 VRMS _ 5%.
d. Unregulated de from the batteries at 37 to 52 V.
e. Unregulated de from the array or battery at 37 to 65 V.
The load requirements for the major mission phases are summarized in Table 1. The loads
are averaged over each mission phase, and are enclosed in the blocked areas.
The Power Subsystem also generates and distributes timing and synchronizing signals:
a. 1. 296 MHz - Telemetry Subsystem
b. 160 ltz - Iligh Gain Antenna Articulation
c. 32 pps - Computer & Sequencer Subsystem
3. SUBSYSTEM ALTERNATIVES AND TRADE-OFF STUDIES
3.1 AC VS DC POWER DISTRIBUTION
A study was performed to compare the merits of candidate ac and de power distribution
systems and to determine the optimum electrical distribution design for Voyager. The re-
suits of the study favored the selection of ac distribution.
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The portion of the power subsystem investigated is indicated in Figure 1. The tradeoff
analysis was performed on the Task B power subsystem configuration. However, the slight
change in voltage ranges does not invalidate the results of the study.
Configurations equivalent with respect to redundancy were analyzed for each of the three
candidate systems. These candidate systems are briefly described in Table 2.
Performance parameters selected for study were: weight, reliability-figure-of-merit,
efficiency (because of its effect on power source weight), and certain factors which are less
tangible but no less important to program success, flexibility to accommodate user voltage
and power changes, noise, testability, magnetic dipole, and inherent isolation.
All three systems were approximately equal in reliability-figure-of-merit. The ac and cen-
tral dc systems were approximately competitive in efficiency and weight, while the decen-
tralized dc system was predicted to be 70 to 80 pounds heavier. These values are illus-
trated in Table 3.
Probably the most important of the less tangible factors is flexibility. Both the ac and de-
centralized dc most easily accommodate changes in user voltage and power requirements,
giving the fewest problems in integrating the spacecraft system design.
The noise level in the ac system is high, but identifiable early, while the noise - EMI prob-
lem is more subtle for the two dc systems, usually requiring fixes during system test. The
ac and decentralized dc systems are the most easily testable, requiring a single pair of
power leads to test any user component, since the user components would contain their own
"power supplies". The central dc system would require many special power supplies or
special dummy loads to test the user components.
The magnetic dipole is least for the ac system.
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The T/R or power supply used with each user load contains a filter which provides a reason-
able degree of isolation with the ac or decentralized dc systems. The central dc system has
the lowest degree of isolation.
:_. 2 BATTERY SELECTION
Ni-Cd batteries were selected to be the principal batteries on the Voyager Spacecraft, based
on the following summarized decision factors:
a. Disappointing tests results on silver-cadmium (Ag-Cd) batteries.
b. The non-magnetic requirement had not been imposed on the system.
c. Superior cycle life and generally more reliable performance of nickel-cadmium
(Ni-Cd) batteries.
The Ni-Cd battery will be supplemented by a secondary silver-zinc battery to supply energy
for long maneuver periods.
The MSD Battery Performance Test Program was initiated to fill a need for quality informa-
tion on the performance of secondary silver-cachnium and silver-zinc batteries as related to
the requirements of the Voyager mission. Tests were performed on 20-ampere-hour sealed
AG-Cd cells and 50-ampere-hour vented Ag-Zn cells to determine charge and discharge char-
actecistics and cycle life at various depths of discharge in 7- and 24-hour duty cycles.
The results of the tests carried out on the Ag-Cd ceils were disappointing. The sealed ceils
were considerably heavier than anticipated, having a specific energy density of only 14 watt-
hours per pound (compared to an initial estimate of 20 to 25 w-hr/lb). The cycle life was
considerably shorter than anticipated. The table below summarizes the results obtained.
The discharge time in all cases is one hour.
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Cycle Time Depth of Discharge
7 hours 209_
7 hours 40%
24 hours 40c/i
24 hours 60_c_
Cycles Completed
633 (continues)
Failed at 285
Failed at 155
Failed at 126
To contrast with this , 5-year-old Ni-Cd cells have completed over one year on a 24-hour
cycle at 60 percent DOD and are continuing satisfatorily after first having been overcharged
at the 7-hour rate for 500 days and then been placed on a shelf for 3 years.
()ne pack of the Ag-Cd cells was placed on float charge (at 1.42 v/cell, slightly higher than
the open-circuit voltage of the cell) for a period of 6 months after first having been formed,
floated for a month, and discharge characteristics having been measured. The battery
capacity decreased by 30 percent during the 6-month float, and the pack could not be charged
successfully from a 40 percent discharge in a 7-hour cycle. Thus, the Ag-Cd cells could
not meet the performance and life requirements for the Voyager mission.
In the test program, the float charge test was made also on an Ag-Zn battery pack. The de-
crease in capacity was about 15 percent after 6 months, and though the cycle life was de-
creased to about half that of a new Ag-Zn battery, the pack lasted 170 cycles at 20 percent
DOD before it failed.
Because there is a one-time large energy requirement during the Mars orbit insertion
maneuver of almost taviee that experienced during a normal orbit solar eclipse, it was de-
cided to supplement the Ni-Cd battery with an Ag-Zn battery. I_ is expected ihat tt_e Ag-Zn
battery will experience about 10 discharges over its approximately 9-month life, and it is
felt that the test program results substantiate the choice of an Ag-Zn battery for this service.
Since the energy density of the secondary Ag-Zn ceil (approximately 47 _att-houra per
pound) is about 4 times greater than that of a Ni-Cd cell, the use of an Ag-Zn battery for
this few-cycle service will result in an appreciable weight savings of approximately l:_5 pounds.
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3. :_. APPLICATION OF REDUNDANCY
The power subsystem is critical to the operation of the spacecraft. Failure of power sub-
system dements will result in partial or complete loss of the mission. It is essential,
thercf,.qe, to provide redundancy for the major elements of the power subsystem.
Weight, power and thermal control considerations require the selection of duplex standby
redundancy for the power conditioning equipment. Other portions of the power subsystem
are made redundant using majority logic, or by providing excess capacity.
Redtmdancy may be implemented by connecting components in simple parallel, series, or
quadruple arrangements. This may be done without additional circuitry for simple elements
such as diodes, resistors, relay contacts, etc. Operational amplifiers or other low-im-
pedanee output devices cannot be made redundant in this manner since the failed unit will
usually overload the output of the redundant unit. When a passive connection between redun-
dant elements is not feasible, a method must be found to remove the failed element from
the system. The system must then contain active devices which detect failures and substi-
tute working units for the failed units. This implies additional weight, power consumption,
and system disturbance problems to be evaluated. The additional equipment added also intro-
duces new failure modes into the system.
There are three approaches to implementing active redundancy:
a. Majority logic redundancy. This system (Figure 2) requires three similar operating
units, load-sharing controls, comparator circuits (failure detection) and three sets
of input/output switching circuits.
If the load may be evenly divided or if the magnitude of the load is not pertinent to
the failure criteria load-sharing controls may be eliminated, i.e., the load for each
redundant component is isolated from the others. Failure would then require redis-
tributing the load to the operation components with a resulting disturbance.
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Figure '2. Majority Logic Redundancy
b.
e.
Duplex Load-sharing Redundancy. If it is possible to determine proper operation
of a component independently, two-element redundancy (Figure 3) with load shar-
ing may be used. Again, either load-sharing controls may be used or the load
may be _plit. In the latter case the load of the failed component is shifted to the
operational component. System disturbance is minimized with load-sharing con-
trols, but is greater in general than the disturbance to the majority logic approach,
since the load change on the operational systems is greater by a factor of at least
three. This system uses two active components, two failure detectors and two
sets of input/output switches.
Duplex Standby Redundancy. An alternative to "b" is to supply the load from one
prime unit. Redundancy is accomplished by detecting a failure in the prime unit
and substituting a redundant unit (Figure 4). The load increment and system dis-
turbance is maximum. This method requires two components with only one acti-
vated, one failure detector and one set of input/output switches. Savings are
achieved in weight, power, and consequently, thermal dissipation.
Table 4 summarizes these results. Duplex standby redundancy is the method
applied to the power conditioning equipment for the Voyager Power Subsystem.
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Comparison of Redundancy Methods
System
Majority Logic
Duplex Load
Sharing
Duplex Standby
Components
3
2
O
Failure Detectors &
Power Switching
Load
Disturbance
100%
Power Loss
Greatest
Least
Weight
Greatest
Least
In the case of the 400-Hz, 3_ inverter, each inverter powers a single set of gyros, separate-
ly. Thus, when both sets of gyros (one of which is redundant) are operating during critical
maneuvers, both inverters are also operating, which is an approximation to the duplex shar-
ing redundancy.
Redundancy is provided in the clock and synchronizer in dual forms.
The most probable failure mode in the master oscillator is complete loss of output signal.
Such a failure would result in replacement by a complete operating standby clock and oven.
Frequency drift failure will be detected through telemetry and the redundant clock switching
will be by ground command. Ground monitoring of the clock frequency should be possible
since doppler shift will be accurately determined for spacecraft tracking. It appears that,
even though error can be detected and the last possible correction to the C&S can be made
only about 30 minutes before Mars Orbit Insertion, the ± 15:_ accuracy of the 2.4 kHz backup
oscillator is adequate beyond this point in time to insure capture in a reasonable orbit about
Mars.
Alternative methods utilizing on-board frequency drift detectors and majority voting logic
for the clocks were considered. Majority voting logic is not feasible for the clocks without
slaving the oscillators. The frequency stability would then be completely dependent on the
13
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master clock and the redundant intent would not be realized. On-board frequency drift de-
teeters are feasible but the complexity of the required system would not enhance the reli-
ability of the system. This method remains a viable alternative if time and telemetry rune-
_...,._, rcqui---', c,_: f,.,r ground based frequency measurements become inconsistent with program
objectives.
The various timing signals for the power subsystem and other subsystems are derived from
the master oscillator by means of digital dividers in a majority-logic voting redundancy con-
figuration. The three-phase and single-phase timing signals are generated by factor-of-six
dividers with appropriate logic operating from the 2400 Ilz level. All frequencies below 2400
ltz are derived from the 2400-I1z output. There is an additional 2400-Hz oscillator provided
as back-up to the clock, should the redundant clock fail completely. It will have a frequency
accuracy of ! 1 percent, which should be adequate for the accuracy requirements of the gyros
in the G&C subsystem.
l{edundancy is provided in the batteries through excess capacity or load management. The
most critical event for the batteries is the Mars orbit insertion maneuver, where 50 percent
of the battery total rated capacity will be discharged. If the Ag-Zn battery, which has 5:_
percent of the rated capacity, should fail, the maneuver can still be performed by careful
load management. The capsule is the first candidate to be turned off, and transmitter
ot)eration can be curtailed to the most critical time periods to reduce the energy demand to
about 1000 watt-hours. This would discharge the surviving Ni-Cd batteries to about 65 per-
cent of capacity.
l)uring the occulted-orbit phase, it is not planned to rely on the Az-Zn battery. The Ni-Cd
batlcries were sized on the basis that non-vital loads (such as the transmitter, tape recof
(let's, PSP gimbals, the I)AS, and PSP horizon sensor) could be switched off, and the sur-
viving single Ni-Cd battery would be discharged to a depth of 60 percent.
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3.4 SELECTION OF SOLARCELL BASERESISTIVITY
Sourcesof recent radiation damagedata indicate that, at the ionizing radiation doselevel ex-
pected for the Voyagermission, silicon N/P cells with a base resistivity of 1 ohm-cm de-
grade no more than i0 ohm-cm cells. Measurementsmade at GE-MSDand discussions with
solar cell vendors indicate that the 1 ohm-cm cells are available with an initial higher ef-
ficiency than the I0 ohm-era cells. Therefore, the 1 ohm-cm cells were selected for use in
the Voyager solar array.
The most recent dataon radiation damagewas found published in:
a.
b.
R. Rasmussen, (RCA), "Calculation of 1-Mev Electron Flux and Radiation De-
gradation of Solar Cell I-V Curves by Computer", conference record of the Sixth
Photovoltaie Specialists Conference, Volume III.
J. A. Palmer, "Solar Space Manual", (Rough Draft), Hoffman Electronics Cor-
poration, April, 1967.
The radiations damage estimates were made using established techniques, which are dis-
cussed in Appendix A, and were based on the environment given in "Voyager Environmental
Predictions Document", JPL, October 26, 1966. Based on these damage estimates and
weight-area trade-offs, 10-rail covers were selected for use on Voyager. For this fused
silica shield thickness, the residual equivalent l-Mev electron dose reaching the solar cells
is approximately 1014 e/cm 2. Both the above radiation damage data sources indicate that
at this dose level, the 10-ohm-cm cells degrade slightly more than the 1 ohm-cm cells.
This is primarily due to the faster rounding of the knee of the solar cell V-I curve for the
10-ohm-cm cells.
_-luv _,1u1_".... _-Ch._d_".... "+ cu_r'_'_+._. .....will dagrade less for the 10 ohm-cm cells, and the open-circuit
voltage will degrade about the same for both types of cells; however, the data published for
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the power point degradation, which is the important degradationparameter, indicates that
the 10-ohm-era cells degrademore by 1 or 2 percent. It can be inferred from this data that
this indicates a faster rounding of the knee of the V-I curve.
GE-MSD has measured the initial efficiencies of a group of TI N/P cells to obtain perform-
anee data. Two groups of 24 l-ohm-era and 10-ohm-cm cells (96 ceils in all) were obtained
at times about 6 months apart, selected at random from the production line. The efficien-
eies measured are noted:
TI N/P CELLS
1 Ohm-era 10 Ohm-cm
a. 1st Group of 24 Cells 11.80% 10.92%
00(_ sb. 2nd Group of 24 Ceils 11. o_,_, 10.81%
It appears from these measurements that the 1-ohm-era cells have an initial efficiency
approximately 8 percent greater than the 10-ohm-cm cells. Information from other vendors
indicates a difference in the same direction, although of varying amounts from vendor to
vendor.
3.5 ARRAY/BATTERY LOAD SItARING
It is planned to prevent unnecessary array/battery load sharing by proper programming of
the spacecraft loads.
In several mission phases the solar array power capability is marginal, particularly during
the early part of the orbiting phase when the Science subsystem is operated and the capsule is
still on board and using power. During these phases, whenever the total spacecraft power re-
quirements exceed the maximum power output of the solar array, the array/battery bus volt-
age wilt be drawn down to the battery discharge voltage. When the load falls back to an in-
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termediate level, the array/battery operating point may remain down at the battery discharge
voltage, even though the solar array would be fully able to supply the required power without
discharging the battery. This is the array/battery load-sharing lock-in problem. The prob-
lem exists because of the multiple operating points possible with a switching-type voltage
regulator, as shou_ in Figure 5.
If the power subsystem were to be permitted to remain in this state, the battery would even-
tually completely discharge, and the main voltage regulator would not be able to maintain
regulation on the regulated bus.
The array/battery may be forced out of the load-sharing state by reducing the spacecraft
power demand to a point below PI" This x_411cause the operating point to rise up onto the
array V-I curve and the battery discharge will cease. The normal spacecraft demands may
thcn be re-imposed on the power subsystem. The interruption in load required for this
,,pcratin_, point correction need only be momentary, and can be programmed by the C&S
to last a few seconds.
The most likely candidate for power interruption is the capsule. The electrical power re-
quired for the capsule is used only for heating nearly all the time, the capsule electronic
equipment seldom being operated except for checkout. Thus, it should be possible to pro-
gram a momentary interruption of the capsule power to follow each maneuver or other con-
dition where array/battery load-sharing can occur. This would also include an interruption
after each Science operating period (periapsis passage) until the capsule is separated.
After capsule separation, the spacecraft power requirements are reduced by 200 watts, but
at some point, solar eclipses begin, requiring power to recharge the batteries. However,
this battery-charging power will not result in a load-sharing state on emergence from eclipse,
since at the battery discharge voltage, the battery charge regulators will not accept charging
power. Thus, until the array/battery bus voltage rises up onto the array V-I characteristic
17
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curve, the spacecraft electrical loads will be less than the critical power level. In any case,
if necessary, the battery chargers may be turned off momentarily to assist in establishing
the correct operating point.
4. BASELINE POWER SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION (Figure 5A_
4.1 POWER FLOW
Primary power is obtained from the solar array, and is used to power the spacecraft and
recharge the secondary batteries. Power from the array or battery is supplied to some
users directly, and the remainder is conditioned to ac and distributed to the majority of the
spacecraft subsystems.
The solar array consists of 93 diode-isolated strings, each with its own zener regulator to
limit the voltage to 65 volts. Array output is fed to the array/battery bus and the three
batter), charge regulators through the array,/hattery enabling switch, SW-1, which is closed
by the launch complex equipment prior to launch. Independent contacts on this switch also
connect the three batteries into the power system.
Power is distributed to the loads through six busses:
a. Bus A
b. Bus B
Supplies raw battery power at 37 to 52 VDC corresponding to the extremes
of battery discharge and charge for momentary peak loads. De power,
rather than ac power, is distributed to these loads since their associated
peak power levels would require unnecessarily high ratings for the ac in-
verters. The momentary power requirements of the solenoid valves,
stepper motors, and thrust vector control are of short enough duration to
minimize the power loss caused by the inefficiency of passing this power
through the battery chargers and the batteries.
Supplies raw array or battery power at 37 to 65 VDC, corresponding to
the extremes of battery discharge and the upper array voltage limit es-
tablished by the zener regulators. Users of this power are the radio sub-
system, the capsule, and heaters for the Planet Scan Platform; and this is
the input power for the main regulators.
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e. Bus C Supplies 2.4-kHz, single-phase, square-wave power at 50 V rms + 2 per cent
from either of two inverters for the majority of the spacecraft subsystems.
The inverters receive input power of 35 VDC ± 1 percent from the main regu-
lator operating off Bus B. A failure detector is identified for each main
regulator and each inverter. Failure of either an inverter or a regulator will
cause the failure detector to transfer the load to the redundant unit.
d. Busses
D&E
e. Bus F
Supply 400-Hz, three-phase, stepped square-wave power at 26 V rms ± 5
percent to each of two sets of gyros. The two inverters receive input power
from the output of the main regulator and are turned on by external control
signals from the Command, Computer and Sequencer or the Guidance and
Control Subsystems.
Supplies 400-Hz, single-phase, square-wave power at 28 V rms 2 5 percent
to the Science Subsystem and the Planet Scan Platform. Two inverters are
used with the redundant unit on standby, controlled by a failure detector.
Bus F is energized by external control signals from the Command or the
Computer and Sequencer Subsystems.
4.2 OPERATIONAL MODES
4.2.1 Prelaunch
The sequence of events from hangar checkout to on-pad operations are:
a.
b.
c.
d.
The Overall Flight Spacecraft is transferred to the launch pad. The power subsystem
is inoperative, with all contacts of switch SW-1 open.
Subsequent to on-pad mating, ground power is gradually applied through the umbilical
disconnect and raised to a level of 37 to 65 V dc. The battery charge regulators are
turned off.
Switch SW-! is clnsed through umbilical signal leads only after proper ground power
voltages have been established. This sequence prevents arcing across the _witch
contacts by eliminating the possibility of large battery currents during switch closure.
Battery charging is initiated, to the degree required, by selection, through the com-
mand link, of proper charge regulator settings. Normal on-pad check-out of the
power system may now proceed.
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e. Subsequento removal of the umbilical, just prior to launch, the batteries supply all
power at a discharge voltage in the range of 37 to 46 V de.
4.2.2 Launch Phase
The batteries continue to supply power. Loads are supplied througfi load control-switches
receiving sigz_tl input external to the power system. The load sharing control circuitry is
disabled by C&Suntil after Mars orbit insertion.
4.2.3 Acquisition
With solar acquisition, the solar array output is obtained and battery charging commences
through the charge regulators. The main regulator receives input power at the array output
voltage and converts it to 35V ±1(_ for further processing by the inverters. Raw battery
power may be periodically demanded by heater elements or solenoid valves. The charge
reg_alators will supply this power up to the limit of 5 amperes. The array power capability
is sufficiently in excess of the power requirements that load-sharing will not occur.
4.2.4 Cruise
Cruise operation is identical to that described above. The batteries will have achieved full
charge. During long periods without battery use the charge regulator limits will be reduced
to their lowest settings to minimize the stress on the batteries. Some period prior to planned
maneuvers the highest settings may be used to assure maximum battery capability.
4.2.5 Mid-Course Maneuvers
During the maneuvers, the batteries supply part or all of the power required depending on
the spacecraft solar attitude. Array/battery load-sharing condition may be terminated at
the conclusion of the maneuvcr by a programmed temporary interruption of power to the
capsule by a control signal from the computer and sequencer. Periods between maneuvers
are sufficiently long to permit fully recharging the batteries.
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Similar to Mid-Course Maneuvers.
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4.2.7 Orbit with Capsule (Up to Encounter + 30 Days)
During this period spacecraft power consumption will be at its highest level. When the Science
Subsystem is operated at the same time power is provided to the capsule, array/battery load-
sharing will occur. At the completion of the science operating period, power to the capsule
will be interrupted momentarily by the C&S to end the load-sharing condition. There is suf-
ficient excess array power available to fully recharge the batteries during the period remain-
ing when the Science is not operating.
4.2.8 Orbit without Capsule
During this phase, solar eclipses of up to 84 minutes will occur, and large amour£s ef power
are used to fully recharge the batteries at times when the science is not operating. During
science operation, no useful battery charging will take place, but sufficient solar array
power is available so that load-sharing will not occur. The inherent characteristics of the
battery chargers will prevent load-sharing lock-in on emergence from eclipse.
4.3 BATTERY CHARGING
The nickel-cadmium batteries are charged at a constant current at approximately the C/8
rate until fully charged, and then the third-electrode signal causes the charge rate to be
reduced to a maintenance level of C/40. The silver-zinc battery is charged at a current-
limited constant voltage until fully charged, and when the charge current tapers naturally to
a low level, the charge voltage is reduced to a safe "float" level just above the open circuit
voltage.
The nickel-cadmium battery charger is a constant-current PWM regulator, with the current
limit set to the maximum level required to recharge the batteries during the heaviest duty
25
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cycle in the occulted portions of the Mars orbiting phase, 2.5 amperes for each battery. The
charging voltage is limited to 49.6 volts (1.55 volts per cell for the 32-cell battery) to pre-
vent excessive overcharge of the batteries at low temperatures. The charge rate, approxi-
mately C/8, is low enough so that the batteries could be charged and overcharged at thi_ rate
continuously, array power availability permitting. However, limitations imposed by the
Thermal Control Subsystem require that the charge rate be reduced when the battery is fully
charged to prevent the high heat dissipation in overcharge from overheating the batteries.
The charge rate in overcharge will be reduced to a level sufficient to maintain the capacity
of the battery -- C/40 (0.5 amp per battery). The charge rate reduction will be initiated by
a signal from the third electrode in the Ni-Cd battery. Backup sources of this control sigzml
will be C&S and Command.
The results of tests made during MSD's Battery Performance Test Program have shown that
the gas evolution in Ag-Zn cells is reduced to negligible levels by lowering the charge voltage
to the '_loat" voltage after the battery is fully charged. The voltage combination found to be
most advantageous for securing full charge with minimum gassing in Ag-Zn cells are:
Charge voltage per cell: 1.94
Float voltage per cell: 1.87
A two-step charger to perform this function was developed, built, and utilized in the test pro-
gram, and is essentially similar to the charge regulator proposed here. Using this charger,
the battery voltage early in charge is low while the current is being limited. Later in the
charging period, the battery voltage approaches the voltage limit, and the charge current will
taper off as a consequence. The two-step charger senses this current tapering, and when the
current has fallen to about half its limit value, the charger will automatically switch to the
lower float voltage limit. At this lower voltage, the charge current will drop to a few milli-
amperes. A subsequent discharge will reset the recharger for the next charge cycle through
the action of file charge current interruption.
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The voltage limits imposed by the charger are indicated below. A and B are the charge volt-
age limits, and A' andB' the float voltage limits. A and A' are for the full complement of
cells, and B and B' are provisions to allow for the short-circuit failure of a single cell in the
battery.
Charge Voltage Limits
A -- 52.4 v (charge, 27cells)
A' = 50.5 v (float, 27 cells)
B = 50.4 v (charge, 26 cells)
B' = 48.6 v (float, 26 cells)
The charge current limit is set at 0.5 ampere, which is sufficient to recharge the battery
within 48 hours after a 50 percent discharge (the maximum likely to occur during the Mars
orbit il_sertion maneuver).
The B and B' voltage limits are set in by ground command, and are provided since an internal
short circuit is the commom mode of failure of a silver-zinc cell. The failure of a cell in the
Ag-Zn battery may be deduced from the following:
a.
bo
Uneven sharing of load with the Ni-Cd battery during battery discharge cycles. If
the Ag-Zn battery has a partially or fully shorted cell, it will provide a smaller
share of the load current.
Excessive battery temperature or charge current during long periods of float charge.
Under normal conditions the regulator provides the means to limit the total number
of ampere-hours recharged into the battery. If a cell is shorted, the regulator voltage
limit cannot perform this function, and the battery will become excessively charged.
S_.ce a short-circuit failure is gradual, the Ag-Zn battery charge current may be
monitored on the ground to determine when this type of failure occurs.
Since it is possible to continue to use the Ag-Zn battery after this type of failure, though in a
limited manner, the secondary set of voltage limits, B and B', were included.
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After the final orbit trim maneuver, the Ag-Zn battery charger will be turned off to save
charging power. The Ag-Zn battery will discharge during the next few orbits, and then will
be "stored" in the discharged state. This is a relatively low-stress condition for Ag-Zn
cells, andthey may be recharged at a later time if additional high usagemaneuvers are
subsequentlyrequired.
4.4. POWERSYSTEMFAILURE DETECTION
Automatic onboard failure detection is required in order to apply redundancy to the Power
Subsystem power conditioning equipment. The failed unit cannot be replaced by command,
since the command subsystem operation is dependent on correct operation of the Power
Subsystem.
The functions pe_formed by the Power Subsystem failure detectors are:
a. Detect failures
b. Remove the failed unit
e. Replace the failed unit with a redundant unit
The failure detectors also discriminate against failures in the power source or the load.
4.5. SYNCHRONIZATION
The frequencies generated in the Voyager Power Subsystem are used in various parts of the
Power Subsystem as timing and synchronization signals. The same clock is used to supply
additional frequencies to other subsystems. The present design supplies synchronizing
frequencies to the indicated user subsystems:
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Frequency
1. 296 MHz
2400 Hz
400 Hz (3 Phase)
160 Hz
32 Hz
Subsystem
Telemetry
ALL
Attitude Control (high accuracy required for Gyros)
High Gain Antenna Articulation
Computer & Sequencer
Frequency drift will be less than 1 PPM in six months in order to enable orbit insertion
timing commands to be set into the C&S prior to launch and maintain the completely automatic
vehicle concept.
An additional backup oscillator provides a redundant 2.4 kHz signal with a frequency
accuracy of ± 1 percent, and all frequencies below this point may be derived from this signal.
in addition to the frequencies ..... 1-_ t_e_
_uppxl ...... are some intermediate frequencies which may be
made available to the various subsystems wiLh minor changcs. It is possible, with additional
circuits, to obtain any frequency required which is related to the clock frequency by an
integer. It is expected that frequencies required by the Science Subsystem other than those
readily available will be generated within that subsystem to maintain synchronizer inter-
changeability for different missions.
Although the clock required power from the 2.4 kHz inverter to operate, and the inverter
derives its synchronization signal from the clock, the free-running capability of the 2.4 kHz
inverter will permit the system to start up.
5. EQUIPMENT FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
5.1. SOLAR ARRAY
The solar array consists of 16 fixed trapezoidol panels arranged in an annular ring about
the spacecraft, canted at a solar incidence angle of 33.9 degrees. Nine additional, smaller,
panels are deployed normal to the sun in the annular space around the fixed panels.
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Shadows cast by the Canopus tracker, and support brackets for the high gain antenna (HGA)
and planet scan platform (PSP) reduce the area available on four of the fixed panels.
The string cell arrangements are summarized as follows:
Panel Type No. of Panels
Full Panels 12
Canopus Sensor Bay 2
ttigh Gain 1
Antenna Bay
Planet Scan 1
Platform Bay
Deployed Panels 9
Strings Series Ceils Parallel Cells
4 125 5
1 125 6
4 126 6
3 124 5
4 124 3
2 12(; 6-1/2
The total array contains 63,130 equivalent 2x2 cm cells.
The solar cell characteristics are as follows:
Type:
Dimension:
Effective cell area:
Contacts :
Bare cell efficiency:
Base resistivity:
N/P, silicon
2 x 2 centimeters, 13 mils thickness, and a few
1 x 2 centimeters.
95 percent
Sintered titanium - silver, standard top and bottom
contact configuration.
11.0% at zero air-mass at mean earth-sun distance,
cell temperature 28°C.
1 ohm-centimeter
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Protective solar cell cover windows are bonded to each solar cell.
Characteristics are:
Material: Fused silica, Corning No. 7940
Filter: Blue, 0.41 micron cut-on frequency, deposited on
solar cell side of window, antireflection coating on
opposite face.
Thickness: 10 mils
The window-to-cell bond is GE clear silicone rubber RTV-602. The solar cells are bonded
to the panel substrate using GE silicone rubber RTV-560.
The panel substrates consist of honeycomb with fiberglass face sheets.
The solar ceils are interconnected by means of 3 mil expandable strips of silver plaLed
molybdenum. Molybdenum was selected for its expansion characteristics relative to the
silicon eelIs, and its high electrical conductivity.
Zener Regulators. Zener regulators are used to limit the voltage output of the solar array
to a value in the range of 54 to 65 volts. A separate zener regulator is used for each string
in the array. Therefore, 93 regulators are required. Each reguIator is potted into a block
of aluminum using a resilient thermal conductor and the monoblock contains two parallel
strings of eight zener diodes and the two redundant array isolation diodes, as shown in
Figure 6. Each diode is rated at 7.5 volts and three watts. Taking into account the
dependence of zener voltage with temperature, the zener regulator will limit the array
voltage to 54 to 65 volts. The maximum power dissipating requirements per regulator is
limited to the power output of a single solar cell string, estimated to be a maximum of 40
watts near the earth. The monoblocks will be mounted on file webs of ÷u_ _-,,_o_ _nnnnrtin_
the solar array to provide the necessary heat dissipation capability.
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Figure 6. Zener Regulator Schematic
5.2. BATTERIES
Three batteries are used. They are discharged in parallel and charged separately: The
three batteries are:
a. Two nickel-cadmium batteries, each with 32 cells of 20 ampere-hour capacity.
b. One silver-zinc battery with 27 cells of 45 ampere-hour capacity.
Nickel-cadmium (Ni-Cd) batteries were selected to replace the silver-cadmium (Ag-Cd)
batteries proposed previously in Task A and Task B because of the disappointing cycle-life
and long-term float charge performance measured for Ag-Cd cells. Silver-zinc cells
demonstrated better long-term float charge life, and in view of the limited cycling required
from the Ag-Zn battery during maneuvers, appear to be able to meet the Voyager
requirements.
The nickel-cachnium batteries each weigh about 80 pounds and occupy 0.7 cu ft of volume.
The 32 cells are hermetically sealed in stainless-steel cases, each can containing two
ceramic bushings which serve as the positive and negative terminals. A terminal is attached
directly to the can for the third electrode signal. The cells are mounted in an unsealed
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magnesium box with two connectors -- one for power and telemetry, and the other a special
access connector for pre-installation checkout of each cell.
Each Ni-Cd cell will contain a third electrode, but only three units in the battery will be
used to control battery charging. The third-electrode voltage is sensitive to oxygen pressure
evolved during overcharging, and with the proper voltage bias, the signal can be used to
switch the battery to the trickle charge rate when the proper degree of overcharge has
occurred. The third-electrode signals will be gated to select the first of the three to indicate
the desired level of overcharge.
The silver-zinc battery weighs about 45 pounds and is 0.40 cu ft in volume. The 27 cells are
in plastic cases, equipped with 10 psi vents. The battery box is magnesium, sealed, with
a 20 psi safety vent, and also has two connectors, as for the Ni-Cd battery.
The special access connector, used with both battery types, permits discharge of each cell
individually to a uniform voltage prior to installation of the battery in the spacecraft. This
permits balanced initial charging of all cells in the battery.
The relative numbers of cells in the two types of batteries were selected so that the Ag-Zn
battery is preferentially discharged during the maneuvers, and so that, in the event of a
short-circuit failure of one cell in the Ag-Zn battery, the Ag-Zn battery will still support a
substantial portion of the load.
5.3. MAIN VOLTAGE REGULATOR
The main voltage regulator is designed to provide sufficient regulation so that, after the
power is conditioned by the 2400 Hz inverter, the ac is well-regulated enough to meet the
requirements of the majority of the user subsystems. Operating from the solar array/
battery bus this power conditioning unit provides a regulated 35 volts _ 1 percent over
expected input voltage and load variations. The design maximum average output power is
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500watts, with a peakcapacity of 750watts. Efficiency is 90 percent at design load with
lower efficiency at low power dueto fixed losses. A functional circuit diagram is shownin
Figure 7.
The high efficiency is achievedby using a transistor switch to provide low loss pulse width
modulation with appropriate input andoutput filters to obtain current transformation.
Basically this circuit is a form of de transformer. Under theoretically ideal conditions,
input andoutput parameters are related by a constant K which represents the portion of
time the transistor switch is closed (i. e., I. = KI KE. = E O _<K <_1). The variable
I O I O
losses consist primarily of the power dissipated in the resistances of the input and output
inductors, the saturated switching transistor, the fozavard resistance of the power diode and
the switching loss in the transistor during turnoff. The fixed losses are primarily associated
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Figure 7. Main Regulator
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with the driving circuit. Experience with the laboratory models have shown that higher
efficiency over a broader range is possible but requires a more critical design with
accompanying loss of reliability. The critical design area for this type of regulator is
concerned with the turnoff switching time and the associated stress on the switching element.
The size, weight and power loss of the total component are closely related to this parameter.
Laboratory tests on this regulator indicate sufficient design margin is available to justify
the use of a 750-watt regulator in a long-life vehicle.
The remaining circuits in the regulator consist of a power oscillator to generate the ac
driving power and a magnetic amplifier to provide the pulse-width modulation control. The
magnetic amplifier design was selected for ruggedness, wide range of control and power
handling capability. The control signal is derived from the output voltage with a zener
diode standard and applied to the control windings of the magnetic amplifier.
5.4. BATTERY CHARGE REGULATORS (BCR)
The battery charge regulators for both the nickel-cadmium and silver-zinc batteries are
basically current-limiters which transform into voltage-limiters at selected high voltage
limits. In addition, the Ag-Zn BCR reduces the charge voltage limit to the "float" level
when the charge current has tapered to a preset low level. Both types of BCR may be
switched to lower-stress limits by ground command.
5.4.1. Nickel-Cadmium Battery Charger
The BCR for the Ni-Cd battery is a pulse-width-modulated current- and voltage-limiter with
three states (OFF, Setting A, and Setting B). Setting A is the normal high-current setting
for recharging the battery rapidly during the occulted-orbiting phase of the mission. When
there are no solar eclipses, or when the battery is fully recharged after a maneuver, the
current limit is reduced to the B setting, which is a maintenance level of C/40. This is done
using a third-electrode signal, and is backed up using a signal from the C&S or by command.
The high-voltage limit is set to prevent excessive over-charge from occurring at the lower
range of battery temperatures.
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The power circuitry required for regulation is similar to that required for the main voltage
regulator (Paragraph 5.3). A modification of the error control signal is required to
incorporate the dual voltage-current regulation modes. The error circuit is shownin
Figure 8. The outputof the current transformer controls the conduction of Q1 and
hencethe blas current in the zener diodestandard. Selection of R4 andR5 so that the bias
current in the zener approacheszero as tile charge current approachesthe design limit
will result in a changeof control modefrom voltage regulation to current regulation. Since
the voltage control loop undergoesa reduction in gain as the transition is approached
critical instability points are avoided.
5.4. '2. Silver-Zinc Battery Charger
This is a series-dissipative current- and voltage-limiter, which also has three states. The
A setting is a pair of voltage limits for the full complement of ceils (27). The battery will
charge at the current limit until the upper w)ltage limit is reached. The upper voltage limit
will then act until the charge current has tapered to about C/200, at which point the voltage
limit will drop to the "float" voltage. When the battery is fully charged, the current will
fall to very small values (a few mamp. ) at the float voltage.
The B setting is a pair of limits set for a 26-cell battery, which allows for the short circuit
failure of a single series cell and extends the useful life of the Ag-Zn battery. This
reglflator requires an error circuit similar to that required for the Ni-Cd battery charger
but with an added multilevel voltage regulation feature. The circuit is shown in Figure 9.
Transistor QI' Resistors R 4 and R5, function as before to provide the current regulation,
voltage regulation mode transition. The additional decreased voltage regulation mode is
provided by Q2' R(; and I{7. When the charge current falls below the w)ltage at which the
base of Q2 is biased by I{8 and R9, current flows through II 7 lowering the effective standard
voltage. The resulting decreasein regulated voltage decreases the charge current further
increasing the conduction of Q'2" The effect of this positive feedback is to produce a rapid
change of operating point until Q, is saturated. The circuit will remain in this state until
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the charge current rises sufficiently to decrease conduction in Q2 and the reverse of the
previous snap action occurs. (See Ni-Cd and Ag-Zn Battery Charger Logic circuits,
Figures 10 and 11.)
5.5. 2400 tlz INVERTER
The 2400 Ilz inverter supplies an alternating 50 volt square wave to the ac distribution
system from the regulated 35 volt de bus. This output is the main distribution for all power
users. The output regulation estimate is 2.5 percent for input voltage variations and load
variations from full to half load. The circuit diagram is shoxwn in Figure 12. The inverter
has the capability of free-running operation to ensure initiation of system functions. The
same synchronization signal is applied to both inverters. In the event of failure of both the
synchronizer and the 2.4 kltz backup oscillator, the inverter will establish the total
distribution frequency to ensure compatibility between components using the power distri-
bution bus as a source of timing signals.
v
SETTING A 51.4V
I 50.4V
48.6V ISETTING B
0.2A I 0.5A
Figure 10. Ni-Cd Battery Charger Logic
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I
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A
I 2.5A
Figure 11. Ag-Zn Battery Charger Logic
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Figure 12. 2.4 kHz Inverter
The selection of 2400 Hz as the power distribution frequency is based on consideration of
power, weight, reliability and harmonic relationship with 400 Hz. Size and weight of filter
elements and transformers decrease with increasing frequency. Switching losses and copper
loss and hysteresis loss increase with frequency. Increasing the frequency significantly
beyond 2400 Hz would require the use of lower loss magnetic materials. The lower saturation
flux density and increased switching losses would necessitate a frequency increase to
approximately 10 kHz to realize significant improvement in power, weight and size. This
frequency would I:aise the ambient noise level and reduce the life and reliability of the
switching transistors.
5.6. 400 Hz SINGLE-PHASE INVERTER
The 400 Hz power required by Science and PSP will be supplied by an inverter similar in
configuration to the 2400 Hz inverter. Synchronization will be provided from the clock and
synchronizer and free run capability is also provided. Output regulation with input line and
load variation will be 5 percent.
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5.7. 400 Hz THREE-PHASE INVERTER
This component consists of three driven transistor-core inverters (Figure 13) with the same
configuration as the 400 Hz and 2400 Hz inverters. The self-start capability is present but
phase control is provided by the output of the 400 Hz function generator. It is cop_idered
that the redundancy present in the function generator as well as the highly redundant 2400 llz
output is sufficient protection against failure. The positive feedback inherent in the self-start
function is utilized here to reduce the driving power required.
The synchronizing input from the function generator provides frequency as well as phase
control with an accuracy determined by the master oscillator (i. e., 1 PPM in six months).
This high accuracy obtained by this configuration is in excess of the precision required by
the three-phase gyro load and provides additional design margin. The actual three-phase
output is obtained as a sum of portions of the output of each of the three inverters. Figl_re 14
illustrates the results of combining windings from the three inverters (¢1' tJ,_,_ ¢,_), to provide
a stepped output voltage (Ca). The output waveform developed by this method is more
effective as a drive for the g3_ro motors due to the lower harmonic content.
Filters may be used to improve the low power factor of the gyro motor load m_d reduce the
w)lt-ampere rating of the inverter. This is not considered justifiable at present since the
magnitude of the losses involved are small, the accuracy and stability of phase control would
be reduced and the capacitors required for this compensation would reduce the reliability
of the system.
Two three-phase inverters are used to power two sets of gyros in a standby redundant con-
figuration. During critical periods both systems are energized providing a passive t'e(tundant
configuration.
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5.8. CLOCKAND SYNCHRONIZER
The configuration of the clock andsynchronizer is illustrated in Figure 15.
standard configuration requirements andselection is summarized below:
The frequency
Stability Requirement
Preferred Range
SelectedConfiguration
Crystal
Temp. Control
()yen Alternatives
1 PPM/6 Months
1 to 5 MC
1. 296 MC
at Cut
Glass Envelope
Proportional Control
0. I°C
Single or Dual I)ewar Flask
ECCO Foam or Equivalent
Tile stability indicated is required to provide the capability of injecting valid orbit insertion
tinting commands at launch. Factors of frequency stability and structural strength are
traded off in the selection of the primary crystal frequency standard. The clock frequency
was selected from the optimum frequency range so as to provide integer ratios with the
timing signals required for telemetry and the frequencies required for power distribution.
The selection of the oven is influenced by tradeoffs between structural strength, weight, and
power. The foam oven offers advantages of weight and reliability at the cost of power.
The redundant clock configuration is shown in Figure 16. Provision is made for operating
from either master oscillator by command. The internal logic consists of signal amplitude
detcch)rs, digital logic and gates to implement svdtehing in the event of catastrophic failure.
The first counter divides the clock frequency by a factor of three (Figure 17), and is typical
of the other counters in the system. Logic is provided to drive the two flip-flops to the reset
state from the first stage to reduce propagation time problems. The increased design margin
provides a conservative design without significant circuit modification. The single shot
circuits pr()vide file reset signal from the outlmt of any majority gate t_) one pair of flip-fh)t)s
to establish the factor of three count and maintain synchronization. Since the reset signal
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can be derived from any one of the majority gates, the possibility of one faulty gate providing
spurious reset signals will be considered in the final microcircuit selection.
The function generator which supplies the 400 Hz 3-phase control signals (Figure 18) is a
factor-of-six divider with the logic indicated by Table 5 providing the three phase output.
The inverted outputs are used for phases one and three to maintain similarity in logic
circuits.
The methods and means of obtaining the clock and synchronizer function are selections
based on present requirements. The application of microcircuits makes the use of
redundancy feasible. These circuits constrain the configuration to those which utilize
available flight worthy elements. The final configuration will be based on the evaluation of
the reliability of these parts.
Table 5. Truth Table for 400-Hz Three-Phase Function Generator
6 Count FF State _1 _2 _3
0 0 0 a' b' c T 1 0 1
0 0 1 a' b' c 1 0 0
Ol 0 a'bc' 1 1 0
011 a'bc 0 1 0
100 a b' c' 0 1 1
101 ab'c 0 0 1
= a' (b' + c')
' =a +bc
_2=b +ac'
' =b'(a' +c)
_3 = b'(a + c')
' =b +a' c¢3
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Figure 18. 400-1tz Function Generator
5.9. FAILURE DETECTORS
The failure detectors consist of voltage, current and power comparators, logic networks,
and relay trip circuits. The failure detector internal logic is designed to:
a. Detect failures in the power conditioning unit (PC U) being monitored.
b. Discriminate against failures external to the PCU (power source or load faihu'es).
c. Remove the failed unit.
d. Insert a redundant unit into the subsystem.
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The failure detector measures performance parameters external to the PCU (input and
output current and voltage) and from these deduces the operating condition of the PCU.
typical set of failure detector logic is given in Figure 19.
A
In order to reduce cost, test time, and integration problems, it is desirable to maintain as
much similarity as possible between the failure detectors for the different types of PCU's.
A "universal" set of logic may be developed using output/input voltage and current ratios.
The failure threshold criteria, using applicable ratios, will be:
(1) Vo(Min ) < Vo < Vo(Max)
(2) Vl(Min). < V.1 < V.(Max)l
(3) I (Min) < I < I (Max)
o O o
(4) I i(Min) < 1.1 < I.l(Max)
(5) K(Max)
V
> __9_o> K(Min)
V.
1
(6) L (Max)
I
>-0-° > L(Min)
I.
1
P
o
(7) _ > N
P.
1
All the failure and inhibit criteria necessary for the Voyager PCUs may be determined by
these inequalities.
The basic comparator circuit function is given in Figure 20, where voltage sensing is shown
for illustration. Figure 20(a) shows absolute magnitude limit sensing, as for Inequalities
(1) through (4). Figure 20(b) illustrates ratio limit sensing, required for Inequalities (5),
(6), and (7). The actual signals monitored are KV A and VB, but if VB > KV A, then
V B
> K.
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Figure 19. Failure I)eteetion Logic
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Componentssuch as inverters, converters, andtransformers, which receive a regulated
input voltage, have output/input voltage ratios which remain relatively constantover a wide
range of operation. Therefore, an efficiency-loss type of failure may be sensedusing the
output/input current ratio. Figure 21 shows the failure detector configuration for the
inverters. Included are the inhibit function applied at high loads to discriminate against the
efficiency loss associated with overloads caused by load faults, and the low-load inhibit
which takes into account the lower inverter efficiency inherent at low output levels.
In the case of the main voltage regulator, the ratios of the input and output parameters vary
over a wide range (the input and output voltage from 37 to 65 volts, and the output current
from 0 to 25 amperes). A relatively high efficiency is maintained in the regulator over the
range of input voltages, and it is possible to detect efficiency-loss failures by placing a
lower limit on efficiency with inhibit functions similar to those for the inverters. In order
to obtain a measurable signal proportional to power, it is necc_ary to multiply the voltage
and current signals. Figure 20(c) illustrates a method for performing file required multipli-
cation. The functions illustrated are F 1 (a linear sa_'tooth function}, F 2 (a pulst_-_idth-
modulated signal for which the modulation is a function of current) (this signal controls the
switching element), F 3 (a signal for which the pulse width is a function of current and
amplitude is a function of voltage), and F 4 (which is F 3 smoothed out into an analog signal
forming a linear function of the product of V(t) and lit)}.
A block diagram of the failure detector for the main regulator is shown in Figure 22.
Laboratory measurements with this configuration connected to the 500-watt main regulator
performed as predicted and maintained fault criteria limits within 2.2 percent over the
Voyager temperature range. Significant parameters of this design are given in Table 6.
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Table 6. Failure Detector Performance
Failure Detector Power Conditioning Unit-Regulator Figure of Merit
Power 1.24 Watts 37- 65 Volts
3Volume 24 in
Weight 0.75 lbs.
V°
1
V 35 Volts
O
I (Max) 20 Amperes
o
Efficiency > 90%
500 Watt Regulator
Alone 0. 98827
Failure Detector
Alone
FD/REG System
0. 99171
0. 99984
5. I0. MISCELLANEOUS CIRCUIT ELEMENTS
Some telemetry circuits require ac drive voltage and special signal conditioning. An ac
square wave drive voltage is required for the low power eons,9_mption dc current measure-
ments. The oscillator circuit performing this fm_ction is similar to the oscillator used in
the main regulator. The dc current measuring circuit is shown in Figure 23. The ac curren!
measuring circuit consists of a current transformer and rectifier designed to reflect a
minimum impedance to the power bus.
The ac voltage sensor requires rectification and minimum filtering for telemetry monitoring
or fault sensing. The three-phase voltage telemetry monitor couples the voltage of each
phase into a single resistor such that _4th the absence of any one phase, the output telemetry
voltage has a discrete change signifying that corrective action is required on that three-phase
inverter.
During critical maneuvers energy is supplied principally by the batteries and it is desirable
to know the number of ampere-hours extracted. In addition, ampere-hour data will provide
useful information in securing proper recharging of the Ni-Cd batteries without excessive
overcharging. Since the telemetry sampling rate is low, discrete current measurements
would provide limited information. A means for implementing an ampere-second meter for
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this purpose is shownin Figure 24. Capacitor C has a given charge rate (determined by RC)
if Q1 is fully ON. SineeQ1ON time is determined by the battery current (I), the eharge
voltage on C is a function of I. The voltage is sampled at intervals of 149.2 secondsduring
maneuvers and 22.4 secondsduring orbit (telemetry sampling rate). The capacitor is
discharged after eachsampling interval andthe cycle is repeated. Thesemeasurements
and the telemetered battery voltage measurementsprovide a measure of the total energy
removed from the battery.
The 2.4 klIz oscillator used as back-up to the clock and synchronizer is shownin Figure
25.
MA CIi',IE T IC AMPLKffR 1
l...,...,od• t
l RFTIIRII
A_C EXCIIAIION
- o_J
R[ SFT f V'[RY TLM SAMPI ItqO I_1/[ RVAI
Figure 23. DC Current TLM Sensor Fig_are 24. Ampere-Second Meter
C22_<
Figxtre 25. 2.4 kHz Backup Oscillator
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6. PHYSICAL AND PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
6.1. SOLAR ARRAY
The physical characteristics of the solar array are described below:
a. Form: Fixed panels: 16 trapezoidal panels canted at a 33.9 degree angle to
the sun, arranged in an annular ring about the spacecraft.
Deployed Panels: 9 rectangular panels, deployed normal to the sun
in an annular space outside the fixed panels.
b. Panel configuration and layout: Figure 26.
c. Array area: Total surface area: 310.5 ft 2
Projected panel area: 270.3 ft 2
2
d. Effective solar cell area: Total 258.2 ft
2
Projected ?24.5 ft
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
Average packing factor: 0. 831
Weight:
Solar panels and support structure: 475.8 lb
Harness 25 lb
Z ener regulators 8 lb
Attachment: Bolts
Electrical mating: Connectors for special access and operation.
Zener regulators: Monoblocks 1/2 x i x 2 in. mounted on the solar panel
support ribs. One monoblock is required for each string:
Full panels: 5 monoblocks
Canopus sensor bay: 4 monoblocks
HGA bay: 3 monoblocks
PSP bay: 4 monoblocks
Deployed panels: 2 monoblocks
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The performance of the solar array is summarized in Figure 27, which presents array
power output at the nominal design voltage (54 volts) as a function of time. This power-time
profile is based on the trajectory having an arrival date of 19 March 1974, the latest arrival
date, resulting in the most marginal array performance during the time the capsule is on
board. For comparison, a condensed power demand profile is also shoum. Note that array/
battery load sharing will be a problem following the late maneuvers, during the first 30 days
in orbit while the capsule is on board, and potentially during the final part of the orbiting
phase when eclipses occur.
6.2. ELECTRONICS MODULE EQUIPMENT
Power Subsystem equipment aside from the solar array is mounted in Bays I, 2 and 15.
performance and physical characteristics of this equipment is summarized in Table 7.
The
The location and physical arrangement of the elements of the Power b'ubsystem are shown in
Figure 28.
6.3. ADAPTABILITY OF THE POWER SUBSYSTEM TO FUTURE MARS MISSIONS
Depending on the growth of the spacecraft electrical loads, the Power Subsystem will be
adequate for other Mars opportunities in 1975-1979. The Power Subsystem element
affected by the change in mission year will be the solar array, since its power output in
Mars orbit depends on the Mars heliocentric distance.
The performance of the solar array during the Mars orbiting phase is shown for four oppor-
tunities in Figure 29. For no other mission is the solar array minimum power output less
than for the 1973 mission. For the 1975 mission, the output during the first 30 days while
the capsule is on board will be less than for the equivalent period in the 1973 mission, but
this will mean only a reduction in margin in this period. It is reasonable to expect that the
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1!)75 capsule will utilize an RTG power supply, eliminating the requirement for the 200 watts
of capsule heating. Itowever, if this is not done, and the spacecraft power requirements
increase in addition, then the array may still be adequate ff careful management of the
science nnd c npstde leads is practiced.
7. INTERFACE DEFINITION
Tables _ through it define major interfaces of the power subsystem.
7. [. SPECIAL ACCESS REQUIREMENTS
Special battery access to each intereell connection will be available for uniformly discharging
each cell prior to final installation in the spacecraft. These access points will be located
directly on a connector at the battery case.
7.2. TItERMAL INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
Battery operating temperatures must be limited to 30 to 80 °F.
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Table 8. Power System
Requirements
Measurement
Telemetry
Semsor r_ Error, Engineering
Output Full Scale Units
Full-Time
Array/Battery _,ottage 0-3.2 V 5 35 to 70 V
Batter), Ampere-Hour Discharge 0-3.2 V 5 0 to 2000 A-llr
2.4-kHz Inverter Voltage 0-3.2 V 5 45 to 55 VAC
2.4-kHz Inverter Current 0-3.2 V 5 0 to 12A
Main Regulator Voltage 0-3.2 V 5 33 to 37 V
Main Regulator Current 0-3.2 V _ 0 to 20 A
Array/Battery Bus Current 0-3.2 V 5 0 to 60 A
Power Subsystem Redundancy Control StataJ Digital 7 Blts
Battery Raw Bus Voltage 0-3.2 V 5 35 to 54 V
400-Hz 3-Pha_e Inverter No. I Voltage 0-3.2 V 5 22 to 30 VAC
400-Hz 3-1_ase Inverter No. 2 Voltage 0-3.2 V 5 22 to 30 VAC
.t00-Hz 1-Phase Inverter Voltage 0-3.2 V 5 25 td 33 VAC
Total 400-Hz Inverter Input Current 0-3.2 V 5 0 to 3 A
Battery Ne_, I Temp. 0-100 my 0 to 130"F
Battery N¢). 2 Temp, 0-100 my 5 0 to 130"F
Batter 5, No. 3 Temp. 0-100 my 5 0 to 130'_F
Battcrv No. 1 Voltage, Coarse 0-3.2 V 5 35 to 54 V
Battery No. 2 Voltage, Coarse 0-3.2 \' 5 35 to 54 \7
Batter_ No. 3 Voltage, Coarse 0-3.2 V 5 35 to 54 V
Battery N(_. 1 Current 0-3,2 V 5 -5 to 40 A
Battery No. 2 Current 0-3.2 V 5 -5 to 40 A
Battery Nn. 3 Current 0-3.2 V 5 -5 to 40 A
Sun-Oriented
S(dar Array Temp. No. i 0-I00 my
Solar Array Temp. No. 2 0-100 my
Solar Array Temp. No. 3 0-I00 mv
Solar Array Temp. No. 4 0-100 mv
Solar Array Temp. No. 5 0-100 mv
Solar Arra) Temp. No. 6 0-100 mv
Array Current 0-3.2 V
Battery No. 1 Voltage, Fine 0-3.2 V
Baiter-," No, 2 Vvltage, Fine 0-3.2 V
Battery No. 3 Voltage, Fine 0-3.2 V
Charge Regulator No. 1 State Digital
Charge Regulator No. 2 State Digital
Charge Regulator No. :IState Digital
Battery No. 1 Temp. 0-100 mv
Battery No. 2 Temp. 0-100 mv
Battery No. 3 Temp. 0-100 my
5 -50 to +200_F
5 -50 to +200_F
5 -50 to +200°F
5 -350 to +50_F
5 -350 to ",_0'F
5 -350 to +50°F
5 9_80A
5 45 te 50 V
5 45 te 50 V
5 48 to 53 V
5 0 to 130_F
5 0 to 130_F
5 0 to 130°F
Table 9. Command Requirements
Item No. Function
I Charge Regulator No. I - Turn OFF
2 - Setting A
3 - Setting B
4 Charge Regulator No. 2 - OFF
5 - Setting A
6 - Setting B
7 Charge Regulator N_. 3 - OFF
8 - Setting A
9 - Setting B
l0 Main P_g'ala_-_r - _w!trh t_ N¢). l
II - Switch to No. 2
12 2.4-kHz Inverter - Switch to No, i
13 - Switch to No. 2
14 400-Ilz Inverter - Switch t_ No, I
15 - Switch tc No. 2
10 Master (:lock - Switch to Oscillator No. I
17 - Switch to Oscillator No.
18 Enable Array and Batteries, SW 1
19 Disable Array and Batteries, S_A' 1
Signal Source
CD
cD
CD, ('?aS, BCR
CD
CD
CD, C?aS, BCR
CD
CD
CD
CI)
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
LCE
LCE
Table 11. Direct Access
Requirements
Table 10. Umbilical Disconnect
Requirements
Item No. Function
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
s
9
lO
1l
12
13
1.t
Array/Battery Bus Voltage
Battery No. I Voltage
Battery No. 2 Voltage
Battary No. 3 Voltage
Battery No. I Temperature
B&tt_ry No. 2 Temperature
Battery No. 3 Temperature
Battory Temperature SenSor Return
External Power, 37 to 65 VDC, 20 Amps
Exterhal Power Return
Array/Battery Enable Switch, SW-I, M_mitor
Turn ON Enable Swlteh, SW-1
Turn OFF Enable Switch, SW-I
Enable Switch, SW-I, Drive Return
Item Number Function
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
i8
19
20
21-40
41-48
40
50
51
52
5:1
54
55
50
57
58-73
Battery Ampere-Hour Discharge
2.4-kHz Inverter Voltage
2.4-kHz Inverter Current
2, 4-kHz Inverter Trsnsfer Switch State
Main Regulator Voltage
Main Regulator Current
Main Regulator Trensfer Switch State
Array/Battery Bus Current
Battery Raw Btm Voltage
400-Hz 3-Phrase Inverter No. I - Phase A
400-Hz 3-Phase Inverter No. l - Phase B
400-Hz 3-Phase Inverter No. 1 - Phase C
400-Hz 3-Phase Inverter No. 2 - Phase A
400-Hz 3-Phase Inverter No. 2 - Phue B
400-Hz 3-Phase Inverter No. 2 - Phase C
400-Hz l-Pha_e Inverter Voltage
Total 400-Hz Inverter Current
Battery No. I Current
Battery No. 2 Current
Battery No. 3 Current
Battery Cell Voltage M_nitcr (2 Ni-Cd Batteries}
Cells 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30
Battery Cell Voltage Monitor (1 Ag-Zn Battery)
Cell_ 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24
l. 296-kHz Clock Signal
Stimulate Failure Detector - Main Regulator No. i
Stimulate Failure D_tector - Main Regulator No, 2
Stimulate Failure D_,tector - 2,4-kHz Inverter No, 1
Stimulate Failure Detector - 2,4-kHz Inverter No. 2
Stimulate Failure Detecter - 400-Hz 3-Pha_e inverter No. 1
Stimulate Failure Detecter - 400-Hz 3-Phase Inverter No. 2
Stimulate Failure Detector - 400-Hz 1-Phase invertor
Stimulate Back-Up Osciilator
S_itch State Monitors for KI - KI6
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APPENDIX A SOLAR ARRAY ANALYSIS
A. 1. SOLAR ARRAY PERFORMANCE
A. 1.1. PERFORMANCE FACTORS AND CONTINGENCIES
In calculating the solar array output, the following performance factors and contingencies
were used:
Basic cell efficiency, air-mass zero, at 85°F
Filter transmission loss
Radiation degradation:
Residual I factor
sc
Residual V factor
oc
Residual power factor
General loss and contingency factor, which includes
allowances for:
Manufacturing losses
Measurement uncertainties
Mic rometeroid erosion
Ultravioleteffecton filter
Random cellfailures
2% rms
4% rms
4.5% rms
5.5% rms
5% rms
0. 935
0.96
0.90
0.90
The thermal analysis of the solar panels is discussed and a temperature profile of the panels
is given in Secti(m VOY-D-362. The solar panels are not at a uniform temperature, and it
is necessary to balance the number cells in each series string and select their locations on
the panel so that a reasonably uniform voltage characteristic is obtained for all series strings.
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Sincethe principal effect of temperature is to increase or decrease the cell voltage
characteristics in a nearly linear manner, it is sufficient to select a cell layout which pro-
vides a uniform string average temperature, weighted by the number of cells at each
temperature node. The average string temperatures determined at 1 AU to the nearest
degree Fahrenheit, are:
Full panels
CanopusSensor panels
HGA and PSPpanels
Deployedpanels
142°F
142°F
149°F
128°F
It was found that the effect of radiative heat input from the vehicle was small, andthe solar
panel temperature variation as a function of sun distance could be approximated to the
nearest degree R using:
1 ) 1/2T = T 1 _ o R
A. i. 2. METHOD OF ESTIMATING SOLAR ARRAY OUTPUT
As the solar intensity decreases, the power output of the array decreases, but there is an
accompanying decrease in temperature which increases the voltage at which the power is
available. Thus, the non-linear relationship between solar intensity and array power output
characteristics must be considered in determining the proper voltage match between the
array, the battery, and the power conditioning equipment.
The solar array power output is determined using a computer program which directly
calculates the voltage-current characteristics of the whole array. The computer program
takes into account the following performance parameters:
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o
Solar intensity
Tempe rature
Solar incidence angle
Series cells in a string
Parallel cells in a string
Number of strings
Basic cell characteristics (temperature-dependent V-1 characteristics based on
measured ceil data)
Losses and uncertainties
The output of tile program is a listing, for each different operating condition, of:
Voltage vs: Total current and Power
The program calculates the array output based on the V-1 characteristics of a single cell,
adjusting the voltage and current scale factors to account for the numbers of cells ill series
and parallel. The single-cell V-I curve is obtained from:
V
I = I - -- - I
sc R o
P
K6'+R I) ]S
e - I
where tile variables are: I = Cell current output
V = Voltage on cell
and the coefficients are:
I = Illumination current (virtually equal to the short circuit current)
SC
1{
P
I
o
-: Shunt resistance of the cell
:: Reverse saturation current of the ideal diode characteristic
I,[ :: Coefficient of the exponential
R := Series resistmlce of the cell
S
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The coefficients are treated as functions of temperature, using sixth-degree polynomial
approximations, to more accurately reflect changes in cell characteristics with temperature.
The correction for angle of incidence include the cosine and an allowance for increased
reflection from the cell and filter at large incidence angles, and is applied to I as a
sc
multiplier. Other loss factors are also applied to I and the voltage component of radi-
SC'
ation damage is applied as a downward voltage shift to the basic V,I curve.
The computer program also takes into account the forward voltage drop in the array isolation
diode as a function of diode temperature.
A. 1.3. SOLAR ARRAY POWER OUTPUT
The calculated voltage-current characteristics of the solar array are given in Figure A-1 and
the voltage-power characteristics in Figure A-2. The curves show that adequate array power
is available at 54 volts for the entire range of sun-spacecraft distances to be encountered
during the 1973 flight. Even though the maximum power voltage at 1. 666 AU is approximately
58 volts, power can be extracted at 54 volts with less than a 2 percent penalty. Thus, the
array may be treated as having nearly a constant range of source-voltage characteristics.
A design voltage of 54 volts was selected to allow adequate margin for uncertainties in solar
cell voltage and temperature characteristics so that the power available at 1.0 AU would not
fall below that at 1. 666 AU.
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Figure A-3 showsthe array power output characteristics as a function of sun distance. The
curve marked "Power Available at 54 Volts" is the power which canbe extracted from the
solar array at 54volts. To the left of the point of tangency (approximately 1.4 AU), the
maximum power can be extracted from the array only at voltages of less than 54volts.
The array/battery load-sharing problem is discussed in Section 3.5. The "load-sharing"
power is defined as the array power output available whenthe array/battery bus tBus B)
is drawn downto 38volts. Whenthe array and the battery are sharing the load, this is the
maximum power which the array can supply, andthe battery must supply the remainder.
Note that the array power is decreased 26percent from its 54-volt potential power when
sharing occurs at Mars aphelion (1.666AU).
The solar array performance presentedearlier in Figure 27was derived using the trajectory
data shownin Figure A-4. The transfer trajectory with the latest calendar arrival date was
selected for the designworst casesincc this results in the least array power availability
during the first 30 days in orbit whenthe power demandsare greatest.
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A. 2. RADIATION DEGRADATION OF THE SOLAR ARRAY
A. 2.1. CHARGED PARTICLE RADIATION ENVIRONMENT
The charged particle radiation environment enn_ists of _hrcc major con_poll_tb: i) solar
cosmic rays, 2) geomagnetically trapped radiation (Earth), and 3) primary galaetic cosmic
rays. The component of the environment making the principal contribution to solar array
degradati()n is the solar flare protons.
The environment estimates presented here are based upon the Voyager Enviromnental
Predictions document, JPL, October 26, 1966.
Solar Cosmic I{adiation. The solar cosmic radiation consists principMly of high energT
l)rohms (solar flares) which are sporadically emitted by the Sun during active solar periods
and of very low energy protons and electrons (solar wind) that are continually emitted by
the Sun at a somewhat constant rate.
Solar Flares. Solar flares are grant eruptions on the solar surface which inject large
quantities of high energy protons into the solar system. The duration of these flares are
on the order of hours to days. Their occurrence appears to follow in a somewhat general
way the eleven-year solar sunspot cycle. Thus, a higher occm'rence of these flares is
expected during years of maximum solar activity. An estimate of the time-integrated proton
flm< per year for a year of maximum solar activity is given in Figure A-5. The peak proton
flux during a given flare is taken to be :_ x 10 4 '>protons/crab/see, with energies greater than
30 Mcv.
S()lar Wind. The solar wind consists of very low energ T protons and electrons that are
continually emitted by the Sun. The mean velocity of the solar wind at a distance from the
Earth of 0.5 to l. 75 AU is 450-500 KM/sec. The mean fltL,_ is given in Table A-1. l)uring
periods ()f disturbed solar conditions this flux may increase by a factor of 10 to 100 with
energies upto 100 Key at 1.0 AU. The eiectron flux is on the order of 108 t() 1010
,)
electrons tin- see with energies of a few electron volts at 1.0 AU.
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Geomagnetieally Trapped Radiation. The geomagnetic ally trapped radiation near the Earth
consists of high energy electrons and protons. The peak fluxes and the total integrated fluxes
to be encountered during passage through the belts are given in Table A-2. The proton flux
is varinhlo ,,,_+h_,, n ¢_^*--- _" --"................. ut 2 _u :tO. ±ne electron t iux is variable within a factor of 2 to 10
for magnetic shells less than 3 (L <3), and for magnetic shelis greater than 3 (L> 3), it is
variable urithin a factor of 10 to 100.
Primary Galactic Cosmic Radiation. The primary galactic cosmic radiation consists
principally of very high energy/protons and, to a lesser extent, heavier nuclei. The omni-
directional flux is given in Table A-3, where the elemental composition is given in Table A-4.
The average yearly flux is 7.8 x 107 particles/cm 2, while the estimated mmximum peal<
8
yearly flux during a year of solar minimum is taken to be 1.2 x 10 particles/cm 2.
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Table A-1. Mean Values of the Solar Wind Near Earth
Distance from
Earth (At/)
0.5
1.0
1.75
Mean Density
Hydrogen atoms/cc
20
5
2
2
Hydrogen atoms/cm -sec
8 x 108
2 x 108
108
Table A-2. The Omnidirectional Flux of the Magnetically Trapped
Radiation Near Earth
Particle
Type
Proton
Electron
Energy
E > 4 mev
E > 15 mev
E > 34 mev
E > 40 kev
E > 0.5 mev
E > 2 mev
E > 0.5 mev
E >I.0 mev
E > 2.0 mev
E > 5.0 mev
Peak Flux
Particles/cm 2 - see
2.0 × ]0 6
1.4 x 10 °
2.4 x 104
4.5 x 108
4. U x 1u-
1.5 x 108
Integrated Flux
Partieles/cm 2
1.0 x 109
G. 0 x 107
1.2 x 107
1.9 x 1011
1.8 x 1011
6.4 x 1010
2.1 x 109
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The Omnidirectional Flux of Primary Galactic Cosmic Radiation
Type Energy
Peak Flux
Partieloa/ore2 ....
Protons
Electrons
Gamma
E > 500 mev 3.8
E > 2 Bev 2.1
E > 10 Bey 0.45
-9
E > 100 mev 10 - to 10 -1
E "-_ 100 to 10 to 40
200 kev
Total Flux 7to4
(in Earth's Atmo-
sphere to free
space)
Table A-4. Elemental Composition of Primary Galactic Cosmic Rays
Element Atomic No. Percent of Total
Hydrogen
IIelium
Light nuclei (L)
Medium nuclei (M)
lleavy nuclei (H)
1
2
3<z< 5
6<z<9
Z_ > 10
80 to 85
11 to 16
2
1
3
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A. 2.2. METHOD OF CALCULATING RADIATION DAMAGE TO SOLAR CELLS
The effects of charged particle radiation damage in silicon solar cells are described in
detail in References 1 and 2*. The principal effect is to degrade the minority carrier
diffusion length (L) in the base region of the solar cell. This reduction in L in turn reduces
the solar cell current, voltage and power producing capabilities. The variation of the solar
cell open circuit voltage (Voc), short circuit current (Isc) and maximum power (Pmax) as a
function of the l-Mev electron dose is given in Figure A-6 for solar ceils with 1 ohm-
centimeter base resistivity. The reduction in L with radiation dose is given by Equation A-I,
where K is the radiation damage constant, L is the initial value of L and _ is the radiation
o
dose incident on the solar cell. The radiation damage constant is a function of the type of
radiation particle as well as the particle energy. The damage constant for protons as a
function of proton energy is given in Figure A-7.
1 = --!L +K¢
2
L- L
O
(A-l)
The damage constant function when integrated over the proton energy spectrum incident upon
the solar cell will then determine the total reduction in L. For convenience, this reduction
in L is then utilized to determine a dose of l-Mev electrons which would cause the same
amount of degradation in L as the incident proton dose. This "equivalent l-Mev electron
dose" can be determined directly by utilizing Equation A-2 where Kp(E) is given by Figure
A-7 and _ p(E) is the differential proton flux as a function energy which is incident upon the
*REFERENCES
1. From the Voyager Task A Study Report: VB 236 FD101, Appendix I-5, Solar Array
Performance.
2. Conference Record of the Sixth Photovoltaic Specialists Conference, Volumes II &III,
IEEE, March 28, 29, 30, 1967, Cocoa Beach, Florida.
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cell. The "equivalent l-Mev electron dose" so determined is then utilized in conjunction
with Figure A-6 to determine the current, voltage andmaximum power degradation of the
solar cell.
1010 f
qb (l-Mev, eq.) - [1.7 ._ Kp(E)_p(E)dE (A-2)
When a shield material is placed upon the solar cell, the amount of the incident radiation
absorbed by the shield material must be properly taken into account in order to determine
the characteristics of the radiation that is actually incident on the surface of the cell. This
is accomplished by carrying out calculational procedures which utilize standard range-energy
shielding techniques, including considerations of the omnidirectional nature of the incident
radiation flux. These techniques are described in detail in Reference 1. Once the radiation
dose behind the shielding is determined, the above procedure is utilized to estimate the solar
_,-_,11 A .-__Y_ ._ n-_'-.
.......... s_- For an omnidirectional radiation environment, the incident dose received on
one side of a flat surface is taken as one-fourth of the amnidireetional flux.
A. 2.3. SOLAR ARRAY RADIATION DAMAGE ESTIMATE
The radiation degradation of the solar array represents a significant design constraint,
amounting to an estimated 10 percent decrease in array power output over the life of the
mission.
The essential results of the radiation damage calculations are given in Figure A-8, which
shows the fraction of original solar cell short circuit current and open circuit voltage
together with maximum power that remains after a 14-month mission. The results are
shown for various thicknesses of fused silica cover glass assuming a back side shielding
of 0.2 grams/cm 2 (equivalent aluminum). Due to the moderately low total integrated doses
expected during the mission, no significant difference between the degradation of 1 and
10 g_ -era eells is anticipated. Hence, the curves shown in Figure A-8 would be applicable
for solar cells with either base resistivity. It is interesting to note that, due to the relatively
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low radiation doses accumulated during the transit phase through the Van Allen belts, the
solar flare protons represent the most hazardous component of the environment. The solar
flare environment utilized in the present study is indicative of the anticipated environment
during a year of maximum solar activity. Hence, the current estimate of solar cell
degradation should represent a somewhat conservative design figure for missions carried
out during periods of minimum solar activity.
A solar array weight/area tradeoff indicates the optimum cover glass thickness to be between
6 and 10 mils. A thickness of 10 mils was selected, since it results in less breakage,
lower cost.
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APPENDIX B
POWERSUBSYSTEMELEMENT SIZE DETERMINATION
The solar array andbattery size requirements are determined with the aid of the Energy
Balance Table, Table I, where the electrical loads are summarized. The accounting of the
loads includes the various power subsystem losses and is extendedto determine the loads
directly at the solar array and the battery.
Thefollowing loss andefficiency factors were used in the load analysis:
a.
b.
e.
d.
e.
f.
Harness Loss. The power loss in the power distribution harness was assumed to
be 1 percent for all loads, both ac and de.
2400-cps Inverter Efficiency. The main inverter was taken to be 90 percent
efficient at full load, and the no-load loss to be one-half the full-load loss. The
inverter thermal loss at intermediate power levels was assumed to vary linearly
between the two defined end points.
400 cps Inverters. Both types of 400 cps inverters were taken to be 80 percent
efficient at full volt-ampere load, with part load efficiency varying in a manner
similar to that of the 2,400 cps inverter.
Main Regulator Efficiency. The full load efficiency was taken to be 90 percent,
with part load efficiency varying as for the 2,400 cps inverter.
Battery Diodes. The battery discharge diode drop was taken to be 0.35 volt, for
an efficiency of 99 percent.
Battery Charger. There are two battery charge regulators: a PWM type for the
Ni-Cd battery and a series-dissipative type for the Ag-Zn battery. Since all the
battery charging power in the occulted-orbiting phase, the critical design phase,
goes to the Ni-Cd battery, the charger efficiency is based on the model for the PWM
BCR. The loss in the PWM BCR is taken to be 1 watt each plus 8 percent of the
input power.
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The Nickel-Cadmium battery charging power was determined basedon the following data and
assumptions:
a.
b.
Co
d.
Minimum Mars orbit period (worst case) is 7 hours, 6 minutes.
Maximum Mars orbit eclipse will be 84 minutes.
............. _ ....... _"_ for _ .... v,_ill ha _ hnnr_, 1 y_3_.in]]f_ tit]ring Mars
orbit, the remaining daylight time being allocated to full science operation, when
sufficient power is not available to also charge the batteries.
The Ni-Cd batteries will have an effective watt-hour-charging efficiency of 62
percent, based on the charge rate as determined with the above restraints.
From the Energy Balance Table, the energy drawn from the batteries during an 84 minute
eclipse, following capsule release, is 721 watt-hours. Based on a 62 percent efficient
charge, this means that 1165 watt-hours of power must be returned to the Nickel-Cadmium
batteries through the 5 hour charge period.
The Ni-Cd batteries were sized based on the assumption that one of the two batteries could
fail and the remaining battery could supply reduced spacecraft loads while discharging to no
greater than a 60 percent depth of discharge. The normal loads are 515 watts during eclipse
periods and nonessential loads amount to 207 watts, leaving 308 watts of essential loads
required to keep the spacecraft alive. Using the guidelines, two 32-cell 20 ampere-hour
Ni-Cd batteries are required and would be charged at a rate of 2.5 amps each (233 watts,
total) and tricMe-charged at 0.5 amps each (49 watts, total).
The silver-zinc battery was sized based on the assumption that this battery would provide
all power required during maneuvers in excess of the capacity of the Ni-Cd batteries, and
permit no greater than a 50 percent depth of discharge of all batteries. The worst case
condition occurs during the orbit insertion maneuver when 728 watts may be required for
as long as two hours. The maximum energy requirement is then 1541 watt-hours, and the
total battery capacity requirement is 3082 watt-hours. When the Ni-Cd battery capacity is
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subtracted from this value the required silver zinc capacity is a 45 ampere-hour 27-cell
battery. Since the Ag-Zn battery is only required during maneuvers, a 48-hour charge period
is allowable. Thecharge current at this rate is 0.5 amps, andthe maximum charging power
r--- _-_e_,1 zinc battery is Zowatts_11 V_GI"£tJ £
The Mars orbit insertion maneuver will last approximately two hours, so the energy
required to heat the capsule will be 408 watt-hours. At an energy density of 37.5 watt-hours
per pound and an allowable depth of discharge of 50 percent, the penalty in Ag-Zn battery
weight to power the capsule through maneuvers is 22 pounds.
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
1. INTRODUCTION
This section describes the electrical system of the Voyager spacecraft. The system pro-
subsystems. The principal segments of the electrical system are:
a.
b.
C.
Power switching and logic unit - distributes power to the user subsystems when the
user does not provide its own control signals, i.e., capsule power on/off.
Pyrotechnic controller - transforms the planetary vehicle ac power to dc power,
stores the energy, and provides switches for firing the electroexplosive devices as
required during the mission.
Electrical harnessing - provides reliable transportation of electrical energy between
related spacecraft subsystems throughout ground test, launch, and flight operations.
2. POWER SWITCItING AND LOGIC UNIT
The power switching and logic unit (PS&L) incorporates the power distribution (switching)
components for all subsystems which require external power-switch signals. For example,
the autopilot is turned on by a command from the computer and sequencer, and the "autopilot
on" switch is located in the PS&L.
The PS&L consists of power switches, the enable switch, the capsule switches, load fault
protection devices, and special telemetry circuits. When major blocks of power are to be
switched by control signals originating external to the user subsystem, the function is
handled in the PS&L. The switching elements assigned to the PS&L are indicated in Table
1 and the associated commands are shown in Table 2. All relays are oriented for minimum
magnetic field.
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Table 2. PS&L CommandRelays
Relay Power Command Signal Source
K1 - ON
K1 - OFF
K2 - ON
K2 - OFF
K'_ - ON
K3 - OFF
K4 - ON
K4 - OFF
K5 - ON
K5 - OFF
K6 - ON
K6 - OFF
K7 - ON
K7 - OFF
K8 - ON
K8 - OFF
K9 - ON
K9 - OFF
K10 - ON
K10 - OFF
Kll - ON
Kll - OFF
K12 - ON
K12 - OFF
K13 - ON
K13 - OFF
K14 - ON
K14 - OFF
K15 - ON
K15 - OFF
K16 - ON
KI 6 - OFF
Power to Capsule
Power to Capsule
Power to Capsule (Back-up relay)
Power to Capsule
Power to Data Automatic Equipment
Power to Data Automatic Equipment
Power to Autopilot Electronics
Power to Autopilot Electronics
Power to Canopus Tracker No. 1
Power to Canopus Tracker No. 1
Power to Canopus Tracker No. 2
Power to
Power to
CD,
CD,
CD,
CD,
CD,
CD,
CD,
CD,
CD,
CD,
CD,
Canopus Tracker No. 2 CD,
Articulation C D,
Power to Articulation
Power to PSP Horizon Sensor
Power to PSI ) Horizon Sensor
Power to Capsule Radio Relay
Power to Capsule Radio Relay
Power to Gyro Set No. 1
Power to Gyro Set No. 1
Power to Gyro Set No. 2
Power to Gyro Set No. 2
Power to Science
Power to Science
CD,
CD,
CD,
CD,
CD,
CD,
CD,
CD,
CD,
CD,
CD,
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S, G&C
C&S, G&C
C&S, G&C
C&S, G&C
C&S, G&C
C&S, G&C
C&S
C&S
C&S, G&C
C&S, G&C
C&S
C&S
C&S, G&C
C&S, G&C
C&S, G&C
C&S, G&C
C&S, DAE
C&S, DAE
Power to PSP Gymbals
Power to PSP Gymbals
Power to Gyro Heaters
Power to Gyro Heaters
Power to PSP Heaters
Power to PSP Heaters
Power to Thrust Vector Control
Power to Thrust Vector Control
CD, C&S
CD, C&S
CD, C&S, G&C
CD, C&S, G&C
CD, C&S, DAE
CD, C&S, DAE
CD, C&S
CD, C&S
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A motor driven enable switch contains "make before break" contacts to transfer from ground
power to spaeecraft power about 10 minutes prior to lift-off. Either the primary or backup
capsule switch is used to interrupt and restore capsule power for a short interval immediately
following each maneuver and science gathering phase. The momentary, about 10 second,
interruption is required to inhibit the array/battery load sharing mode utilized when array
power capability is exceeded. The capsule switches are motor driven switches requiring
low standby power and producing low contact drop. The special telemetry circuits are pro-
vided to monitor the performance of major power subsystem elements such as the battery or
solar array.
The use of devices to protect the power subsystem against load faults is associated with
those loads whose loss are not totally catastrophic to the mission. Load fault protection
devices may consist of fuses, resettable circuit breakers, or overcurrent trips applied to
latching relays identified for load control. Loads for consideration might be the capsule,
heaters, or redundant tape recorders. The actual use of load fault protection must be
determined from complete system optimization studies that consider such factors as re-
liability, weight, power penalty, and complexity. The protection devices could easily be
incorporated as an integral part of the load switches.
3. PYROTECHNIC CONTROLLER
3. i. CONTROLLER OPERATION
The pyrotechnic controller converts the planetary vehicle ac power to dc power, stores the
energy, and switches it to fire the eleetroexplosive devices (EED) as required and commanded
during the mission. The eontroller consists of six capacitor banks for storing firing energy,
each capacitor bank having eight (or nine, depending on the number of EED vs) firing circuits.
Each capacitor bank has a separate current circuit for telemetry monitoring of the firing
pulse amplitude.
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The controller is enabled, at planetary vehicle separation from the launch vehicle, by the
closure of either of two redundant separation switches, applying ae power to all transformer-
rectifier (T-R) circuits. The transformers provide isolation betweenvehicle power and the
pyrotechnic subsystem. A block diagram of the pyrotechnic controller is shownin Figure 1.
A schematic diagram, illustrating the basic design approach for one EED switching circuit,
is shownin Figure 2. The circuit operates as follows. The separation switch closes upon
separation of the planetary vehicle from the booster and applies ac power to the transformer.
The output of the transformer, rectified by diodes CR1 and CR2, is used to charge the firing
capacitor bank, C1, through the charge limiting resistor Ill. Diodes CR3 and CR4 recti .fy
ac power for charging telemetry capacitor C2. A command signal (a switch closure) applies
current from the command bus to the gate circuit of siiieon controlled rectifier SCR2 through
It16, turning the rectifier on. When SCIt2 turns on, the command signal then goes through
the gate circuit of SCR1 through I/3 and SCR2 to the command return. This causes SCIll to
turn on, discharging the firing capacitor C1 through both SCR's and the EED (Apollo Standard
Initiator) bridgewire.
Instrumentation circuits are provided to monitor the capacitor voltages and to determine the
relative amplitude of the firing pulse. The firing pulse is monitored by T2, which uses the
firing cable as a single turn primary. The pulse amplitude, if it is of sufficient amplitude,
breaks down zener diode CR6 and turns on SCR3. When SCR3 turns on, capacitor C4, which
is charged through resistor It10, discharges through the primary winding of T3.
The secondary winding of T3 picks up the signal and turns on transistor Q1, sending an out-
put pulse to the telemetry (T/M) subsystem. Transformer T3 provides isolation between the
pyrotechnic controller and the T/M subsystem, as required by range safety requirements.
Command power is supplied by diodes CR8 and CIt9, charging capacitor C7. Each firing
capacitor bank has a command bus which is applied to the gates of the SCI/ circuits by the
command decoder or computer and sequencer. All SCR gate circuits for one bank are
VOY-D-350
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connected to that command bus, and each command allows signals from the command bus to
be sent to tile proper gate circuits. Eight SCR circuits, identical to the one shown in Figure
2, are connected at all times for four of the six capacitor banks. Two capacitor banks have
7 SCR ch-cuits connected at all times and each has one circuit disconnected by a relay for
firing the final lock-up valves of the propulsion subsystem. The Apollo standard initiators
(ASI's) used in the two propulsion valves are shorted through the normally closed contacts of
the relay. A command to arm final lock-up switches the relay contacts connecting the AS1
bridge circuit to the SCR. This circuit is illustrated in Figure 3.
Redundant initiation is provided for all pyromechanical devices, except for the pin-pullers
which retract the inflJght disconnect (IFD) and the explosive valves used in the propulsion
subsystem. The IFD pin-pullers and the valves are not redundantly initiated but are used
redundantly: two pin-pullers are used to retract the IFD with operation of either one capable
of removing the IFD.
ARM
MONITOR
CONTACTS
(TO T/M
The application of redundancy in the propulsion subsystem is explained
A G
Be
FIRE COMMAND o
ARM o
COMMAND
O
FIRE RE[URN o
' Jt ¢ ¢
: I IK1
K1ARM RELAY
TO EED
Figure 3. Final Lock-Up Firing Circuit
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3.2. DESIGNCONSIDERATIONS- PYROTECHNICCONTROLLER
The most important considerations in the design of the pyrotechnic controller are the holding
current of the silicon controlled rectifiers andthe total leakage current. Oneof the primary
constraints on the firing circuits is that the firing capacitor must be disconnectedfrom the
ASI after initiation due to the low resistance betweenbridge pins after the ASI hasbeen fired.
The disconnection is accomplishedby maintaining a capacitor charge current below the hold-
ing current of the SCR's. Therefore, as the firing capacitor discharges through the SCR's,
the current drops below the holding current, is kept there by the charging resistor, and stops
conduction through the SCR's. Two SCR's are used in series (see Figure i) to prevent a
single point failure from disabling the capacitor. That is, if a single SCRis used and it fails
to stop conducting (dueto any cause), current would flow through the fired ASI causing a
decrease in voltage (and stored energy) on the firing capacitor. Therefore, the next firing
from that capacitor would not switch sufficient energy to fire the ASI or any other ASI's
connectedto it. With two SCR's in series, both have to fail to disable the capacitor. The
holding current of the SCR's limits the maximum charging current of the capacitor bank.
The minimum chargecurrent is determined by the total leakage current from the capacitor.
Leakagecurrents will flow through the capacitor itself andthrough the SCR's to the ASI's
connectedto eachcapacitor.
Six capacitor banks ,areused in the Controller for the following reasons: (1) six ASI's can
be fired at once, (2) the leakagecurrent will be lower for a smaller number of devices con-
nected to each capacitor, and (3) growth capability is provided. Forth-eight ASI's are
reqnired, of which 46 will be connectedto capacitors during the mission. (The lock-up ASI's
are disconnectedby a safe-arm relay.) Thus four capacitors will have eight ASI's andtwo
capacitors will have sevenASI's connected.
Examination of the characteristics of the SCR's shows that holding currents vary from _ to
100 ma dependingon the SCRcurrent rating. For the larger current carrying SCR's, the
holding currents are higher. Unfortunately, the leakage currents are also larger for these
SCR's (3-5 ma). Since the t-ypical characteristics of the SCR's overlap, that is, for low
I0
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leakage currents the holding currents are too low and for higher holding currents the leakage
is too high, the characteristics of the SCR's must be specified and SCR's selected to meet
them. These specifications are:
a. Maximum holding current - 50 ma
b. Minimum holding current - 20 ma
c. Maximum leakage current - 0.5 ma
d. Maximum peak conduction current - 50 amp
e. Minimum breakover voltage - 50 volts
These requirements are achievable; for example, the 2N1777 SCR has a typical leakage cur-
rent of 1.0 ma when measured at 400 volts and 125°C. This is a pessimistic value; a typical
value wiii be 0.1 ma or less at 50 volts. Therefore, _pecifying 0.5 ma maximum leakagc is
not unreasonable. The holding current of the 2N1777 is typically S ma but has a maximum of
50 ma. Therefore, limAting the holding current to 20 to 50 ma is also feasible. The 2N1777
has a peak current capability of 60 amperes, so it is possible that this SCR could be used.
For these specified characteristics, the maximum leakage current from the firing capacitor
through the SCR's will be 4.0 ma (8 x 0.5) for one capacitor. The charge current can then
be limited to 15 ma, which is 5 ma below the holding current insuring SCR turn off.
Since the ASI can reliably be fired by a 91.4 microfarad capacitor charged to 29 volts, the
capacitor in the pyrotechnic controller is chosen to be 660 microfarads charged to a minimum
of 25 volts, allowing a sufficient margin. The leakage current for a polar, etched-tantalum-
foil capacitor, 660 microfarads at 50 working volts dc, is 1.15 ma at 125°C (GE catalog No.
29F 3273). The total leakage current for a firing capacitor with eight ASI's is 5.15 ma and
for a firing capacitor with seven ASI's is 4.65 ma. The capacitor voltage can be expressed as:
V = E -IIRC S c
11
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where
V = Capacitor Voltage
C
E = Source voltage (outputof T-R)
S
11 = Total leakage current
R = Charging Resistor
C
and the maximum charging current is:
I = E/R
C S C
Substituting in the two equations eliminating E • then rearranging and solving for R gives
' S' C
V
R = C
e
I - 11C
since
Vc = 25 volts
Ie = 15 ma
I1 = 5.15ma.
Then II = '2.55 Idlohms
c
and E = 38 volts.
S
This is the mininmm source voltage for the above characteristics.
Since the power subsystem is distributing 50 volts ac, a 1:1 transformer can be used to
produce a source voltage, Es, for the controller, of 50 volts de. Then the charging resistor
will be 3.3 ldlohms and the minimum capacitor voltage will be 33 volts. These characteristics
are well above the minimum operating characteristics derived above.
Another problem which must bc investigated is the decrease in capacitance due to low
temperature. The decrease in capacitance cannot be defined until a realistic estimate of the
temperature environment can bc made. Derating of the capacitor can take into account this
capacitance decrease to assure a high reliability firing energy.
12
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3.3. INTERFACE REQUII_EMENTS- PYROTECHNICCONTROLLER
The pyrotechnic controller requires direct interfacing with the power, computer and sequencer,
commanddecoder, andtelemetry subsystemsfor its operation andcontrol.
3.3.1. Power Subsystem Interfaces
The power required by the pyrotechnic controller will vary as the pyrotechnic events occur.
During the periods when no events occur, the power subsystem must complement leakage with
a maximum expected leakage power of 1.5 watts. When an event occurs, from one to six
capacitors must be charged. The maximum charging is 15 milliamperes and therefore the
maximum charging peak power required will be 4.5 watts, which will decay exponentially to
zero in less than 20 seconds. The power peaks will occur at each pyrotechnic event, and
the magnitude will depend on the number of capacitors which have been discharged.
3.3.2. Com_uter and Sequencer and Command Decoder Subsystem Interfaces
Commands to fire the various pyrotechnic devices will originate from the computer and
sequencer (C&S). The command decoder will be used as a back-up system and will provide
the capability of issuing all commands from the ground. The primary commands will be
issued from the C&S, updated as required, and sent to the pyrotechnic controller at the
proper time. The commands will be in the form of a transistor switch closure for 60 il0
milliseconds. All commands, except the lockup arm command, will be used to allow signals
from the command bus, in the pyrotechnic controller, to gate silicon controlled rectifiers.
The lockup arm command will be used to switch two relays.
3.3.3. Telemetry Subsystem Interface
The pyrotechnic subsystem requires telemetry signals for the capacitor voltages, the firing
pulses, and the position of the lockup arm relays. Six firing capacitors, six command
capacitors, and six telemetry capacitor voltages will be monitored. Resistors are provided
in the pyrotechnic controller to electrically isolate the controller from the T/M subsystem
for these measurements. Each of the firing capacitor banks will use the main firing bus as
13
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a single turn primary for the firing pulse monitor transformer. Each firing pulse, of the
proper amplitude, will cause an electrical signal to be sent to the T/M subsystem. Firing
lockup arm relay will provide contact closure for monitor purposes. Whenactuated, the
monitor contacts will open.
4. ELECTRICAL HARNESSING
The electrical harnesses for the Voyager spacecraft consist of two main ring harness
assemblies of many individual cables, six separate system interconnecting cables not part of
the main harness, individual bay harnesses for each of the 15 electronics assemblies, and
in-flight disconnecting cables to the launch vehicle and flight capsule. The harnessing has
been designed to provide for the reliable transfer of electrical energy between related space-
craft subsystems and planetary vehicle interfaces throught the ground test, launch, and
spacecraft flight operations.
In general, the harnesses arc composed on one or more cables of insulated and twisted wires,
either shielded or unshielded, bundled together and terminated at the ends by connectors.
The harnessing for the Pyrotechnic Control is handled differently. All firing cables from the
pyrotechnic controller to each Apollo standard initiator are twisted shielded pairs, balanced
to and isolated from a continuous shield surrounding each pair. Firing circuits are routed
separately from other wiring and do not go through any in-flight separation connectors. The
ground return for the pyrotechnic subsystem is isolated from other subsystem grounds.
Based on design studies conducted during the system update activities, round wire cables
and polyimide (Kapton) wire insulation have been selected for use in the electrical harnessing.
Both choices can only be tentative at this time, due to the significant advances currently being
made in industry in the design of wire cables and connectors. Further discussion of these
design studies is presented in Paragraph 4.5.
14
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4.1. MAIN SYSTEMHARNESS
The main system harness consists of two rings (upper and lower) of individual cables, each
capable of independentdefinition, fabrication, test, and installation. Figure 4 is an exploded
view of the spacecraft depicting the two main harness rings. The harnesses are pre-
assembledinto a ring-type supporting structure and mount into the spacecraft aboveandbelow
the electronic bays. 'Theinstalled structure is utilized for the supplemenLazysuppo_'tof
other spacecraft items, suchas pneumatic lines and tank cradles.
Both the upper and lower harness rings provide cable intereonnection betweenthe various
subsystems and electronic bays, andprovide electrical test points. Figure 5 is a cut-away
view of the electronic module, depicting typical upper and lower main harness ring connec-
tions at anyone electronic bay. The design of the harness and support structure provides
_\\ 11 6 ,' "_
+X
Figure 4. Spacecraft Exploded View
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ASSEMBLY HARNESS
RNESS CONNECTORS
E LECTRONIC MODULE
PIGTAIL_ >_
Figure 5. Electronic Module Cutaway
ready access to the test points and facilitates assembly and modification. Individual cables
may be removed without removing the entire harness assembly. Breakouts of pigtails from
the harness, as shown in Figure 5, mate to hard-mounted connectors at the top and bottom
of each Level HI electronic assembly.
4.2. OTHER SYSTEM CABLES
h_dividual cables connect the Canopus sensor, planet scan platform, and capsule to the system
by means of connectors on the associated bays. The flexible cable to the scan platform
accommodates the position changes of this unit through deployment, retraction, and the
required operational scan angles.
4. ;3. BAY ASSEMBLY HARNESS
Each bay assembly harness, as shown in Figure 5, is an individual unit providing separate
signal, command, telemetry, and power bundles from the subsystem assembly connectors
16
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to the respective signal connectors andinsulated copper bus bars. Interconnections between
subassembliesgenerally follow the bundle groupingswith short direct connections routed to
cross the bundles at right angles. All interface connectors are hard mountedto the bay
assembly chassis; float being provided in the connector to minimize alignment problems.
System harness connectors are provided at both the top andbottom of eachelectronic assembly.
4.4. IN-FLIGHT DISCONNECTS
The cables to the launchvehicle andcapsule interfaces are eachterminated in connectors
which form part of an in-flight disconnectingdevice at the separation joints. The launch
vehicle cable forms part of the main ring harness, while the capsule cable is one of the in-
dividual cables at the top of the spacecraft.
4.5. ALTERNATIVE CONSIDERATIONS
During the system updateactivities, a design study was performed to evaluate some significant
advancesin wire cabling and insulation as they might be applicable to Voyager.
4.5.1. Wire Cable Study
The applicability of utilizing flexible flat cable for Voyager electrical interconnections was
studied. It was found that flat cable harnesses can provide a significant weight savings; 50
percent and more over conventional round wire harnesses in some applications. However,
experience to date concerning reliability indicates the need for further development in
several areas. Although much developmental work has been performed at NASA's Astrionics
Laboratory, particularly on techniques for handling and mating flat cable, indications are
that the changeover to flat cable technology is not necessarily simple. Before flat cable can
be recommended for Voyager, studies in depth should be made of environmental performance,
stripping processes, repair and replacement methods, and mounting and attachment techniques.
17
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4.5.2. Insulation Study
A comparison was made of polyimide-coated wire (Kapton, Spacewrap) and polyolefin-coated
wire (Kynar)° The study indicated that Kapton is superior to Kvnar in the following areas:
a. Abrasion resistance.
b. Flexibility (especially at low temperatures).
c. Temperature range.
d. Outgas sing.
e. Cut-through resistance.
Furthermore, the use of Kapton may also allow a significant weight saving. According to
data published by Haveg-Supertemp, a 20 AWG Kynar wire with a weight of 4.57 pounds per
1000 feet is recommended for a 10 ampere capacity. However, Kapton wire of only 24 AWG,
at 2.17 pounds per 1000 feet is necessary for the same rating. This reduction is possible
as a result of the improved temperature rating, which permits use of a higher AWG number
wire. Where identical AWG sizes are required in order to minimize voltage drop, the weight
differential is not significant.
Kapton insulated wire is now being considered for many advanced spacecraft systems such
as Apollo "LEM". Titan III, the Manned Orbiting Laboratory, and the gravity gradient
satellite are all using Kapton. In consequence, it appears that polyimide (Kapton) cable
harness material is most suitable for Voyager.
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